Only Ampex
gives you a complete family of
interface interchangeable
single-capstan
tape transports.
What are your EDP system needs?
TM-7 for up to 45 ips, 36 KC
TM-9 up to 75 ips, 60 KC
TM-11 up to 120 ips, 96 KC
TM-12 up to 150 ips, 120 KC.

All with servo-driven singlecapstan drives.
All generating tapes up to 800 cpi,
fully IBM/ASCII compatible.

Now one source meets all your
data transfer requirements:
Ampex. Only Ampex gives you
a family of servo-driven singlecapstan digital transports with a
complete range of drive speeds
and data transfer rates-from
oto 120 KC. All units are interface
interchangeable. This allows
you to easily pick the drive to
match the requirements, and
change the drive if requirements
change. Also, you can select
exactly what you need: just a
transport, or the transport with
electronics and control, or a
system comprising several
transports with time-shared
data electronics and control.
©

Ampex transports meet or exceed
the reliability of the equipment
they serve. You get at least 2,000
hours mean-time-between-fail ure
and at least one billion start/stop
operations before start/stop
mechanism replacement parts
may be needed. Also, the
single-capstan design eliminates
problem parts and tape path
adjustments. Result: more
uptime, greater accuracy,
performance to specification,
all at lower cost.
Write for complete details.
Ampex Corporation,
Redwood City, California.

AMPEX

AMPEX CORP. 1965
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INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 1 ... SEC
CORE MEMORY
.

.

MICROCIRCUIT DDP-124

New ICM-40 microcircuit, coincident current, random access core memories feature
full cycle operation in 1 p,SEC (less than 500
nsec access time). ICM-40's feature price,
size and reliability advantages of integrated
circuit p,_PACtm logic. Word capacities to
16,384 in a 5 1/4" high unit for mounting in
a standard relay· rack. Design permits PWII
out front rack access. Operating temperatures from O°C to +50°C, with broad margins. Clear/Write, Read/Restore and Read/
Modify/Write are standard modes of operation. ICM-40 interfaces comfortably with
both discrete component and integrated circuit systems. Low power dissipation.

24-bit word DDP-124 features monolithic integrated circuit p,-PACtm construction; fast.
reliable, and flexible logic configuration binary, parallel, sign/magnitude, single address with indexing, powerful command
structure. Over 285,000 computations per
second. MEMORY: 8192 words (expandable
to 32,768) di'rectly addressable; cycle time
1.75 p,secs. I N PUT-OUTPUT: Typewriter,
paper tape reader and punch. (Strong optional I/O capability and broad range of
peripheral equipment.) SOFTWARE: FORTRAN II and IV, assembler, executive, utility
and service routines. Fully program compatible with DDP-24 and DDP-224 general purpose computers.

J,I- PAC LOGIC MODULES
3C is the world's largest supplier of digital
logic modules. With several years of in-house
funded research and design, 3C has developed a broad line of standard, fully integrated, monolithic, 5mc circuit modules with
the flexibility of 3C's long established disqrete package lines. Th is, has been ach ieved
while retaining advantages inherent in the
integrated circuit -, price, size, reliability.

3C SALES OffiCES: NEEDHAM, MASS.; FOREST HILLS,
N.Y.; LEVITTOWN. ·PA.; SYRACUSE, N.Y.; SILVER SPRING.
MD.; HOUSTON, TEXAS; HUNTSVILLE, ALA.: COCOA BEACH,
FLA.; DES PLAINES. ILl.: DETROIT. MICH.: WEST CAR·
ROLLTON. OHIO: LOS ANGELES, CALIF.: .KENT. WASH.,
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

€9

COMPUTER CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
OLD CONNECTICUT PATH, FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01702
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FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR / A DIVISION OF FAIRCHILD CAMEI'lA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION. ,313 FAIRCHILD DRIVE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA, (415) 962-5011 •

TWX: 910-379-6435
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*Micrologic is Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation's Trademark for its Analog and Digital Monolithic Circuits
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Associate Editors

Looking for a best buy in a table top tape
reader system? Well, here's the one that fills
the bill for features and flexibility, along with
a down-to-earth price.
.

Assistant Editor
Eastern Editor
European Editor
Contributing Editors

The 1291 is a completely self-contained unit,
but with the capability for easy integration
into larger systems. You'll find self-illuminated
manual controls, complete facilities for external control, a unique reel servo system with
built-in rewind, and a full set of output timing
and blanking signals.
Flexibility? This is a unit with th~ power and
card space that allows an almost unlimited
variety of optional functions ... gated and buffered outputs (which can easily be set to special voltage levels), parity checking, detection
of special tape codes for command signals,
and sequential Dataphone outputs.
Operating at speeds up to 25 cps, the 1291
reads 8 level paper or mylar tape asynchronously. Moving parts have been minimized,
assuring maintenance-free long life. And you'll
get more than 10,000 passes with no tape
damage from sensing pins that exert less than
25 grams of pressure on the tape.
The price? Only $596.00. And if you want the
full story, just send in the coupon.
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EDITORIAL

Valley Forge Industrial Park
Norristown, Pennsylvania

SOUNDS LIKE A BEST BUY! Please rush me the full
story on the 1291 Tape Reader System.
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Address
City
State ____________ Zip _____
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There are all kinds of space-savers.
The one on the left is called the TA

.. System.

It takes the bugs out of tape storage and handling.
You get a lot more mileage out of a tape library with the Tape-Seal System *.
This n'ew system for storing and handling computer tape features a unique
belt that is45%narrower and90% lighter than acanister. Because the
belt hangs in storage, it doesn't need wire. supports like a canister does. In
the floor space you're now using to store 96 tapes in canisters, you .can
store 200 in Tape-Seal Belts. Handling? A breeze. Tape protection? Better
than ever. Labelling? A real pleasure, for the first time. So write for complete
details soon, won't you? Before tape storage problems drive you buggy.

>

(When you order new tapes, insist that they be shipped without ·canisters.
Buy Tape-Seal Belts and save.)
"'Patents Pending

LINE

DATA PROG.ESSING ACCl=SSORIES

161 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD, WORCESTER, MASS. 01606
CIRCLE.62 ON READER CARD

A division of Barry Wright Corporation

@>

Mayday!

Ever have days when you get this sinking feeling? Tape problems - transport problems - dropoutproblems?
Next time maybe we can help. Before you go down for the third time,
call your nearest Computron Regional Office and shout aMayday". Your
Computron customer engineer will be on his way in a trice; He is fully qualified
in all phases of EDP. He is not a salesman. He knows tapes - he knows computers - and he has had a great deal of experience in getting them to talk
to each other.
Of course, many people have solved their data recording problems simply
by switching to Computape.
.
In any case, we are at your service. For advice, application assistance,
problem solving, or just a reel of tape, call your nearest Computron office.
A PRODUCT OF COMPUTAON, INC.
cmCtE 8 ON READER CARD

MEMBER OF THE

Wlr GROUP

122 CALVARY ST .. WALTHAM, MASS. 02154
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Momentarily abandoning its usual short-sighted concern with today's
problems, Datamation this month takes a far-out look at how today's
technology will affect various disciplines in 19??;

24 BON VOY AGE-1984 STYLE, by Ascher Opler

number 1

25 THE STUDENT OF TOMORROW, by Daniel D. McCracken
27 THE FUTURE OF PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION, by Robert L. Patdck
29 THE COMPUTER IN LITERATURE, by Ned Kelly
31 WAR OF THE COMPUTERS, by Jackson W. Granholm
32 BALLOTS AND BITS, by Richard H. Hill
34 IMPROVEMENTS IN HARDWARE PERFORMANCE. In the next five
years, a 20-time improvement is seen in the performance/dollar of internal highspeed memories. These and other predictions by ]. Presper Eckert of Univac.

- 37 THE AUTHOR OF THE ANALYTIC ENGINE, by David W. Kean.
Now a trip back in time and a look at Charles Babbilge and his peers, the result
of a chance discovery of a library volume alive with marginal notes.

47 THE POST-IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY STUDY, by Louis Fried.
Author outlines three basic types of information needed for a management study,
factors to be considered before and during the analysis, and cautions readers on
the nature of data accumulated.

55 COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS QUARTERLY-RECENT TRENDS,
by David E. Weisberg. A summary of recent trends and product announcements during the past year.

96 THE '65 FALL JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE. Attracting 4,000
registrants, the meeting featured a commendable experiment in technical communications that can mean improved conferences in the future.
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More on large-scale. hybrid
computation and the EAr 8900
from Walter Brunner
BRUNNER. "lust as important as efficient
equipment utilization is efficient
programming, so that programs can be
written· simply and rapidly."

EAI 8900 Hybrid Computing System:
The EAI 8900 is a large-scale hybrid computer
designed a:s a fully-integrated, standard
system of hardware and software. It consists
of an EAI 8800 Analog Computing System,
an EAI 8400 Digital Computing System and an
EAI Control and Data Interface System.
This equipment and each of its major
elements has been designed for efficient,
practical, and productive hybrid computing.

Walt~r Brunner continues his observations on
hybrid computation. The comments here put
particular emphasis on the software requirements
.
for hybrid simulation.
Mr. Brunner has been with Electronic
Associates' Princeton Computation Center for the
past eleven years and has been director of the
Center since 1961. During this period, he has
helped solve hundreds of customer problems
covering the complete spectrum of simulation
applications. Walter was among the first
laboratory managers responsible for tying an
analog and digital computer together, as the
Princeton Computation Center began operating
its first hybrid computer in the fall of 196!.
Walter and his staff have continually worked with
hybrid problems from many areas of application.
Throughout this period,. he has made this
.
experience available to the design team working
on the newest EAI hybrid computer, the EAI 890.0.
Scientific Computing System. A few of the more
important criteria he recommended to the design
team are presented (m these pages.

8

890.0. DESIGN. The 890.0. incorporates
many programming features that
simplity and reduce the effort required
by the hybrid programmer. The
capability of using FORTRAN for the
majority of digital computer operations
results in significant time savings.
,Within the FORTRAN source coding
the programmer can use the analog and
conversion control commands, assembly
language sub-routines, and for the
most critical speed requirements, inline assembly language coding, all
interspersed within the FORTRAN as
required.
Another programming aid is the
{execution tIme information produced
as part of the FORTRAN compiling
process. Accurate statements of
. execution time for any program section
I will be produced, thus providing the
data for working in a real-time
computing environment. Also valuable
to re~il-time computing are pseudo-clocks
and their pseudo-interrupts that can be
used conveniently to call for specific
program routines at periodic intervals
under program control.
Further simplicity in hybrid
programming is achieved through a
library of hybrid-oriented subroutines.
A family of integration algorithms is
provided, inclUding appropriate
initialization and the ability for change
of time base. Generation of functions
of one and several variables, and
transport delay routines are a1so
proVided.

BRUNNER. "Good debugging tools are
extremely useful to the simulation
laboratory manager in achieVing the
most efficient utilization of his
large-scale hybrid computer. As the
problems we simulate become more
complicated, it is important to free the
design engineer from the details of the
programming to devote his attention
to the problem."

890.0. DESIGN. The EAI 890.0. is equipped
with powerful debugging tools to
minimize unproductive computer time.
Digital program debugging is
accomplished by the SPECTRE debug
software. SPECTRE is a conversational,
keyboard-entry program used by the
operator to "talk" to the computer.
It permits the user to look at any
memory location, which he can address
by symbolic name. The contents of
the memory cell will be disassembled
from machine language and typed out
in assembly mnemonics and
programmer-specified symbols.
Modifications to the program can be
made by inserting or deleting
instructions. The memory storage space .
is automatically adjusted ,by the 84o.o.'s
unique capability of dynamic storage
re-allocation so that the corrected
program remains as one continuous
block of instructions.

DATAMATION

8900 DESIGN. The EAI 8900 is a standard hybrid computing
system supported by an extensive software system and a
significant program of follow-on software development.
The HYTRAN simulation language, which is based on the
Simulation Councils' simulation language, is a system
that encompasses the capabilities of earlier digital simulation
programs such as MIDAS and MIMIC for dynamic check
solutions, and also includes many additional hybrid-oriented
features. In addition, it is the vehicle for EAI research
into implementing an automatic analog programmer and
other more comprehensive hybrid capabilities. Such a
program is only possible because of the substantial number
of 8900 systems that will be in use. This also makes
.
possible the benefits of a user's group. Such a group is now
being established to afford its members the opportunity
to learn from each other's experience and share the
results of each other's programming efforts.
A complete text of Mr. Brunner's remarks on hybrid
computation. and the successful development of necessary
hardware and software is available on request. We will
be pleased to furnish detailed data on the EAI 8900
Scientific Computing System as well.
--

Analog program debugging is simplified by the HYTRAN Operations
Interpreter with its static check and diagnostic capability.
Additionally, preventative maintenance panels for the 8800, used in
conjunction with the 8400, may perform a rapid and complete
hardware checkout.
As one of many other hardware features contributing to easier
debugging, the 8900 System Fault Interrupt is used to report faults
and indicate which one of a variety of conditions or malfunctions
has occurred-amplifier overload, invalid address, servo-set attenuator
null failure, power supply failure, etc. This alone can save considerable
trouble-shooting effort by immediately identifying a possible source
of error in the problem solution.
BRUNNER. «Finally, the importance of good software in a hybrid
computing system has been demonstrated clearly in many hybrid labs,
and certainly it is important to my people here at Princeton. The full
potential of hybrid software will be realized with the growth of
commonly used software packages. The demonstrated capabilities of
various programs such as APACHE; MIDAS, MIMIC; etc., should
, be merged and integrated into a common system of software
which incorporates the ideas of the simulation language being formulated
by Simulation Councils, Inc.~'

EAI 8900 Scientific Computing System Characteristics
The EAI 8800 Analog computer
60-integrator capacity
125kc bandwidth
2mc synchronous logic
The EAI 8900 Interface
32x32 expandable to 128x128
conversion channel capacity
65kc analog-to-digital word rate
Single or double-buffered digital-toanalog channels
Sample and hold multiplexed
analog-to-digital channels
Expandable interrupts, function lines,
and status lines terminated on the
logic patch panel

The EAI 8400 Digital Computer
32-bit wclrdTength plus 2 executive bit:
5.5·7.0 fJ.sec floating point multiply
64K memory capacity
7 hardware index registers
The EAI 8900 Software
FORTRANIV
Macro Assembler
SPECTREDebugSy~em

Monitor and Real Time Scheduler
HYTRAN sm Simulation Language
HYTRAN Operations Interpreter
Function Generation Programs
Numerical Integration Programs
Analog Control and Readout Programs

.mService Mark of Electronic Associates. Inc.

EAI:LECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., We" La"gBm",', N~ 1m")
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calendar
• Symposium on simulation lan~
guages will be held in March, Univ.
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Application deadline is Feb. 1.
• Business show and midwest management seminar is scheduled for
Feb. 8-11, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Co-sponsors are the Administrative Management Soqiety, Chicago
Chapter, and Northwestern Univ.
' . - Computer Usage Education Inc.,
New York, has scheduled two seminars: ,"IBM System/360 Software:
Plans and Prospects," Feb. 8-10, Hotel
Somerset, Boston, and "Information
Retrieval: Today and Tomorrow,"
Feb. 23-25, Marriott Twin Bridges
Motor Hotel, Wash., D. C.
• American Univ. is sponsoring
courses: "Eighth Annual Institute on
Information Storage and Retrieval,"
Twin Bridges Marriott Motor Hotel,
Washington, D.C., Feb. 14-17; "Short
Course on Electronic Information Displays," Twin Bridges Marriott, March
7-10. Fees: $175 and 200.

puts the VRC Model 52 Drum Memory
System to work for you. Along with the
modest price tag, you gain large measures
of versatility, quality and reliability. And
Model 52 System performance has already
been proven in such demanding industrial
applications as the U.S. Weather Bureau's
AMOS IV computer.
To be specific, your under-$5,000 investment buys you a system complete with
clocking, read-write and address-decoding
electronics ... capacity of 10,000 to 200,000
bits ... access times to 5.0 msec ... and data
ra te of 200 kc.

• Calif. Analysis Center, Inc. will
give a course on SIMSCRIPT programming language Feb. 14-18, Santa
Ynez Inn, Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Fee: $250.

• May we tell you more?

• Course in theory and techniques
of linear programming will be given
by Univ. of California Extension,
March 15-25, San Francisco, Calif.

• Institute of Management Sciences
will meet Feb. 16-19, Hotel Statler
Hilton, ballas, Texas.
•
SHARE XXVI will meet Feb. 28-,
Mar. 4, EI Cortez Hotel, San Diego,
Calif.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ...
on the Model 52 Drum and System are yours for
the asking .... along with our brochure providing
basic data on all VRC product lines: Drum
Memories, Modules and Systems.

Box 20d, Precision Park, North Springfield, Vermont

• Lomond Systems Inc. and Chevy
Chase Travel Inc., Bethesda, Md.
will sponsor a group seminar tour for
edp executives in eight European
countries, ,March 21-April 7. '
• The Div. of Continuing Education, Univ. of Texas Graduate School
of Biomedical Science, is sponsoring
a symposium "Biomathematics and
Computers in Life' Sciences," Mar.
24-26, Shamrock Hilton Hotel, Houston, Texas.
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How to succeed while you're still young

"Take the initiative. You won't always
be right. But knowing business funda·
mentals will cut your margin of error
to the minimum ....•

"Actively seek all of the responsibility
you can possibly handle. You'll never
get anywhere by avoiding the tough
assignments .....

"Develop the instinctive ability to make
quick, accurate decisions. Business has
always reserved its greatest rewards
for men of action and courage ..•.•

"Broaden your knowledge of business
in a systematic, organized way; learn
the problems and viewpoints of all
major departments of business ....."

An interview with James M. Jenks, President
Alexander Hamilton Institute
famed management consultants-Booz,
T
'Allen & Hamilton-contend that "The return
of rigorous competition is forcing the improved
HE

use of executives. In many cases the margin of
competitive success or failure is locked up in the
quality of management talent."*
It is in times such as these that seniority is
often thrown out the window; and that knowledgeable, ambitious young people are permitted
to rise as fast and as far as their ability enables
them to go. For business has too much at stake
to discriminate on the basis of age.
The man who can do the job, gets the job . ..
whether he's 28 or 58.
And today-as in critical eras in the pasttop managerial talent is emerging from big and
small organizations throughout the country.
From engineers, chemists and other technical
men. Among salesmen. Accountants. Lawyers.
Marketingmen.
Their backgrounds are diverse; but all of
these men share a compelling force to succeed,
and the intelligence to realize that only people
with a well-rounded grasp of business functions
can direct the activities of subordinates.
A Fascinating IIHow to Succeedl l Plan
Most people are surprised to learn that the average age of our subscribers is closer to 40 than
to 20.
And we, in turn, are equally surprised that
this mistaken notion has persisted for so long.
After all, rarely does a man mature sufficiently
until he is in his thirties to give any serious
thought to his future, or to the security of his
family.
But the day comes inevitably when he asks
himself: "Where am I going to be in five or ten
years? Will I be able to put my children through
college? Will my estate support my family, for
a reasonable period, without the need for additional funds?"

If he's fortunate, acts while time is still on the Institute has compiled, analyzed and refined
his side and if the program he follows is valid, authentic case-history material ... made depth
he frequently becomes successful while he's still studies of real and complex business situations.
Thus the training is immediately applicable to
young.
All of this, necessarily, is an oversimplification average everyday business problems.
of the problem.
Many executives have called the Institute's
For that reason, we have analyzed the Insti- descriptive booklet "One of the most valuable
tute's approach to executive-training problems contributions ever made to business literature."
in written form. The program is outlined fully
It explains the modern method of attaining
in a 32-page book titled "Forging Ahead in success while you're young-while you can still
Business."
enjoy it to the fullest. Tells you what you must
This little book is not for children or even the do, what you must know, to make upwards of
20-year-old. Rather, it was designed to show $15,000 a year reasonably early in your career.
The program it describes is not meant for
the mature, ambitious man how to build his
career on a solid foundation-how to cope real- everybody; but if you happen to fit the pattern
istically with the problems everybody must meet of the success-minded man, it's entirely possible
and solve' before he can hope to aspire to the that you, too, will find that the Institute's protop managerial level.
gram will bring you a little closer each day to
your chosen goal.
A copy is yours for the asking
There) no charge for "Forging Ahead in
After having devoted more than fifty years to Business" because-depending on the individual
helping ambitious, men help themselves, we're -it can be worth nothing . .. or a fortune.
To obtain your complimentary copy, simply
naturally aware of the reasons why some men
reach the heights at an early age ... why others fill out and return the coupon below.
don't hit their peak until years later ... and why >Quoted from June,1962, issue oj "News Front"
some never do make the grade as major
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
235 East 420d Street, New York, New York 10017
executives.
Surprisingly, native ability and intelligence
r - ~LEXAN-';iR HAM-U:;ON iNSTITUTE ------:
are not nearly as dominant influences as one
Dept.669, 235 E. 42nd St" N. Y., N. Y.IOOI7
might expect (the $50,000 a year man is not five
In Canada: 57 Bloor St., W., 'Toronto, Oot.
times as intelligent as the $10,000 man.)
Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the bookFew men work at more than a fraction of their
'~FORGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS."
capacity ... and most are willing to settle for
Name _________________________
mastery of a single department of business.
Somehow they fail to realize management's
Firm Name _______________________
need to understand, relate and communicate on
Business Address, ________________
an overall administrative level ... to master the
basics of marketing, accounting, finance and
Position'-______________________
production.
While helping thousands to accomplish more
Home Address __________________
in months than they would, ordinarily, in years,
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are you paYing
more than
$600 a month
for computer
tape handling?
Investigate the lower-cost, superdependable IBM interchangeables.

~
letters

gram execution) ... Such complicated
software packages as operating systems ... will have to be operationally
field-tested for a long time, perhaps
for years, before such systems can
be considered to be "clean."
P. R. D'ANAUD-GERKENS
South Pasadena, California

.

secondary storage

on-line banks

Sir:
In my article, "Automated Secondary
Storage Management" (Nov., p. 24),
the legend was deleted from Fig. 4.
Assuming a philosophical posture, I
have concluded this mistake will afford me an opportunity to see if anybody reads my article closely enough
to note the omission.
F. B. MACKENZIE
Burroughs ElectroData Division
Pasadena, California

Sir:
I'd like to .correct an impression made
by a News Brief item (Oct., p. 107)
about Bankers Data Processing Inc.,
which provides on-line dp services
for a group of Massachusetts banks.
The article maqe everything sound
like "futures."
In August, seven banks were placed
on-line during a three-week period.
All told, almost 300,000 accounts
were converted with no parallel runs,
and everyone balanced to the penny

Please see corrected version below.
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Datamec 03029 Tape Unit
(interchangeable with IBM 729-JI
and 729-V)
$600

a month

lOt

:

i
L. .

w
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Datamec 02030 Tape Unit
(interchangeable with IBM 7330)
$400 a month

Purchase Prices:
03029-$14,500
02030-$12,500
Make your own profit-saving move.
Write Tom Tracy at Datamec, 345
Middlefield Road, Mountain View,
California 94041. Better yet, phone
Tom at (415) 968-7291.

@)~l?~WJ§(5~
A DIVISION OF HEWLETT-PACKARD

leadership in low-cost/high reliability
digital magnetic tape handling
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software deliveries
Sir:
Mr. Weisberg's statements regarding
the availability of operating systems
for multiprogramming ("Computer
Characteristics & the Role of Software," Oct., p. 42), fail to do justice
to the pioneer in this field. As far
back as 1961, Univac has delivered
with its U-III, 1107 and 490 the software for these computers, which include operating systems with "extensive" multiprogramming capabilities ...
I agree with Mr. Weisberg that
computers must be delivered with the
necessary software, which has to in- '
elude operating systems (for multiprogramming or, rather, multi-pro-

the first day. Over the Armistice-Day
weekend, we added an eighth bank
(450,000 accounts), converting it
live from ledger cards via on-line terminals from Worcester-a distance of
40 miles . . . By the end of the year
(1965), we'll have 12 banks with close
to a half-million accounts on-line.

F. MONTGOMERY
Burroughs Corp.
Equipment & Systems Marketing
Division
Lexington, Massachusetts
A.

casino blackiack
Sir:
In my article in the November issue,
entitled "Casinos, Cards and Com.;.
puters," I suggested that the new

CIRCLE 13 ON READER CARD
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automatic blackjack machines in the
Nevada casinos might actually give
the smart player an edge. My remark was qualified by the phrase
"provided that the deal is truly random." Regrettably, the experiences of
a number of persons who tried the
machines during the FJCe provided
substantial statistical evidence that
this assumption may not be true. The
,electronic dealer seemed to draw winning hands more than his due share
of the time! My apologies to any conference attendees who were led astray.
Your readers may be interested to
know that after the conference I finally managed to squeeze in two hours
of play on the blackjack tables,
, before having to catch a plane. Bettirig over a range of $5 to $20, and
using my simple Wilson point count
system, I came away with a $100
win. In view of the short sample,
"luck" played a greater role than skill;
my "expected win" was more like $20.
Nonetheless, my bets were always
higher when the deck was "rich," and
I could feel the system, working for
mel
ALLAN N. WILSON
San Diego, CaUfornia

divisive fortran
Sir:
'I have extracted two interesting conclusions from Dan McCracken's article "How to Tell if It's FORTRAN IV"
(Oct., p. 38).
1. If one masks the ASA features
shown across the table, eliminating
those compilers which do not have all
the features, or which are not currently operational (Oct. 1965), only four
of the 27 compilers remain: SDS
9300, NCR 315, GE 600 series, DDP
24, 124, 224.
2. Applying the two tests at the beginning of the article shows that SDS
900 series FORTRAN II (circa April
1963) is a FORTRAN IV.
My only comment is, "No, Virginia,
there isn't a FORTRAN IV."
DAVID H. OWENS'
Scientific Data Systems
Santa Monica, Californfa

10 usee here & there
Sir:
You have done us wrong! In your
October new product announcement
of the SDS 940 computer (p. 113),
the memory cycle time is erroneously
listed as 11.75 microseconds. The correct speed is 1.75 usec.
HAROLD J. BERGSTEIN
Scientific Data Systems
Santa Monica, California

It'S about
tima
The new time saving
Ailelex 4000 Printer
is perfect for
remote terminal
installations

......
Jijj

It handles all types of
business forms in single or
multiple copies at
DATA-PHONE® speed. You get
stability, versatility and performance
required for remote terminal sYJitems.
With an Anelex 4000 Printer tied
on·line via the DATA-PHONE, you can
extend computer throughput to any
remote location. Company divisions
and field offices have the advantages
of complete computerized information
directly from the sour:ce ... not
just a condensed message.
Anelex 4000 Printers produce up to
160 columns at 300 lines per minute.
They are available with a variety of
different interfaces including either,
the DATA-PHONEDATASET201 or 202.
Learn how simply you can advance
the operating efficiency of your
computer to any terminal station.
Get detailed information on high-speed
communications. Anelex Corporation,
Department D-1, 150 Causeway ~t.,
Boston, Massachusetts 02114.
-_
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To computer users
who are looking ahead:

Sharpen your
peripheral vision
Wall-to-wall peripherals: look at
them. Look closely. Beside those
you might expect to find, there are
some surprises. A unit that optically reads numbers, letters, punctuation. People-oriented devices
that answer questions in plain
language by video screen. Data
collection stations to help you with
labor distribution, order location,
inventory' control and other management functions. A remote calculator that lets mathematicians
tap the world's most powerful
computer-the CONTROL DATA®
6600-by phone line, so that many
people in an orgapization can
share one central system simultaneously. Of course, different

users want output in different
ways. This also is fully provided
for. Today, a typical computer sys~em is largely peripheral equipment. So, peripherals get atterition
in depth at Control Data! We've
supplied thousands of peripherals
for our systems throughout the
world; won a reputation for performance second to none. Good
to know your equipment investment is so thoroughly underwritten! Ask for information on
our complete line of computer systems and peripheral equipment
by getting in'touch withyour nearest Control Data representative.
Or write direct to our Minneap-

olis address, Department H-16.
1. 6060 Remote Calculator 2.
405 Card Reader 3. 166 Line
Printer 4. Certified Magnetic
Tape 5.915 Optical Page Reader 6. 1010 Transacter® Badge
Reader 7. 8011 Transacter Input
station 8.852 Disk Storage
Drive 9. 1020 Transacter Input
Station 10-11.604-607 Magnetic Tape Transports 12.415 Card
Punch" 13.808 Disk File 14.501
High-Speed Line Printer 15. ~11
Entry and Display Station
16.626 Magnetic Tape Trans-'
port 17.690 Magnetic Tape
Certifier 18.601 Tape Transport

the biggest computers for the biggest installations come from
CIRCLE 15 ON READER CARD

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION

8100 34th AVE.
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You need a
"special" approach
with PHYLIS~I~!
PHYLlS*-PHYsics On Line Information Station
is a system designed to process data received
froin on-line low energy nuclear physics experiments at Argonne National Laboratory.
Argonne required a computer to process data
from an on-line nuclear experimental system.
In addition the computer had to have the speed
to apply the results of the processed data, back
into the experiment before completion, thereby
saving the time and efforts of setting up a
second experiment to obtain proper results.
To help solve this problem, ANL called on the
system specialists from' Advanced Scientific
Instruments.

The pHvLlS system processes data acquired
from a 12 MeV Tandem generator and a 4.5
MeV Van de Graaff generator. The system, in addition to the ASI Central Processor, includes a
number of standard, and special purpose devices. The following special units were designed
and supplied by ASI as a part of our total systems support program: a data link to the Tandem generator incorporating a pulse height
analyzer, a remote station link to the Van de
Graaff accelerator, and a communications link
,to a larger compLiter.
Whether your processing problems deal with
nuclear physics, hybrid simulation, optical sys-'
tems, or whatever, ASl's "special" a pproach to
complete systems design is ready to help you.
Call or write ASI today.

ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL RESEARCH, INC.
8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
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,lions and Systems
ltional Importance
~eded

to solve them. And associates
litary and technical people who are
conception, design, engineering and
nany of the nation's most important
!ms.
ing? Check the openings available,
ify, join us at MITRE.
RANGE DATA TRANSMISSION - Engineers
are needed to work on range data transmission. Particular work areas include
digital data transmission, systems analysis
and testing. Experience with switching
systems, modulation and information theory, and coding is desired.
If you have at least three years' experience and a degree, preferably advanced,
in electronics, mathematics or physics,
contact us; Write in confidence to Vice
President - Technical Operations, The
MITRE Corporation, Box 208AU, Bedford,
Massachusetts.
MITRE also maintains facilities in Washington, D.C., Patrick Air Force Base and
Tampa, Florida, as well as Colorado
Springs. MITRE's overseas facilities are in
Paris and
Tokyo.
THE _ _ _ _ __

MITRE
CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F)

58 to provide technical support to agencies of the
'stems engineer for the Electronic Systems Division
and the Department of Defense.
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PROGRAM-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
University Computing Corp. will enter the mail order
business soon, offering software to users in search
of instant programs. The Dallas firm is establishing
a Program Trading Center under Tom Lyons, is
soliciting descriptions of programs to be considered
for entry into a "catalog." The programs will be made
available at a fixed price, for unlimited use (but
limited distribution), to other users. UCC may buy
some programs outright, but generally will offer
the program developer a royalty -- anywhere from
10% to 50% of the program's revenue, depending on
how much documentation and maintenance UCC has to
do. The company has already signed to offer Opcon
the Datatrol-developed 1401 operating system -- in
four southwestern states. If successful, the
operation could be a foot in the door for eventual
separate pricing of hardware and support services,
a dream of many mainframe and software houses.
BEKINS BRINGS
THE SPECS
A forthcoming request for proposals for a monstrous
new Army edp system is giving Washington computer
salesmen king-size headaches, although all the specs
aren't out yet. First phase of the new logistics
supply system -- called Project Napalm -- will call
for some 11 systems costing maybe $35-50 million,
with up to 40 computers eventually. At this writing,
only 24 volumes of specs -- over three feet high -were out, with another four volumes due. Initial
target dates have been withdrawn, but proposals will
probably be due 150 days after specs are out, and
benchmark solutions due 60 days after that.
Delivery of the first pilot installations is supposed
to be set for the end of '66.
One manufacturer is said to have estimated it
will cost over $1 million just to bid. Another
guesses it will cost at least $250K. It looks as if
Project Napalm will burn some manufacturers badly.
SLIPPAGE SEISMOGRAPH
STILL SENSING SHIVERS
Tremors from the IBM hardware and software slippages
are still being felt. One customer was told that a
version of the 1800 would be delayed from mid-'66
to late '67, that basic software for the 360/67
would slip six months, to expect one year delay in
teleprocessing software, and that bulk core would be
one year behind (defense priority orders are a
possible cause here). One bright spot: the 44K
PL/I compiler is on time.
The delays are hurting, causing previous
estimates of next year's dp savings to dip sharply.
Some customers are grumbling about taking another
look at other manufacturers, who may not be much
better off. Others have gone to short-term leases,
or gotten lucky with quick deliveries from
competitors. Some are using 360's to the extent
possible without software, but paying no rent.
Douglas, however, has Signed a letter of intent
January 1966
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if you don't
quite fit into our
organization chart ..•

4

We'll change the Chi

Honeywell learned
rigid tables of organization. Which
of the national average.

You can spot a good, technically-oJ
by its ability to attract and keep gl
(ask us about the H-200 series). }
more than 50% in the past year.

Not coincidentally, our record-brea
ities at both the new Engineering·
and Development Center. Both have

Opportunities exist in all major al
the following:

• How else could we share what we've learned about
the IBM Systemj360?
We've been busy programming the 360 for over two
years. We've written and .checked out over 250,000 lines
of symbolic code for this machine.
We wrote the book because we had to.

.............................................

cue

COMPUTER
USAGE
DEVELOPMENT
CORP.

MICROELECTRONIC PACKAGI
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
LOGIC DESIGN
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
SYSTEMS EVALUATION
MEMORY DEVELOPMENT
SEMICI
Interested

candidate~

at 200 Smith Street,

Computer Usage Development Corp.
344 Main St., Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549
o I want to know more about CUC.Send a copy of your
24 Page Capability Report "One Day in May."
o Tell me about employment opportunities.

Do:

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E LECTR 0

COMPANY NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AD DR E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CITY
STATE
ZIP _ _OFFICES IN: NEW YORK CITY. WASHINGTON, D.C•• BALTIMORE; PHILADELPHIA; CHICAGO; BOSTON; LOS ANGELES; SAN FRANCISCO; HOUSTON.
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Opportunities exist in other Honeywell
55408. An equal opportunity employer.
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look ahead
for four Spectra 70/35's to replace two 360/30's
installed and two yet to come. The alleged cause:
inability of IBM to deliver on time the big cores
required on these particular configurations.
3M SHARPENS ITS
GRAPHICS IMAGE

It looks as if Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing is
tippy-toeing into the information processing
business. We hear .the company is beginning to test
market a new electron beam recorder which will record
directly and at high speeds on microfilm. Also in
the works, units for transmission of drawings to
remote microfilm printers. Prices? We're guessing
the EBR will compare with the SC 4400, may
compete with multiple 1403 printers.
The new IBM purchase option plan (Nov. News Briefs)
may have interesting tax implications. Under the
old setup, one computer-rich county taxes IBM for
leased systems on 40% of the original purchase price
over six years. What now? Says the assessor, "If
the equipment doesn't reduce in value, it certainly
gives us something to think about."

GE BLOWS WHISTLE
ON 200-SERrE-S"T=S CUSTOMERS

People thinking about installi.ng the Dartmouth time-·
sharing system on GE hardware (265) have had to take
another look. GE says time-sharers have to buy the
gear or lease it over a four-year period. Why?
Probably because they realize the lease 'life of their
200 series is short ••• and perhaps because .they plan
to enter the T-S service bureau biz themselves. A
possible tip-off: GE is adapting the 200 T-S software
for its 600 line. One .former GE prospect, Tymshare,
has switched to the SDS 940 and the Berkeley software.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

One interpretation of the mysterious cross-licensing
agreement signed last month by IBM and Univac:
Perhaps the new Univac line will be so compatible it
will be just like the 360. In return, Univac drops
its pushes on ENIAC patents (awarded in 1964) •••
Data Systems, Inc., which folded suddenly after being
acquired by Union Carbide, lives on in the form of
its product, which will be updated and marketed by
Hewlett-Packard ••• Look for Three C's to announce
a couple of small i.c. computers in the CDC 1700
class next summer ••• Latest translator is TRANSIM,
out of Comress, Inc., Wash., D.C. The firm says it
will start with 100% program translation from 1400
series and 7080 to 360 and Spectra 70 ••• Honeywell
has won a $70K/month order for 16 120's to tie into
the B 5500 ordered recently by Chrysler Corp •••
Great Britain's Ministry of Education and,Science
has approved expenditures of $85 million over six
years for a computer utility at Manchester,
Edinburgh and London ••• Latest entry into the mag
tape manufacturing game is Magnetics, Inc.
Originally formed as Datatape Corp., the new company
is building a plant in Graham, Texas, plans to get
into production within six months ••• Although
disturbed over the fact that some employers are
asking applicants for computer positions if they
have the DPMA certificate, the ACM voted down a
resolution to condemn the certificate program as
"subprofessi6nal." It now looks.as if the two
organizations will get together to investigate the
possibility of cooperating on the exam. Earlier,
DPMA shot down a plan to offer a certificate in
scientific data processing.
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That's all there is!
Just 51/4 inches of rack space for a full 4096 word,
24 bit VersaSTORE Core Memory. And it's all acces~
sible from the front panel, including the core stack.
VersaSTORE comes in capacities from 256 to 4096
words of up to 24 bits. Any VersaSTORE may be field
expanded to the maximum size.
If you like our compact package, look inside,
VersaSTORE is loaded with features! Like the continuous lamp displaybf all the registers for immediate data identification. I ntegrated circuits for maximum reliability. 2fLsec. cycle time with half cycle
operation. A flexible interface, either PNP or NPN
for easy integration with your system. VersaSTORE

(~). DECISION
1590 Monrovia Avenue, Newport Beach, Calif.

requires only ± 12V. ±5% to operate. Buffered input
from 3V. to 24V. and output from IV. to 12V. Plenty
of output drive for system requirements. Random
access. A servoed current drive that maintains good
operating margins at temperature" without stack
heaters. The exclusive "Dataguard" that protects the
memory content· during system checkout. Options
include sequential and sequential interlace addressing and self-test.
If you like our compact package and our fea:'
. tures, you'll really like VersaSTORE's compact price.
For a VersaSTORE brochure, full of facts and
figures, write to:

CONTROL, INC.
Tel. (714) 646-9371 • TWX (714) 642-1364

CIRCLE 12 ON READER CARD

the demand for NlI=IJ:: IRRN511RPE
has been overwhelming

... and now
we've made IRRN511RPE even better.
New solid flange reel and plastic container make MAC TransiTape easier to handle, even
more versatile than before. MAC TransiTape's new reel design is the result of extensive
field research and the overwhelming demand for a 200-foot, 6-inch reel with all the features of a larger reel. 0 Now, MAC TransiTape has them all-a specially designed, solid
flange reel; top quality, heavy-duty computer tape tested at 800 BPI; photo sensing markers;
file protection ring. And, MAC TransiTape is also available either in the new, easy-tostore plastic container or packed in a reusable poly bag and mailing box. 0 MAC TransiTape-even better now for any short job ca lIing for less than 200 feet of computer tape.
Ask your MAC representative for complete information.
'

MAC PANEL COMPANY High POint, North Carolina
Representatives throughout the World
CIRCLE 19 ON READER CARD
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Be the first to install the most practical
high speed data storage and retrieval system!

Study the diagram above for a moment-the system it represents can
save you thousands of dollars a
month by eliminating costly steps in
retrieving and adding to stored data.
The elements all exist today. Each.
piece of hardware has been proven
in actual operation. Actually, this is a
triple data storage system.
PART I. For storage of semi-permanent and permanent records, the
S-C 4400 Document Recorder
converts computer output into
ordinary language and records
it directly on 16mm or 35mm
microfilm.
PART II. Modern microfilm storage
and retrieval systems, such as
Recordak's MIRA CODE system, can retrieve one film record
. out of a million in 15 seconds
and display it on a reader/
printer.
PART III. New data entries which

have not yet been recorded on
microfilm can be stored in the
computer memory. The S-C
1100 Inquiry Display System
makes possible instantaneous
retrieval and display of data
from the computer memory. Operators can also add data to the
stored record automatically,
thus assuring up-to-the-minute
accuracy of information. Over
400 of these desk-top units may
be used to work with a centralized data system.
Stromberg-Carlson believes this
triple data storage system is the fastest, most practical in the world for
high-speed data handling.
Insurance companies, banks, utilities, airlines or other organizations
which must store a large volume of
computer-generated data (or add to
it) can achieve multiple benefits from
this system. These include: increase

of computer efficiency, elimination
of costly business forms inventory,
paper copies, and magnetic tape
(when S-C 4400 is operated on-line
with the computer), better budget
and inventory control, reduction in
external and internal telephoning,
manpower savings, greater personnel
efficiency and better morale because of faster availability of stored
information.
You can have these benefits by
adding a triple data storage system to
an existing EDP installation. When
you install a third generation computer, the system will work equally
well with your new equipment.
For details write: Stromberg-Carlson Corporation, Data Products Division, Dept. 0-10, Post Office Box
2449, San Diego, California 92112.
STROMBERG-CARLSON
c::cr;H~CRATIiON

DATA PRODUCTS-SAN DIEGO

CIRCLE 2S ON READER CARD
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editor's read*ut

fTIS THAT TIME AGAIN
Every year about this time, most of us feel a strong desire to stagger, however
briefly, off the treadmill, in an attempt to figure out where we've been going,
and where we're headed. It's an ancient urge, as old and as regular as the
calendar, and usually fairly harmless. Most often it takes the form of making
New Year's Resolutions, staring out the window, sighing, and asking, "What
Does It All Mean?"
Editors, like people, succumb to this annual madness, usually in the form
of an issue designed to tell All about What to Expect Next Year. This year,
we thought we'd be a bit bolder. We decided to look several years ahead.
In an attempt to assess the future impact of current work, we asked several
articulate computer experts to think, then write about, how they thought the
computer would affect different technologies and disciplines in 19?? The
results - some amusing, some frightening, and some both - appear on the
following pages.
Such exercises, it seems to us, can be quite useful. They can act as imagination stretchers, helping us to put into the perspective of its implications for
tomorrow the work we're doing today. And if the implications appear to be
unhealthy, perhaps such futuristic impressions can serve as a stimulus to
timely corrective action, as a sort of pre facto feedback.

If history can serve as a teacher, then perhaps an imaginative preview of
history can educate also, helping us anticipate problems and to think more
creatively and wisely about solutions.
It's not easy, of course, to get off a treadmill. Today's problems - the new
chain printer that won't make a mark on the third part of the form, the
missed benchmark deadline on a critical software system, the hangnail or
hangover or whatever it is that keeps your key project leader home for a
week - see to that.
But it's important, nevertheless, to try. Especially for an industry which is
revolutionizing the ways we think, educate, and plan is it vital that we
wonder about what we're doing and how it will affect us and those to follow
us in the days to come. We hope this issue will give you an excuse to sidestep
today's pressures momentarily, and to think a little bit about where we're
all heading. Tomorrow it will be too late.
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the helping hand

VOY AGE-1984 STYLE
by ASCHER OPLER
.,: .' ,..:;~.~,. Machine: This is the Universal Time Sharing
System. Today is June 21, 1984. It
.~.t.t.,,\:
is now 20:37 Standard Time. May we
•. "·:"'''.:1•..• .J.m
serve you?
MAN:
YES. MY NAME IS LESTER P. JONAS, U.S.
SOCIAL SECURITY 483-05-2700. I WANT
MY UTSS COUNSELOR.
Machine: Greetings, Mr. Jonas! This is your UTSS Counseling Program. What is your problem today?
MAN:
I AM BORED BY MY WORK AND I AM
FREQUENTLY FATIGUED. WHAT DO YOU
RECOMMEND?
Machine: Your UTSS Physical Health Record was just
checked. No special problem.
Your UTSS Mental Health Record was just
checked. No special problem.
It is logical that you need either a job change
or a vacation.
Your Job Experience Record and your UTSS
Skills Record are being checked against 216
available jobs for which you are eligible.
Sorry, only three are suitable and these jobs are
identical to your present one.
Therefore, UTSS recommends a vacation.'
BUT . . . . .
MAN:
Machine: You were probably going to say that you had
one recently.
Yes, your record shows vacations starting:
December 18, 1983
July 12, 1983
August 22, 1982
Nov. . . .
MAN:
O.K., O.K.
Machine: Checking your UTSS Employment Record.
You are eligible for 23 days of vacation. When
can you leave?
IT WOULD BE BETTER IF I COULD START
MAN:
QUITE SOON, BUT I HAVE NO IDEA OF
WHERE TO GO . .
Machine: Your UTSS Counseling Program will help you.
An analysis of your last 9 vacations follows:
6;
Winter 3.
Summer
Domestic 5 ;
Foreign 4.
Touring 7.
Sedentary 2 ;
What about a trip to a part of the world you
have not visited?
MAN:
LIKE WHERE?
Machine: Asia, Africa, South America.
MAN:
I PREFER ASIA.
INCIDENTALLY, CAN I AFFORD THE
TRIP?
Machine: Your UTSS Personal Account Record has just
been consulted.
Yes, you can afford it.
Your UTSS Cultural Interest Record has just
been consulted.
UTSS recommends Japan for you, Mr. Jonas.
MAN:
BUT I ALWAYS WANTED TO SEE CH.....
Machine: Japan has been selected.

:, . 1911 jJi~
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One day for SST travel each way leaves 21 days
in Japan.
Your time there will be divided:
Two restful weekends in mountain inns
Four busy days in Tokyo
Fou~-day trip on the inland sea
One day each in Nagoya, Osaka, and Hiroshima
Two days in Kyoto
IT LOOKS INTERESTING. WHEN CAN I
MAN:
START? . . . . . NEXT FRIDAY?
Machine: The Universal Air Travel Reservation System is
being consulted. Sorry. Accommodations are
available only starting the following Monday.
Is that O.K.?
MAN:
O.K.
Machine: The Universal Hotel Reservation System is being consulted.
Your itinerary will feature accommodations in
first-class hotels except for Kyoto. There you
will stay in a Ryokan (Japanese inn).
Please indicate your acceptance of the itinerary.
I· ACCEPT. WHAT ARE THE CHARGES
MAN:
AND WHEN WILL YOU SEND MY TICKETS?
Machine: You have forgotten the UTSS way. Your account was debited thirty milliseconds ago. You
are now $2,748.21 poorer.
You receive no tickets under our new 1984
UTSS system of paperwork elimination. All verified arrangements have already been transmitted directly to the airline passenger file and
to the hotel's guest list.
Be at the International Airport on Monday, July
7th at 7:30 a.m.
Please request weather prediction and clothing
recommendation system 48 hours before departure.
Your passport is in order.
Your Japanese visa has just been approved.
Bon Voyage! Compliments of Universal Time
•
Sharing System I

Mr. Op/er is now executive

director of Computer Usage
Education, Inc., and was most
recently director of programming systems for Computer
Usage Co., Inc., until the
founding of the new firm. His
experience in the computing
field began with the Dow
Chemical Co. in J947.
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interactive learning

OF TOMORROW
by DANIEL D. McCRACKEN

~

.
It is 8 p.m: in the dorm at State Tech. George,
19??": a sophomore in electrical "engineering, walks

down the hall to the console pool, picks a
".
likely-looking one, wheels it back to his room,
and plugs it in to power and the phone jack. He dials
the computer, identifies himself, and proceeds with the
following dialog.
Computer:" If you wish the system for a particular course,
name .the course.
George: E 176.
Computer: Do you wish to name a section in the computerized course guide?
George: Start section 27.
Computer: Section 27 -:-complex simultaneous equations
in simple ac networks. Do you wish to review the mathematics, the program for solving a system of equations,
or the electrical engineering principles?
George: Electrical engirieering.
Computer: Very well. Let's review. What does Kirchhoff's
voltage law say?
George: The algebraic sum of the voltage drops around
any loop of a network is zero.
\
Computer: Your answer probably OK, although not iderttical with stored answer, which is "Sum of all voltages
around a closed loop is zero. ." Do you understand, or
shall we go back?
George: Understand.
...

Computer: What .is the major difference between the
application of Kirchhoff's laws to dc and ac networks?
.George: Must use complex numbers and complex arith-"
metic for ac.
Computer: Right. What is the ...
. George: (Interrupting) Skip ahead 10 questions.

Author/co-author of nine
books on progra~mi~g, Mr.
McCracken is a New Yorkbased consultant and technical constiltan~ to Datamation.
His latest book is "Numerical
Methods and FORTRAN Pro- v
gramming" with W. S; .Dorn
of iSM. Mr. McCracken holds
degrees in mathematics and
chemlstiy from Central Washington State College.
. .J
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Computer: See Fig. 144 in computerized course guide, and
state the voltage drop equations.
George:
(-20 20~I(I)

+ 20~I(2) == -60
+ rI5)~I(2) == °

rl0)~I(I)

+

(-20

Computer: Your answer evidently not in standard form.
See form 8 on page 150 of guide, and try again.
George:
(-20, -10) (20, 0) (-60, 0)
(20, 0) (-20, 15) (0, 0)
Computer: Your system gives the correct answer, but it
differs from the stored form of the system. If you think
you know what the difference is, you may re-enter or
order "continue," otherwise ask for "review."
George:
.
(20, 10) (-20, 0) (60, 0)
(-20, 0) (20, -15) (0, 0)
Computer: Right. What is the meaning ...
George: (Interrupting again; he thinks he's ready to do
his homework assignment). Call complex simultaneous
equations solver, E 176 version.
Computer: State N.
George: 3.
Computer: Enter coefficients in row order, with constant
terms having signs as if written on right.
George: (Enters a system of three simultaneous complex
equations that he thinks describes a -bridge circuit assigned for homework) .
Computer: (Gives solution).
There is a knock on the door. George opens it to his
buddy Sam.
Sam: You working on the E 176 homework?
George; Yeah, and this crazy compliter just gave me a
stupid answer. I put in the equations for this bridge
here, and the dumb computer tells me· that the ac impedance is 2000 ohms. How can that be, \vhen the largest
reactance is so much less than that? It's not a series
circuit, either.
Sam: I dunno. How much time you got left?
George: Half an hour on the sheet, but there were 10.
consoles still in the pool, so I probably can keep it.
Sam: Let's fool around. '''''hat would happen if we doubled
that resistor?
George: Can't hurt to try. (Enters values; computer
returns solution). Now that's funny. The impedance didn't
change more'n about . . . 2%. I wonder what happens if
we change the capacitance? (Enters values; computer
returns solution ) .
Sam: Hey! - Now the impedance drops by a factor of
three. Is this computer nuts? Let's change the capacitance just a little and see what happens. (Does so).
George: Well! One percent in the capacitance changes
the impedance by 20%. Is that possible?
Sam: Ah . . . you know, we've been looking only at the
impedance across the bridge, in terms of the current
forced through it by a voltage from the outside, so to
speak. I wonder what kind of currents might be circulating inside it? Let's ask for a full solution. (Does so,
for last three systems). What gives here? Much more
current is circulating inside than is Rowing through.
George: I think maybe I see what is happening. The
arms of this bridge contain capacitance and inductance,
so that you get a kind of resonance: lots of current
flowing back and forth, sort of, with not very much
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outside current required to supply the losses in the resistors.
Sam: (Pause) Yeah, that makes sense. Let's ask about it
in class in the morning.
George: If I know Old Stoneface, that's what he was
trying to get us to figure out for ourselves.

Just what is the value of the computer in such a situation? And what are the implications for the future?
I suggest a two-part answer.
First, the computer has value precisely as the "giant
slide rule" that is so frequently maligned. George and Sam
want to learn network theory; ac network theory involves solution of complex simultaneous equations; even
a small system of this type is agony, and doing the arithmetic teaches absolutely nothing after the first time or
two. With the ability to solve 20 systems of equations in
an evening, instead of suffering to do two or three, George
and Sam are able to learn their electrical engineering
more effectively.
And that is the really important point of all this: the
principal value of the computer in education is rapidly
becoming that of an educational tool in non-computer
courses. With the computer to help them test their tentative concepts, and with gentle pushes from teaching programs, George and Sam are learning electrical engineering better. They are not going to forget reactive current
soon-after all, they discovered it themselves!
This is no prophecy. It is being done today, almost
routinely, at many schools. (Although not always with
the conversational mode feature and not usually in the
dorms). And schools are not doing this sort of thing as
an afterthought. A surprising number of institutions -have
progressed far beyond teaching programming as something with value in itself for all students. They do teach
programming as a subject in its own right for the relatively
few students who want and need it. For. the remaining
majority, however, programming is taught only to the
extent needed to make the computer available as a tool
for education in subjects far removed from computing.
The possibilities are suggested by the diversity of experiments that have been tried. Considerable publicity
has been given to an experiment in teaching economics
to elementary school pupils with a computer game. More
than a few high school physics students have programmed
a rocket sled problem, in the process gaining a good intuitive idea of what a differential equation is without
the fright of hearing the words. Many a calculus student
has programmed the rectangular rule for numerical integration, in order to see a "demonstration" of the idea of
the limit of a sum.
•
In all of these, and the many others that could be
cited, we see the computer being used as an educational tool in subject areas where the emphasis is not all
on computing as such.
The ferment proceeds on diverse fronts. Some dozens
of schools, maybe more, are pursuing the explicit educational goals. More will realize the potential soon. In the
computing fraternity, numbers of people are at work on
software and hardware tools to facilitate the drive, although there is the danger that some workers are more
concerned with the techniques than the purpose. Some
are looking for programming languages that may be better
suited to these purposes than existing ones. The textbook
people are beginning to suffer the pangs of a realization
that yet another revolution is upon them.
At the present pace, it is not at all impossible that
within a very few years most computing at educational
institutions will be directed toward non-computing courses,
with the presently more familiar computer sciences becoming an important but secondary factor.
•
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THE
FUTURE

the urbane driver

OF PRIVATE
TRANSPORTATION
by R. l. PATRICK
Urban sprawl and traffic glut blight the American Dream.
As our society gets more complex, trivial happenings assume catastrophic proportions. An oversight can dim a
great city. A slight miscalculation can close a freeway.
California has 9.5 million registered vehicles, over 3.5
million of them housed in L.A. county. Some of our freeways carry 300,000 autos in a single day. Our growth is
legend; our troubles are too. For those of us who look into
the future, the freeway appears as a long, twisty, smogproducing snake. During one of our monumental jams, a
wag observed, IILet's just pave over the tops and start the
process anew."
The following scheme is slightly less drastic. In addition,
it provides the maximum possible personal latitude in an
increasingly complex modern society.

'B
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As our commuter of the future starts for his car,
. he will check to see if he has his wallet, his
"keys, and his driver's license. He will be able to
.
easily locate his driver's license: it will resemble
the embossed oil company credit card of today, with his
name, address, and license number in bumped-up letters
on its face. The other information will be visible under
the transparent plastic coating.
To start the car, the license must be properly inserted
in its slot before the key-start is engaged. The edge of
the license will contain a series of metal slugs which
encode the driver's identity number and the class of his
license. The car ignition circuitry will be conditioned
by a compare circuit. If the class of the vehicle doesn't
match the class of -the license, the auto won't start.,
Once the vehicle is underway, our driver will pass
the normal profusion of stop signs, school children, and
traffic: for less congested routes present traffic control
methods will be sufficient. On these routes, the worker
(or the housewife on her local rounds) will be unaffected
by the freeway control system. The driver's license in the
slot will be a slight inconvenience, but then so are the
keys and the baby.
If Mrs. Commuter is stopped, her tamper-proof license is
a solid identification. It will simplify many recording chores
and, if she's unlucky enough to receive a ticket, the officer
may imprint directly on a machine readable form. Machinable tickets will speed the judicial administrative mill and
19??
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also allow the officer to return to his enforcement duties
sooner.

on the ramp
Meanwhile, our downtown worker has encountered the
Automated Freeway, Automay for short. As the driver
approaches the entrance ramp to the Automay, he observes an indicator beside the ramp which indicates if
conditions are "congested." If so, a rampside advisory sign
will remind him to flip his dash switch to automatic and
to dial his exit code.
A series of poles along the in-ramp will transmit commands to the vehicle by radio link, accelerating and decelerating it in a test exercise. As these slight perturbations in speed occur, a series of load cells will
measure the car's weight. Another command will cause
the fuel sensor to read out the gallons on board. A scanner on a pole will read the vehicle identification number.
A final command will acquire the exit code, the driver's
identification, and the classifications of both driver and
vehicle.
A special-purpose rampside computer will determine
whether the car, load, and mechanical condition place it
within the allowable bounds for acceleration and deceleration, check if the fuel level is appropriate to the exit, and
that the classes of driver and vehicle are commensurate
with the road conditions. All of these items will be
checked in a fraction of a second. If they are not all satisfactory, a divider will raise to shunt the incoming auto
back to the surface streets. A display mounted over the

Mr. Patrick is a computer
consultant based in Northridge, Calif. Interested in
traffic and its control, he was
recently appointed by the
mayor to the Board of Traffic
Commissioners of L.os Angeles.
His latest research encompasses personnel c1as:sifications
and career planning. Holder .
cf a CDP from the DPMA, he
is also the editorial adviser
and a frequent contributor to
Datamation.
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PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION ...
road will advise the frustrated driver of his deficiencies.
On the other hand, if all the conditions are GO, the
control· of the vehicle will be passed to a computer which
controls merging at the head of the ramp.
en route
During periods of congestion, all vehicles on the Automay will be under computer control. A series of addressable transmitters and receivers will communicate with
each vehicle under the c~ntrol of the area computer. Each
vehicle will contain 'a radio receiver and a small instruction unit. The instruction unit, in turn,will control a pacer,
to keep the commanded speed constant; a speed programmer, to control changes in speed; and a steering
servo to allow the vehicle to automatically change lanes
or round corners under the control of a wayside device.
The receiving antenna on each car will be so oriented
that it will respond' only to commands intended for
its lane.
Each vehicle will also contain a series of sensing elements. One su~h device will measure horizontal acceleration along the lane in the direction of travel. Another
device will measure acceleration across the lane. A logic
circuit will match these readouts with the input command
so that lane changing or closing maneuver's can take place
as commanded and independent of slight irregularities of
the roadway or vehicle condition. Accelerations will be
broadcast to adjacent vehicles. If the neighboring auto
receives an unexpected signal, an emergency sequencea series· of controlled brakings which slow traffic to a
halt-will be initiated. Every transmission to a vehicle will
be checked and acknowledged. Any command which
involves relative movement will be relayed to adjacent
vehicles so that the surprise' circuitry will be disarmed.
Any acceleration will be transmitted to those likely to be
aHected. If the surprise circuitry is not disarmed, any
acceleration from an adjacent vehicle will be interpreted as
a true emergency and the emergency sequence initiated.
Thus, the system is fail-safe. An emergency-triggered by
a circuit or vehicle component failure, or by a wayside
command during unstable conditions-will cause all vehicles to come to a programmed stop. A visual indicator on
the roof of the oHending auto will identify it for emergency crews. The driver will be able to over-ride the
servo controls on the vehicle, but sufficient force would
be required so that this was not an accidental happening. The auto-manual switch on the dash will be ineHectual
except in emergencies, and when the vehicle is oH the
Automay. Normal manual control could be regained only
after a stop or on an out-ramp. The control receiver would
also have an audio path so that traffic advisories could
be given to the driver after an emergency stop. A series
of checks would be built in so that the system was fail.
safe and (damn) foolproof.
pluggable engines
One essence of the scheme is routine vehicle maintenance and care. To ease the maintenance chore, while
simultaneously raising the quality to a level appropriate
to the electronics involved, power-control unit leasing
should be considered. Personal vehicles will contain an
easily replaceable, rail-mounted power-control unit, including sealed engine, automatic trans-axle with inboard
brakes, electronic controls and related servos for speed,
brakes, and steering. In service, the passenger' compartment would probably be driver owned. A range of interchangeable power units would be available. A lowpower unit could be purchased (or leased) for local
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driving; it would have no electronics or servos. A higherpower unit could be purchased (or leased) for crosscountry touring or operation on the Automay during uncongested periods. It would have electronics for the static
readouts and a receiver for the receipt of automatic
messages and traffic advisories.
A high-power unit with full control electronics would
probably be leased. Whenever the unit was due for regular attention (or whenever electronic service was necessary) , the driver need only stop by any service facility
for a simple five-minute exchange. New components would
replace the old, the revitalized car would hesitate in a
test cell, a computer:-controlled exercise would take place
(similar to the ramp test sequence, only diagriostic in
nature), and upon satisfactory 'results, the vehicle would
be ready for the road again.
alternatives are bleak
All this may' sound frightening, but the alternatives
are even more frightening. Unless something is done to
smooth the movement of people and goods during periods
of' peak activity, our cities will be fractured into a series
of separate but related geographical units. Due to difficulties in commuting, something akin to the company owned
town-with all its disadvantages-may be recreated. Our
big cities are already seeing dislocations in families, individuals' education and land prices as whole industries
pack up and move to the suburbs. Companies in eastern
cities reluctantly pay full salaries for only a 3D-hour
work week. We who consult raise our rates to cover the
time lost commuting and thereby increase the costs of
the products we support. Except in areas of very high
population density (usually related to some natural deformity of the landscape), public transportation is not
the sole answer.
related progress
Som~ authors t~lk about a rapid transportation system
as if there is none in being. The city of Los Angeles does,
today, have a transportation system. The system consists
of the licensed motorists; their vehicles; the surface streets
and freeways; and the relevant laws and ordinances of
the city, county, and state. Long.:.term developments as
noted above will require a true partnership between big
government, big industry, and we consumers.
Without a doubt, auto manufacturers could devise the
vehicles required. Experiments to date show no profound
unsolved technical problems. The computer' field could
draw from developments now under way in air traffic
control, railroad car numbering and dynamic scannIng,
automated missile checkout, and real-time commandguidance systems for our contributions to the partnership.
Big government is also nearly ready. New York has
statutes which prohibit trucks and other low performance vehicles on its parkways. Washington, D.C., and sur-:rounding territory establish emergency conditions .( due
to snow), control the use of the public way, and stipulate
the equipment required for legal access. California is requiring mandatory smog-control devices and frequent
inspection. Many states require mandatory vehicle mechanical inspections. Chicago and Seattle have some adaptive
roadways which favor the .rush-hour traffic with more
lanes.
The "authority," be it port, airport, or transit, is an
inter-municipal organ legally established to solve such
problems. The way is clear for the megalopolis of the future. The prices of automated devices are dropping so
rapidly that controls will be cheaper than concrete and
condemned real estate. CliH dwelling is the alternative
to automated control.
'
•
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science fiction

THE
COMPUTER IN
LITERATURE
by NED KELLY
M":".~ Computers, it is often asserted, will transform

~.:~fft.1~9??t'

our world beyond recognition. It does seem that
I ~~:,r. we. are in the. midst of ~n information pr?c~
essmg revolution, potentially of greater Import to our slowly-evolving social and political institutions
than any other outgrowth of modern science, excepting
only the new biology.
The prediction of future technology and social conditions is not ordinarily considered to be scientific activity. One may, however, extrapolate from current research to tomorrow's application, and scientists, engineers,
and managers with suitable apologia will sometimes indulge in this form of speculation. The New Scientist
last year published a collection of articles under the heading "The World of 1984," the projection 20 years into
the future having surely been suggested by George Orwell's now classic novel 1984. The distinguished contributors produced a fascinating collection of essays, some
quite uninhibited and reading almost like technically good
. science fiction; computers and communications are interestingly treated by Wilkes and Pierce, respectively. Some
of the articles presented sketches of likely social .conditions two decades hence, putting one in mind of the sort
of science fiction pioneered by H. G. Wells, in which
typical human beings are depicted under alien conditions.
The merits of science fiction as a literary form have
often been argued; but a more interesting question is
whether the medium serves as a useful vehicle for serious examination of the impact of assumed change brought
about by advances in science and technology, especially
. now that we are beginning to wonder whether change
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is coming too rapidly for human beings to adapt. Examples
are H. G. Wells' Food of the Gods and Aldous Huxley's
Brave New World, each exploring worlds transformed by
biological discoveries. Whether either of these books can
properly be called science fiction is irrelevant; Huxley's
at least has helped warn us of impending problems.
computers in literature

What does one find of computers in literature? On the
surface there seems to be. very little. Did the technology
outrace the writer's· imagination? Is the subject matter
present but disguised? Is one close to what is happening naturally near-sighted rather than far-sighted? Wells
wrote in the Food of the Gods: "Change played in i~s
new fashion with the world for 20 years. To most men the
new things came little by little and day by day, remarkably enough, but not so abundantly as to overwhelm ... "
Those in their 40's today may remember youthful enthusiasm for Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon in the 1930's but
how many imagined that they would .see jets, inter-continental missiles, atomic and nuclear weaponry, satellites,
and space-ships during their lifetimes?
By contrast, in the late 30's Aiken and Stibitz were beginning, independently, to conceive of computing machines
unheralded except perhaps for isolated instances by fictional predictions even though Charles Babbage had, in
one of the most remarkable and hopelessly premature
inventions in the history of science, conceived his analytical engine. Gernsback's Ralph 124 C 41+ envisioned
a possible future where people were dependent upon
"logics" for all sorts of business and clerical tasks. Gems-
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back's VISIOn, it now seems, will arrive within the next
10 to 20 years if the predictions of the "computer utility"
enthusiasts are realized. The computer as such had little
appeal as a subsitute hero or even a stage prop until well
after it had come into use, and then fiction tended to lag
behind rather than foreshadow reality. Some tales, titles
now forgotten, described machines of monstrous size and
power consumption- but absurd performance as compared
with existing equipment.
Isaac Asimov's robots equipped with "positronic"
brains (adaptive digital devices?) starred in I, Robot and
other stories in which the interaction of robots and people provided subject matter. The laws of robotics provided
a "moral" code which was embodied in circuitry to protect human beings from defective robots-a kind of "failsafe" mechanism. Of the genre, Karel Capek's often-referenced but seldom-read play R.U.R. featured conflict between humans and robots (Capek coined the word robot
from a Slavic root meaning worker). Robots are eminently
better suited for roles in literature than computers, especially if realized in humanoid form. The computer scientist
seems not to take the idea of robots seriously, arguing that
the humanoid form is hardly efficient and that the economics are unappealing in an overpopulated world. Do
we just possibly have a feeling of unease about mobile,
self-controlled artifacts (after all, computers just sit there,
lights flash uninterestingly and mechanical appendages
whirr, click and buzz with so little variety that even a
small child would soon be bored)?
There are instances of super communication networks
dominating an environment: E. M. Forster's The Machine Stops is a fine example. The play Desk Set is in a
class with the cartoons so common in the press in
which the machine, tier upon tier of lights and meters
( I), delivers a pink slip to its attendant. One wonders
whether man will ever deliver himself and his destiny so
completely to a machine as he does in Forster's short
story. Still, this is a long way from the idea that mankind
may even disappear, leaving behind robots as his only
descendents. We ask what this could mean-the mind
boggles at the thought-but does the reader recall the
weird dialogue between Margaret Mead and Warren McCulloch in the RIm The Living Machine?

automated society
Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s first novel Play~r Piano is a thoughtful examination of 'a possible future easily reached from
the present. Published in 1952, it is set in a time following a war of such magnitude and duration that the U.S.
had been forced to develop a totally automated industrial
organization dominated by an elite class of managers
and engineers. The personnel people have finally had their
way and each person is tested, classified and pigeonholed
with his _various ratings duly recorded for use by the impersonal personnel machines. Even the elite class is slowly
whittled away as occasional new inventions eliminate a
job. Those masses unfit for managerial or technical contributions are relegated either to the large standing army
or work battalions. Since a fairly high scale of living
prevails and the oppressive atmosphere of a totalitarian
regime is lacking, the worth of the novel as a study of
idle man in an automated society is accentuated.
Player. Piano also includes several vignettes of a computerized society: Checker Charley, a checker-playing
computer, takes on the works manager but develops a
short circuit and bursts into flames (Samuel's checker
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playing program came several years after the book was
written and while the machine used was rather larger
than Checker Charley, modern micro-miniaturization
could fix that); automatic trains require insertion of a
perforated card to allow the passenger to get off so that
old, sometimes forgetful, ladies occasionally had to ride
the trains for hours before liberation (compare with the
recently announced Westinghouse computer-controlled
train) .
Central planning is managed by EPICAC XIV, a computer
occupying 31 chambers in the Carlsbad Caverns. Started
during the great war, the computer has passed through
14 stages of evolution, the older portions having been
retained (in our experience improvements have come so
rapidly that the oldest machines have little value and
are seldom kept, an exception being Bill Wolf's sentimental preservation of Whirlwind). EPICAC XIV is threatened
by sabotage from bottles of nitroglycerin introduced into
Coke machines provided for the machine's attendants. A
player piano figures as a symbolic forerunner of automation, hence the title. The book is recommended reading
for those interested in long-range effects of automation
though it is not as skillfully written as Vonnegut's recent
and remarkable Cat's Cradle.

according to hoyle
The distinguished astrophysicist Fred Hoyle has written
some technically excellent science fiction that shows an
increasingly imaginative view of computers. Ossian's
Ride referred to a machine working on a problem of
celestial dynamics, a task inadequately suggested by
the description of the workings of a paper tape reader
and punch and is not to be compared with the ingenious
episode featuring a differential equation in The Black
Cloud. Hoyle was at CalTech when these books were
written and probably had only an early drum computer
as his model, and perhaps too was just getting acquainted
with computers.
Later, the novel A for Andromeda, on which an extremely successful BBC television serial was based had
quite a different order of machine very much i~ the
foreground. A radio telescope receives from the Andromeda galaxy a coded transmission which is found to consist of three parts: the logic design for a computer, a program, and initial data. The novelty comes in the eventual choice of input-output "devices." Hoyle implies that
the machine is cryogenic, which either puts it well into
the future or into the land of might-have-been. Biophysical computations are the prime activity of this computer
designed by extraterrestial intelligences. Hoyle's interest
in computers led to considerable newspaper publicity last
year when he objected to the "Buy British" policy, which
he claimed prevented him from obtaining a sufficiently
powerful machine for his researches were he to remain
in England.
.
What about the serious an-d accomplished writer that
one wishes had chosen computerized societies for literary
material? Ray Bradbury, John Wyndham and Arthur
Clarke might each have done well; consider Bradbury's
Fahrenheit 451, Wyndham's The Day of the Triffids, and
Clarke's Tales from the White Hart. Clarke inexplicably
neglected to consider computers in his Profiles of the
Future, a book containing many interesting extrapolations
beyond present science and technology.
Perhaps some computer scientists concerned with
the possible sodal ramifications of the ever-growing use
might turn to science fiction as a medium for thoughtful speculation. Certainly, serious essays on the social
implications of information processing seem rather dull
and repetitious.
•
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an exclusive interview

WAR

OF THE
COMPUTERS
by JACKSON W. GRANHOLM
I felt it a great honour when my editor assigned
me to an interview in the field. I was to interview the noted author, Mr. H. G. Wells.
Wells was spending the summer in Wales,
down at Great Ormes Head. I took the evening train out of
London, planning to spend the night at the inn at Great
Ormes Head, and to meet the famous man at his summer
house on the following morning.
On the way down I sat in the train and reflected on
the mighty accomplishments of H. G. Wells. His versatility
was fully as outstanding as his success at the book
counter. For many years he had outsold every other contemporary author in Britain. His works ran the· gamut
from all-out science fiction to most serious works of history, biology, and similar endeavors. His output was
prodigious. He walked through time as a normal person
walks through a garden, going all the way from the
Jurassic age in "Lost World" to the far distant future in
~'The Time Machine".
Purportedly Wells was working on a new book, work
of science fiction. Actually, he was always working on a
new book. Rumor had it that he sometimes worked on
three at a time. I was to discuss this forthcoming work
with him, and seek him out for the controversial comment
for which he was famous.
I felt misgivings about approaching the great man.
After all, I was a mere journalist, and he was one of the
greatest authors of our time and a genius by his own
admission. Would he consider my visit an annoyance not
worth bothering with?
, I arrived at Wells' house at the appointed hour on the
following morning, and was shown to the terrace overlooking the sea. It was almost an hour before the noted
author himself came out. He blinked in the sunlight and
gazed long at the sea. towards Ireland before he spoke.
"You are welcome to my humble abode, sir," he said.
"Shall we get on with it then?"
"Yes, my dear sir," I said with some embarrassment.
"My publishers and I are wondering as to what approach your next fictional descriptive effort might take."
"Fictional?" he said, suddenly bristling, "Do you, along
with the rest of cloddish humanity, actually believe that
my works are fiction? Admittedly, such works as "The
Time Machine" have an element of farsightedness in them,
but fiction? I think not. And surely, who can claim that
"Outline of History" and "Science of Life" are fiction?"
"Yes, I see your point, sir."
"If men would listen to me," he said, "If they would
but listen, I could show them the way to be supermen.
What a world we would have, lad. What a world, indeedl"
"But don't let me frighten you, lad, with my ramblings;
you haven't come here for that. Now, to be serious for a
moment, consider, if you will, the work of the past
masters. From them we can learn, you see. It is my
great study of history that enables me to predict the
future not with cloudy vision but with certainty. I pre-
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sume you have never heard of Charles Babbage? No, I
thought not."
The noted author passed a hand slowly over his forehead.
"It was from reading the trials and tribulations of
Babbage that I first gained inspiration for the work
with which I now wrestle. I had only skimmed Babbage
when I received from him in part the inspiration for my
work entitled 'The Time Machine'. Since that time I have
come to a fuller understanding of where Babbage went,
or rather, whither he sought."
"I foresee, in this present work, that mankind will have
its very being altered drastically by the kind of machine
Babbage envisioned: a giant calculating machine. These
machines will, in their way, have power greater than that
I ascribed to the gigantic mobile tripod platforms used
by the Martian invaders in 'War of the Worlds'. These
great computing machines I envision as tools of competition among mankind."
"How so, sir?" I asked.
"Kindly do not interrupt my train of thought when I
am in the midst of a lucid description of the plot of my
new book." he said.
"Now, to resume, I envision these machines as electrically powered. In fact, I depict them as having no internal
moving parts at all, in the mechanical sense. Rather, I
foresee that surges or impulses of electricity itself, continually recirculating within the machine, will permit it
to keep track of and work with vast amounts of information at speeds far beyond the power of the human brain.
And, the unassailable. thesis of my book is that, whoever
'controls the world's information controls the world."
The noted author halted to stare intently for some
moments at a peculiar dark spot upon the water, some
distance out to sea.
"Men will vie with one another," he resumed, "to
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possess and control these machines, but, in the end, it is
the machine who will control men." .
"I set my story sometime before this final event. My
protagonist, or 'hero' as you would call him, is the chief
calculating machine planner of Europe. He controls the
interconnected network of machines, one in each capital.
The Prime Ministers of the various entities called 'countries' for tradition's sake report to our protagonist who
bears the simple title of 'Coder' of all Europe, or, as it
is abbreviated, 'Eucode'."
"Because of the power of the machinery network which
he controls, Eucode is able to translate all of his directives
'simultaneously into every language, so that instant communication is a part of his power. Instant and monitored
news and education is piped into every residence with
the utility services, so there is no need for institutions of
'education' as such. Every man is instantaneously and continually educated with all he may need to know."
"As we might suspect, however, Eucode has a rival.
This man is a former Canadian professor of mathematics
who controls all of North America because of his position as Chief of Programs for Computing, as they call it
there. He is known as 'Programmer' for short."
"I see," I noted lamely while making notes.
"Kindly do not scratch away so loudly while ,I am
speaking!" the noted author said abruptly. "My book is
concerned with the rivalries between Eucode and Programmer. Naturally, each will try to tap the other's information sources. The large industrial combines which produce ever-widening machine speed and capability for
Eucode and Programmer provide ample support for their
respective leaders, and further, carryon a most ingenious espionage against each other, coupled with subversion based on mis-coding of the other's information."
"Now, naturally, to please the cloddish public, we have
got to put some so-called 'romance' into our plot, have
we not? Therefore, in a thinly disguised effort to wrest
more royalties from my publisher, I cause Eucode to get
in a damned interesting situation. While monitoring some
secret receptions from Programmer's network, Eucode
stumbles upon some 'code' or 'programming', we might
call it, which has been written by Programmer's lovely
daughter. Eucode is most impressed by the feminine'

beauty and charm with which this nubile young woman,
known by the code name of PL/I, writes code. Naturally,
he falls in love with her, long distance."
The great man scratched his shock of white hair, absentmindedly.
"U nder the guise of writing' a vast and all-encompassing
new procedure called an 'EXECUTIVE', Eucode begins to
carryon a secret love correspondence with PL/I, addressing her as 'ERMA' in code and making use of the underground
intertie line through Greenland between network and Programmer's."
"Of course,Programmer discovers this budding romance,
and contrives to use it as a way to undermine Eucode.
When Eucode and PL/I arrange a secret tryst in Fridjof N ansen Land, Programmer kidnaps his own daughter
and substitutes an agent in her place in order to seize
Eucode and bring him to North America for 'de-education'.
At this point, PL/I escapes and, switching allegiance,
endeavors to save Eucode before the damage can be
done . . . Of course, we have a dramatic situation here
comparable to the best I have written."
"To find out what happens, naturally, you will have to
buy my book along with the rest of the cloddish readers. I believe my publisher is aiming for a price within
reason. Now, sir, if you will excuse me, I have much
work to do to meet my many deadlines. Actually, I've
a bit of work to do to work out all the ramifications
of this plot, but, as you can readily see, it will be up to
my customary excellence. I presume, if you are so
minded, t~at someone might find you a spot of tea
around ...
And the great man wandered aimlessly back into the
house, muttering to himself.
On the train back to London that evening I thought
at length on my brief interview with the great author.
Surely he was a man of many parts and diverse interests.
I thought of his book, now .in work, and even found myself wondering if PL/I would manage to save Eucode. As the train thundered over bridges and through
the countryside, I tried to doze but could not. I found
my mind full of thoughts about giant calculating machines.
My fellow passengers in the compartment were startled
when, in spite of myself, wrapt in thought, I spoke out
loud.
"Preposterous!", I said.
•
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Congress should use modern automated informa~
19?? ~.~ tion systems, like the Executive branch and the
... : .; l military-quote from a recent news story.
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.. '... - . .' Even in the usually blase halls of the Congress,
Representative Billy Ray Bates was widely regarded as a
phenomenon. To the old pros, he was a comer, one marked
for greatness. To the lobbyist, he was a new power figure
and largely unknown. Newsmen sought him out for an
earthy quote to liven a story from the Hill, and then re.
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marked that the intellectual quality they found reminded
them of Jack Kennedy. Billy Ray was, in short, one to be
reckoned with. In ten years in the House, he had made more
of an impact than men who had served twice as long.
To many, this was not entirely unexpected. Billy Ray
was an unusual man in many ways, not the least being
his education and occupational background. He was the
first computer programmer to be elected to Congress. A
1960 graduate of the University of Texas, Billy Ray took
DATAMATION

his degree in mathematics to System Development Corporation, where he was rewarded with an apprenticeship
in programming. Three years later, he felt sufficiently confident to apply for a job in IBM's Research Laboratories.
He was turned down, but was offered a job having to
do with something called System 360. He took it, and disappeared for four years into the vast maw that ground
exceeding fine and at last produced what was then regarded as the most massive of computer systems. In 1967,
Billy Ray was paroled to a command and control systems
project in Virginia, where he became a Congressional buff.
In 1969, his foresighted choice of parents paid off when
they were both swept to their death by a Swiss avalanche
while on holiday.
Billy Ray inherited the family ranch, a piece of southeast Texas scrubland that rocked gently on a sea of oil,
and in 1972 went back home to run for Congress. He made
it on his first try, on the back of a pro-intellectual wave
reacting to the folksy ways of the Johnson administration.
He was, of course, careful not to be too intellectual, not
to forget the proper blend of conservatism and Texas
twang· that served to conceal a truly burning desire to
change the world.
After ten years in Congress, Billy Ray still managed to
conceal the desire. Indeed, his wife sometimes wondered,
not without relief, if he had lost most of it. It seemed so
almost always now, as, in his mid-forties, Billy Ray asserted
the full vigor of the prime of life. He impressed conservative and liberal, young and old, high and low· with his
knowledge and charms. He worked hard, played reasonably hard, and seemed headed for a modest form of
greatness.
Congressmen come to Washington with varying degrees
of idealism and ambition, but most come first with large
quantities of both. The difficulty is that idealism and ambition without a plan or specific objectives die stillborn.
Billy Ray lacked neither. His plan, born naturally enough
of his experience, he made work. That was why, after
only ten years, the party leader remembered Billy Ray
with committee chairmanships" delegateships and other
modest tokens of esteem, while some of his colleagues
languished in obscurity. The Bates Plan, now known as the
Congressional Information System, began to form during
Billy Ray's first term, and now after ten years was in full
operation.
.
The Bates Plan, or CIS (its advocates were, of course,
called CISsies in the early days), drew upon the features
of the command and control systems on which Billy Ray
had cut his technical teeth. It was intended to provide
the Congress with the most up-to-the-minute information
possible regarding the state of the nation and the desires
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of its voters for various forms of legislation. Billy Ray had
reasoned, logically enough, that if the military could use
computer-based information systems stretching their tentacles throughout the world, then Congress could do likewise. Further, he saw that of all influential social mechanisms, legislative bodies, and particularly the Congress,
did their work in a miasma of opinion, half-truth, rumor
and conflicting interests. For example, even after 15 years
of experience, the actual effect of withdrawing the braceros
from California was a hotly, debated point. Unions and
management groups presented directly conflicting sets of
statistics bearing on a proposed increase in the minimum
wage. Recent pressures to allow limited combinations of
enterprises for private control of competition had reopened
old debates over the social and economic effects of cartels.
These instances, and dozens of others, had led Billy Ray
to the belief that a vast on-line information network was
needed to serve the lawmakers.
Billy Ray, himself, contributed much to the systems design of the CIS. In particular, he became an expert on
economic indicators, and built into the system an adept
and sophisticated facility for interpreting economic. trends
and forecasting the effects of proposed economic controls.
He even did some of the programming, which led to
jocularity about old fire horses. Other parts of the system
allowed the Congressmen to query an endless stream of
facts having to do with education, medicine, military preparedness, our three moon stations, public transportation
and hundreds of other subjects.
The CIS was a personal console system. Each Congressman, the President, and members of the Cabinet was
provided with a specially-designed console that looked like
a modem walnut desk when closed. The desk top lifted up
to reveal on the underside a screen for display of data in
graphic and textual form. Inside was a keyboard, capacitative function plates, and an electromagnetic tablet for constructing special inputs and manipulating graphic outputs.
To use the system, one opened the desk, then signed on,
using a special magnetically-encoded identification card and
a secret sign-on code. The system responded with a countersign, which in tum required a special response tromthe user.
Finally, the system watch officer was alerted that a user had
. signed on, and both he and the machine checked on the
whereabouts of the signer as a double check against possible
unauthorized use. These precautions were necessary, not
only because of the military classified information in the
system, but also because of the obvious commercial value of
the non-military information.
Not every user could access all the information in the
system, of course. Not even all Congressmen are cleared
at the same security levels, and some information ultimately
came to be private to the President or to Congress. The
people who worked on the system had special classifications also, permitting them to make alterations in the
permanent contents of the system memories. They were
the programmers who maintained and extended CIS. Billy
Ray was especially proud of the fact that he alone in Congress belonged to this category.
In the early spring of 1982, the country basked in the
beginnings of its twentieth year of prosperity, dating from
the stock market slump of May, 1962. Part of the credit,
many in Congress felt, was due to CIS, whose warnings
of economic difficulties ahead prompted corrective measures on both administrative and technical levels. In 1980,
for example, the President used CIS to simulate the effect
of a threatened steel strike. He was able thereby to persuade both sides to negotiate a settlement proposed by
federal conciliators. On the strength of such performances,
CIS became widely accepted and used.
After that early spring of promise, CIS inexplicably be-.
gan to warn of danger ahead. From external appearances,
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the country prospered, with employment high, prices stable,
goods freely available, no war in sight; and yet CIS began
to show that in the months ahead economic crisis was a
certainty. At first, the word was kept quietly within the
confines of the authorized users, but inevitably it began
to leak to the press. A public made apprehensive by almost too much of a good thing reacted nervously. The stock
market slumped again, as it had almost twenty years to
the day earlier. Many businesses turned cautious and curtailed investment in new facilities and products, and so
it went. Before almost anyone knew it, the economy had
turned from boom to near bust.
Billy Ray steadfastly preached calm in the face of adversity. In contrast, many businessmen and particularly
financial people, their nerves tautened for the downward
slide after so many years of prosperity, predicted gloomily
that the economic Armageddon had arrived. The issue
gripped the country as few issues had for ten years, and
Billy Ray was in the thick of the great debate!
While the philosophical exchanges raged, the programmers of CIS began to subject their finely-turned system
to an elaborate series of tests. The first presumption was
that errors existed in the formulation of the economic models
in the system, hearkening back to the famous incident of
the misplaced minus sign 20 years earlier. An independent
evaluation of the models revealed no such problem. The
second avenue of investigation covered the input data.
As in all well-constructed systems, complete logs had been

maintained of all system inputs and outputs, and these
were reviewed to compare the inputs .with independent
sources of the same data. The comparisons were sufficiently
close that input error had to be ruled out;
One CIS staff member noted in the course of this investigation, though, that changes had been made by a
system programmer in certain program parameters. It was
a tedious job tracking down all of the changes made by
that particular programmer, because they had taken place
at seemingly random intervals and had been carefully
planned so that external changes were made to economic·
indicator routines . . . a parameter here, to accelerate
the downward effect of normal winter slowing in major
construction; a parameter there, to increase the warning
economic significance of steel, instead of reflecting the
growing dominance of aluminickel as the basic metal.
Altogether about 45 parameter changes had been
entered over a 15-month period. The times of entry had
been relatively random, but viewed as a whole the pattern
was clear. There was, also, never the slightest doubt as
to the identity of the tamperer. The CIS had carefully recorded this along with the entries themselves. Billy Ray
Bates had carefully planned to use CIS to create a mood
of uncertainty and unrest in the country into which he
could ride as a knight in shining armor. His systems programmer card and his intimate knowledge of the system
made it possible.
The news of his discovery reached Billy Ray in Texas
as he was preparing to accept the senatorial nomination
from the state Publicrat convention. He left his home on
schedule but never appeared at the convention.
•

short-term view

IMPROVEMENTS IN
HARDWARE PERFORMANCE
~: .. '. What can we expect in the

~

. 1911 ,~way ~f hardware pe,rform-

.: ance Improvements III the
next five years? Educated
guesses on this, placed in the perspective of progress experienced during the last 15 years, were made recently by Dr. J. Presper Eckert, vp
of Univac. As summarized in the
chart below, Eckert foresees a factor
improvement of 20 or more in the
next five years in the performanceper-dollar of internal high-speed
memories. Logic circuits, he said, can
be expected to improve by 10 to 1.
Tape units, specialized to provide
fast loading and unloading of mass
storage, will improve by 10 to 1,
sacrificing their fast start/stop time
to achieve this.
'
Speaking at the fall conference of
the Data Processing Management
Assn., Eckert went on to predict a
IO-time improvement in the performance per dollar of mass storage devices, and a 3 to 1 improvement for
mechanical printers. Most of the latter
. will be in speed, he said, and partly
in cost. Non-mechanical printers will
~.
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improve somewhat in speed and
greatly in cost.
.
"The problem of programming, I
believe, will continue to be a difficult
one, and progress will continue to be
less than we hope for-but probably
at least as good as we have become
accustomed to," he said. "The. input _
problem, where character recognition
is applicable, will improve by 2 to

1 or more in the larger, faster apparatus, mostly by cost reduction. I look
forward to smaller, less expensive,
slower character readers where performance per dollar will not be as
good as the larger machines we have
today but which will extend character recognition to smaller systems and
to remote terminal inputs."
•

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR
(Speed Improvement Factor X Cost Improvement Factor)
PAST 1.5 YEARS
AREA OF PROGRESS
Internal High-Speed Memory
Logic Circuits
Magnetic Tapes
(but in slow stop-start use)
Mass Storage
Printers
Mechanical & Non-Mechanical
Punched Card Machines
Programming (coding)
Input-Where character
recognition is usable

(1950 to 1965)
1000 to 2000
100 to 200
50 to 100
50
. Mostly in last 10 years only
5 to

10
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5 to
Perhaps 4
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PAST RATE
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5-Year Per.
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12
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4
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2 in large systems
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The
Author of
the

ANALYTIC
ENGINE
by

David W. Kean
with illustrations by Barbara Vada Benson
T BEHOOVES A MATURING INDUSTRY to attend to
its history. The information processing industry
is particularly fortunate to have had as its
principal progenitor the almost legendary figure,
Charles Babbage. Not only was Babbage a hundred
years ahead of his time (with respect to computation
surely, but his publication Economies of Manufacture
gives him standing in the eyes of some as the
founder of operations research as well), he was
also a colorful and provoc;:ative personality. No one
who could dedicate a major portion of his time to
tormenting organ grinders could have been dull
and, consequently, I am for anything that adds
to the Babbage lore.
The high points of his life and contributions to
technology have in recent years been reasonably
well disseminated: his sickly and secluded childhood; his years at Cambridge where he founded
the Analytic Society and where, in 1812, the dream
of the Difference Engine first came to him; the
later construction of what we might today call a
"data flow model" of it under a grant from the

I
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British government; his inspiration from the Jacquard loom for a calculating machine employing
the punched card principle; the expansion of this
notion to the design of the Analytic Engine, which
was to receive both operations and variables from
card documents; his appointment to the Lucasian
Professorship at Cambridge though he never delivered a lecture there; and his bitter disappointment when the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir
Robert Peel, l declined to support the construction
of the Analytic Engine on grounds that Babbage
had never really delivered on his commitment for
the Difference Engine and therefore could' not be
entrusted with further funds.
These events, as I say, have been well documented in recent lid~rature.2 In addition, I have a
1 Founder of the London police force, then and now affectionately
termed "bobbies."
2S ee , for example, Charles Babbage and his Calculating Engines, edited
by Philip and Emily Morrison, Dover Publications, N. Y., 1961;
"Charles Babbage" by· the same authors, in Scientific American,
April 1952; "Charles Babbage, Scientific Gadfly," Scientific Monthly,
November 1948; Profile, Jeremy Bernstein, New Yorker, October
19,1963.
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small contribution to make which I think sheds
some more light on the Babbage personality as
viewed by a con temporary.
My offering comes as a result of a chance discovery made while browsing in the library of the
University of California several years ago. Picking
up a copy of· Babbage's Passages jrom the Life oj a
Philosopher: (Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts
and Green, London, 1864), I happened to open it
to page 336. There my eye was caught by a
marginal inscription· handwritten in fading sepia
ink, "N B for futurity!" The passage referred to
was underlined and turned out to be a proposal of
. the author that railways "give up wheels and put
carriages upon sledges. This would lower the centre
of gravity considerably and save the expense of
wheels." Further exploration disclosed that page
336 was a minor example of abundant marginal
notes, so I carried the volume home. for more
intense study.
I suppose that the practice of marginal commentary was more common a hundred years ago
that it is now, but I would have thought that even
then it would have been mote often employed for
emphasizing points of dissent rather than agreement. In the present instance, however, the notes
preponderantly express enthusiastic acceptance of

Babbage's frequently off-beat notions. Close examination of the caligraphy of the notations made it
clear that at least three different persons had
offered opinions, and it is apparent from the context, as we shall see, that at least two of them had
some personal knowledge of the author's work.
The actual identity of the most prolific of the
scribes in the university's copy of the autobiography
(for that it essentially is) proved relatively easy to
come by. An entry on the final page is dated
"Hartwell, January, 1865" and a previous one in
38

the same hand is signed "J. Lee." There is evidence
in the notes that Lee was not entirely inconsequen-.
tial himself; for example, at one point he claims
(with an air of some superiority over Babbage, who
had just lamented never having felt an earthquake),
"I felt a considerable shock at Aleppo when a guest
of the British Consul, Wm. Barker." 3
Encouraged by this indication, I consulted the
Dictionary of National Biography and found in
Volume XI that a "John Lee (1783-1866), collector
of antiquities and man of science, ; ... eldest son
of John Fiott" occupied the estate of Hartwell
House, Buckinghamshire, which he inherited in
1827 from the Reverend Sir George Lee. Twelve
years earlier he had·" assumed the name of Lee by
royal license, under the will of William Lee Antonie
of Colworth House, Bedfordshire, his maternal
uncle." Although he was an advocate by training,
the biographical note is devoted chiefly to his
activities in the fields of archeology and astronomy.
He built a personal observatory at Hartwell and
published a work entitled "Sidereal Chromatics,
being a reprint,with Additions, from the Bedford
Cycle of Celestial Objects and its Hartwell continuation, on the Colours of Multiple Stars." In
1831 he was admitted to the Royal Society. The
sketch concludes, "His benevolence was unbounded.
In politics he was an advanced liberal and made
unsuccessful attempts in 1835,1841,1852, and 1863
to represent Aylesbury in the House of Commons

He favored a union of the church of England with
dissenters and stoutly opposed Romanism. He was
a rigid teetotaller and an enemy to the use of
tobacco." He was 82 when he discovered "Passages."
The other two annotators left no clues to their
William Barker, incidentally, was an OrientaIist of some repute
and later taught Turkish, Hindustani, Arabic and Persian at Eton.
Although the Dictionary of National Biography devotes nearly a
page to him, it says not a word of his having been consul at Aleppo.
It does, however, note that "in the list of members of the SyroEgyptian Society for 1847-8 he is designated, probably by mistake,
as 'HBM Consul, Tarsus'." It would seem that Lee has cleared
this misunderstanding for all time.
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identity, and their contributions are far less numerous. One of these wrote in ink, as did Lee,
while the other used pencil. These two engage
chiefly in answering questions raised by Lee. For
example, when in the text Babbage tells of receiving
service beyond the call of duty from an employee
named Minchin, and Lee asks, "What became of
Minchin, was he promoted?" the penciller answers,
"No-not even thanked." (Could this have been
Minchin himself?) One would wish that the penciller, being apparently better informed on some
matters, had projected more of his memories onto
the pages of the book, but Lee remains the principal
contributor. There is no clue as to whether Lee
had actually met Babbage, but the entry on the
last page, previously alluded to, suggests that he
had. It reads:

I have been highly instructed and gratified with the contents
of . this work and am glad to have been permitted to
complete the perusal of it. I wish that I had known oj the
contents of it twenty or thirty years ago, and to have been
able to reflect on its contents. I hope the accomplished
author may live to publish a second edition with additions.
I understand a great deal of the work, but not the whole.
Inter alia-I can not understand how an automation (sic)
without a live man with him can playa game of chess or
even a game of Tit Tat To. I hope to see the author on
some day convenient to him bore a hole in a piece of glass. 4
He has touched upon allmost all subjects except Freemason .
(sic) and Heraldry and conversing with the fingers.
The range of subjects covered by the author is
indeed catholic (although Lee might have added
to his list of omissions his own specialty, archeology)
for he discusses in addition to his life and principal
works, which he considers "the greatest mechanical
and intellectual triumphs of my country," economics, labor, volcanoes, earthquakes, diving bells,
the theatre, music, electioneering and politics,
experiences at courts, railways, glaciers, humor,
religion, miracles, hints.for travellers, Prince Albert,
Sir Humphry Davy, the Duke of Wellington and
other personages 'of the times, astronomy, flesh
brushes, .continental royalty, submarines, mines,
crime detection, deciphering, and, of course, organ
grinders.
Lee generally finds himself in complete accord
with the author's comments on these subjects and
is moved to exclaim on no less than 55 occasions,
"true," "true 1" "good," "certainly,~' or "of course."
There also occurs an abundance of such notations
as "an elegant idea," "beautiful reasoning," "an
admirable definition," "a shameful job," or "a
gratifying remark." But Lee is not so bedazzled as
to be entirely uncritical, and in many instances
takes pains to correct Babbage's grammar or punc. tuation (sometimes erroneously).
On one occasion the inventor's chief engineer
This is in reference to a lengthy passage on the art of perforating
glass withou t cracking it.
.
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in a pique "discontinued the construction of the
(Difference) Engine, and dismissed the workmen
employed on it." Babbage, at his leisure, "wrote
... to the Treasury (which was funding the project)
informing their Lordships of the fact;-adding that
no advance had been made in its construction for
above a year and a quarter; and requesting further
instructions .... " Lee wonders, "How was this
delay to be explained. Did he keep the government
in ignorance of the Delay for a year. Did the
government express its satisfaction at the Delay."
At another juncture, when Babbage grumbles about
the miserable support the Treasury provided his
endeavors, Lee observes that "the Government
liberally offered £3000 in addition to the £6000
already granted," although, he adds, "the expense
is trifling compared to the hundreds of thousands
now expending on useless fortifications and the
millions wasted on iron and Turret ships for the
amusement & occupation of the Navy."
But when Babbage expresses confidence in the
infallibility of his Analytic Engine, Lee's ebullience
goes out of control, "What does the Holy Fa~her
and his ministers say to this idea-will they admit
that the powers of the A E are equal to the powers
of His mind-If so-;they must admit the superiority
of the powers of mind of the author of the A E."
In this case, incidentally, Lee has violated one of
his own dictums, for elsewhere he states, in correction of the author's usage, that "God is not a man,
but a spirit-It and not He is ·the term most
applicable to God."
Babbage's bitterness against his own countrymen
and government was intense and stemmed quit~ as
much from his ill-advised adventures in the political
arena as from the decision to scrap the Difference
Engine. Once, having been soundly thrashed as a
candidate for Parliament from 'Finsbury, he was
ask~d to stand for the same body from another
constituency, where, he was assured, "my opinions
would be very favorably received." But Babbage
writes that he would not again be "peculiarly
desirous of wasting my time for the benefit of my
country." In the course of his electioneering experience he noted some irregularities which he
deplored and which, he felt, "if of frequent occurrence would have the tendency to introduce the
vote by ballot; a mode of voting for representatives
which, in my opinion, nothing short of the strongest
necessity could justify."
Lee is moved to concur, in these terms: "Ballot is
no check on the free and independent man and
would be a (undecipherable word here) to the
timid and conscientious and humble tradesman,"
and "Numbers of voters oscillate and waver, until
they see which is likely to be the runnIng tide and
then vote with it. The case of the attorney at
.Winds~r. A man ought to have but one motive-to
vote for the most worthy." Babbage believed that
each person should have "one vote on the ground
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of his personality, and other votes in proportion
to his income. Such a course would have a powerful
tendency to good, by supporting the national credit
and by preventing the destructive waste of capital
by war, and it might even make us a highly
conservative people."
,
In a chapter entitled "Hints for the Traveller,"
One vote on personat1'ty and.

with Bessel, Poisson, Fourier, Malthus, La Place,
Humboldt, Davy, and .others:
Once when Babbage was being considered for a
secretaryship of the Royal Society, Sir Humphry
Davy, then president, ~ncurred his wrath by selecting another ("The President as president has no
such right" and besides "he had promised ...
that I should be his colleague"). The snub led him
to delve into the financing of a printing of copies of
Davy's discourses and to conclude that the latter
"contrived to transfer between three and four
hundred pounds from the funds of the Royal
Society into his own pocket."
In a chapter titled "Recollections of LaPlace,
Biot, and Humboldt," the author gets woefully
sidetracked on a long-winded discussion of a meeting with Lucien Bonaparte, brother of Napoleon,
who "fled to England to avoid the necessity of
accepting a kingdom." ("Was that the real object
of hig visit" asks Lee, and with reason, since Lucien
was a prisoner of the BritiSh at the time.) Lee
objects that "This is a most provoking chapter-

J

Babbage recommends taking along money, a stomach pump, "a dozen large and a dozen small gold
buttons" (to be used to dazzle the natives), and the
ability "to punch a hole in a sheet of glass without
making a,crac}( in it." Although the major portion
of the chapter IS concerned with the latter art, it is
not made abundantly clear, to me at least, that a
traveller, even in Babbage's time, would be lost
without it, but Lee feels at this point that '·'Nothing
of importance escapes his attention."
Two chapters' are devoted to Religion and
Miracles, the latter of which Babbage describes as
naught but statistically infrequent manifestations of
the laws of nature. Lee augments this with the
observation that "Anderson the Conjuror nightly
performs Acts which hundreds of his audience may
believe to be miracles-because they have little
knowledge of the Laws of Nature & they may think
him inspired," and later, "Anderson the Wizard of
the North performed miracles at St. James Hall
in December-before Mrs. Lee and me and Mr.
and Mrs.
and Mrs. Senior and hundreds
of others, when he took one of his daughters and
two moving rabbits and a goose out of his travelling
portmanteau and when he turned the two (so called)
live rabbits into one."
Although Babbage once told a friend that he had
not had a happy day in his life, he hobnobbed with
some of the greatest minds of his, or any, day, and
in his memoirs recalls with delight and enthusiasm
frequent soirees with ~hese gentlemen which did
not adjourn until three in the morning ("the hour
of baseness," says Lee). He speaks of thus meeting
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instead of the author describing the proceedings of
the meetings at full or giving an abstract or index
of it-and references to Books where it may be
perused-the dicta sapientum-he blew off to
gossip on the Napoleonic family ... " But Babbage
continues, in the same chapter, his coverage of his
acquaintances amongst continental aristocracy by
telling of dining at the family table of Princess
Charlotte of Spain and her husband, the Compte
St. Leu. They seemed not at all odd, he recalls, but
"reminded me much of a sensible English couple,
in the best class of English society."
Lack of experience or even theoretical knowledge
did not prevent Babbage from publishing papers in
technical fields alien to his regular pursuits. Although he was aware tha( Fulton's experiments
with the French and British navies had been
DATAMATION -

pronounced failures, he published an article in
1826 describing a submarine vessel which, he says
in the present work, "could be propelled by a screw,
and might enter, without being suspected, any
harbour, and place any amount of explosive matter
under the bottoms of ships at anchor." "Woe be to
those who would attempt it," writes Lee. "How
could they carry explosive matter down with them
-or even gunpowder," and then, as though gaining'
interest upon closer reflection, "How many would
the crew consist of?" ,
Although he writes on several occasions of "my
eldest son, B. Herschel Babbage" (named for Sir
John, the astronomer, a lifelong friend) and thereby
implies that there was more than one offspring, no
men tion is to be found of the rest of his family.
It might be charitable to assume the existence of a
Mrs. Babbage, but one must then also assume the
lack of reference to' her in the book to have been
for a reason. (His forebears are traced so far back
that the author gets involved in a discussion of 'the
Darwinian theory). This omission is not, however,
to be taken as a mark of general insusceptibility to
female charm.
Although he generally avoided the theater
("Tragedy I disliked, and comedy, which I enjoyed, frequently excited my feelings more than the
dignity of the philosophic character sanctioned"),
he did once partake in a tableau of which "I still
remember my delight whe~ personating a dead
body, with my head towards the audience, I lay
motionless at the feet of three angels, entranced by
their beauty, and whose charms still fascinate my
imagination, and still retain their wonted power
over my own sex." Lee wonders, beating me to the
punch by '100 years, "What could have been the
plot-or scene to be represented?"
The volume is dedicated to Victor Emmanuel II
in recognition of Italian scientists' efforts (in particular Count Menabrea's) in bringing about "the
first public and official acknowledgment" of the
Difference Engine. This respect for the king's
subjects, however, did certainly not extend to those
of his realm who, migrating to London, took up the
trade of organ grinding. For these and other
"street nuisances" is reserved his most hearty invective. At the outset of a chapter devoted to
"instruments of torture permitted by the Government to be in daily and nightly use in the streets of
London," is a compilation of those groups the
author considers most guilty of encouraging street
music. So listed are children, servants, tavern
keepers, visitors from the country, ladies of doubtful
virtue, and occasionally titled ladies, "but these
are almost invariably of recent elevation and deficient in that taste which their sex usually possess."
To this inventory Lee adds "Gentlemen of undoubted defect of virtue," but his case is not so
clear against them as is Babbage's against "ladies
of elastic ('yvhy elastic?' asks Lee) virtue and
January 1966

cosmopolitan tendencies to whom it (that music)
affords a decent ('Why decent?') excuse for
displaying their fascinations at their own open
windows."
The basic offenders are mostly "natives of Italy,
chiefly from the mountainous districts, whose language is a rude patois, and who are entirely
unacquainted with any other. It is said that there
are above a thousand of these foreigners usually in
London employed in tormenting the natives."
Babbage expended from his own pocket as much
as 104 pounds in a year in attempts to bring organ
grinders to trial, but with the invariable result that
the laws against them were found to be imperfect.
"I claim no merit for this resistance," he writes,
"although I am quite aware that I am fighting the
battle of everyone of my countrymen who gains
his subsistence by his intellectual labour ... The
Government itself is notoriously afraid to face it."
Lee concurs that the "Government has no moral
courage-nor have the Whigs-the Conservatives
-or any political club."

The consequence, perhaps inevitable, of Babbage's
ceaseless persecution is recorded in this passage:

Some of my neighbours have derived great pleasure jrom
inviting musicians, oj various tastes and countries, to play
bejore my windows, probably with the pacific view of
ascertaining whether there are not some kinds oj instruments
which we might both approve. This has repeatedly jailed,
even with the accompaniment oj the human voice. divine,
jrom the lips oj little shoeless children, urged on by their
.ragged parents to join in a chorus rather disrespectful to
their philosophic neighbor.
The enthusiasm of the perjormer, excited by such applause,
has occasionally permitted him to dwell too long upon the
already jorbidden notes, and I,have been obliged to find a
policeman to ascertain the residence oj the offender. In the
meantime the crowd oj young children, urged on by their
parents, and backed at a judicious distance by a set oj
vagabonds, jorms quite a noisy mob, jollowing me as I
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pass along, and slwutinft out rather uncomplimentary
epithets. When I turn around and survey my illustrious
tail, it stops; if I move toward it, it recedes: the elder
branches are then quiet-sometimes they even retire,
wishing perhaps to avoid my future recognition. The
instant I turn, the shouting and abuse are resumed, and the
mob again follow at a respectable distance. The usual
result is that the deluded musicians find themselves left in
the lurch at the police-court by their enthusiastic en-

I am reasonably certain, for example, that Lee was
indulging in deliberate pedantry when he penned
this note in the margin: "If a pocket Chronometer
be set by a Clock going to sidereal time in an
observatory and compared day by day, the error
or difference between them will be ascertained, and
if the error by (sic) daily the same-or a constant
quantity-the error becomes of use-and the erring
Chronometer as much to be relied upon as the
accurate Clock."
.
However, when· Babbage tells, in the course of
describing a long and complicated vision that came

r~

couragers, and have to pay a heavier fine for having contributed to collect this unruly and ungenerous mob.

"This is mor~ than provoking," sympathizes Lee.
"One would have suffered that the ministers,
churchwardens, and overseers would in a body
levee come forward on civil, if not also on Christian,
principles, to protect or shield the suffering transgressors (sic)." "I had heard that the author had
been occasionally interrupted in his studies by
street musicians and organ grinders but .... r had
no just idea of the misery and loss of time which
he had suffered."
I t must finally be emphasized that neither
Babbage nor Lee were completely without humor.
One hazard the reader of this volume subjects
himself to, though, is the frustration of not knowing
for sure when they are serious and when otherwise.
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to him, of how the lone angelic survivor of a
heavenly cataclysm split himself in two parts, and
Lee asks, "Were his parts three feet each or six
feet? Was the division --1- or horizontal?" then I
feel they are both pulling my leg. But I wouldn't
be sure 'of it.
•

is a senior engineer and assistant jor technology
to the manager, Systems Development Div. Laboratory,
IBM, San Jose, Calif. Previous assignments with the
firm include early design work on the 305 Ramac. He is
also a member oj the Santa Clara County Board oj
Education. Previously, he was associated with the Natl.
Bureau oj Standards and the Naval Ordnance Test
Station. He holds a BS in EEjrom Tufts. Univ.
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The next time somebody. asks you why the talent is moving
to the Independent Software Houses, quote him Bauer's Second Law.
MANPOWER
SHORTAGE
EXISTS

r~

PROFESSIONALS
ATTRACTED TO
SOFTWARE CO.

~

r-+-

f

NON·SOFTWARE CO.
STAFF LOSES
RELATIVE CAPABILITY

SOFTWARE CO.
STAFF IMPROVES

SOFTWARE CO.
BUSINESS EXPANDS

-

•

I

SOFTWARE COMPANIES
MANAGED BY
PROGRAMMERS OFFER
FINANCIAL REWARDS

Fig. 1

Fig. 2: Dr. Bauer

Bauer's Second management are of the same discipline bis gence, in data retrieval, in PERT, and many
Law: Talent mi- needs are understood, his accomplishments more. Without even leaving the building.
grates from areas rewarded, and his individual worth appreci- Now, this kind of talent doesn't come cheap.
of well defined and ated. Finally, working among top talent, a . (Look at our payroll and at our salary incenstratified responsi.,. man can improve. his own skills. This is tive plan, unique in the software industry.)
bility to areas of especially true where people who have rela- We're always busy working on the latest
expanding activity tively narrow specialties within the basic problems. Right riow, about 80% of our
at a rate propor- discipline have a chance to exchange ideas work is in the new fie1d of on-line computingsystems. We sponsored the first national
tional to the rate and to learn from one another.
symposium on the subject together" with
of expansion. Or,
SOFTWARE COMPANY STAFF IMPROVES
stated more simply:
U.C.L.A. (We'll bebappy to send you some
talent goes where the action is.
For these reasons the. staff of the independ- of the papers presented' in return for the
ent software company improves, both in coupon, below.)
COROLLARY
quality and in quantity. Since the talent pool
THE MORAL:
Independent software companies, those not is limited, it follows that the increased
associated with a manufacturer or user capability of the independents results in a If you have read this far, you might be
group, are attracting an increasing percent- decrease in the relative capability of non- interested in talking to us further about our
services, capabilities, and opportunities.
age of available programming talent.
independent software groups.
Simply call (213) 872-1220 and ask for me,
MANPOWER SHORTAGE EXISTS
SOFTWARE COMPANY BUSINESS EXPANDS
for Frank Wagner, for Bob Rector. or for
Our basic premise is that talent, especially This increase in capability brings more anyone else on our staff. If more convenient
top talent, is in limited supply in any field. business to the independents. This in turn, call Werner Frank at our Washington office
In the software industry the demand for makes it possible for the software company (301) 654-9190.
top-:rated specialists exceeds the supply. to offer more challenging work, more
Consequently, software experts have a responsibility and more rewards. All this
choice as to where they· work. At present, attracts still more talent. Thus the whole
-. informatics inc~
Department F
and with increasing frequency, they choose process repeats itself and becomes self- 5430 Van Nuys Boulevard
to work for independent software com- propagating.
• Sherman Oaks, California
IS THE INDEPENDENTS' GROWTH
panies. This is not to say that you can't fhid
very talented people employed by computer
"GOOD FOR YOU?
Please send me the articles checked
manufacturers or user" organizations. You In five short years the independent soft~
below:
certainly can. But more and more of them ware industry has grown from a meager
o
On-line Systems-Their Characterisconcentrate in independent companies.
$5,000,000 annual business, to $70,000,000
tics and Motivations
last year. And this year the figure is expected
"
SOFTWARE COMPANIES, MANAGED" BY
to double. Such growth must have" sound
o
On-line
CRT Displays: User TechPROGRAMMERS, OFFER FINANCIAL REWARDS
economic reasons. There must be something
nology and Software
It is true that part of" the attraction is the independents have to offer. There is.
Name __________________________
financial. Independent software companies Stated in the simpl~st terms, the independent
depend on talent for their livelihood and software firm can offer a pool of specialized
consequently are willing to pay for it in talent which few users could afford to mainCompany_"_______________________
several ways. Empiricists please call.
tain for themselves. You can buy all this
expert know-how, and use it for just as long
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PROFESSIONALS ATTRACTED TO
as you need it to solve a given problem.
SOFTWARE COMPANY
And you will pay "less than if you tried to
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
But specialists are attracted to the inde- solve the problem yourself. Furthermore,
pendent company by more than money. A you will get the results on time.
professional, given his choice, would rather
State _____________ Zip _________
work among his fellows. It is always best to
HOW DOES INFORMATICS FIT IN?
~

work where your contribution is essential to . Within our own organization (you knew
the success of the enterprise, a place where the commercial was coming, didn't you?)
you feel yourself in the mainstream of the we can call upon systems specialists, lanbusiness. Furthermore, when a man and his guage specialists, experts in artificial intelli-

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
P.S. IN CASE YOU'RE WONDERING, BAUER'S
FIRST LAW IS: IF THE PROGRAM HAS A BUG,
THE COMPUTER WILL FIND IT.

CIRCLE 22 ON READER CARD
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We run a strong Product Assurance program.
That's why the Bryant PhD-170 random access mass memory
operates so smoothly for so long. Before this multiple channel
drum can be shipped, it's completely tested for computer worthiness. As are all Bryant products. Everyone must prove out
before it gets into any customer's system. We also keep a sharp
eye on product design, reliability and application engineering,
value analysis and manufacturing to assure customer satisfaction.
.Here at 850 Ladd Rd.,
Walled Lake, Mich.,
we call it "total
product assurance."
Because it's total.
BRYANT
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

""XLO~
hb
. :4
EX-CELL-O CORPORATION

CIRCLE 23 ON READER CARD
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How to put your finger on one item out of 36,000

A division of H. K. Porter
Company, Inc., does it
by dialing a computer center.

The information is instantly
recorded on magnetic tape and
fed into the computer.

Anyone of 36,000 items could be
at any of seven warehouses and
eight plants across the nation.
When a product is sold, the
information on punched cards
is sent via Bell System
Data-Phone* service over regular
telephone lines to the Porter
computer center in Pittsburgh.

In a matter of milliseconds,
the computer tells the production
status or inventory location
of the product. And the entire
order is processed for shipment
in one working day. (It formerly
took up to fourteen days.)
As ordering information flows in,
the computer updates the
average monthly demand,
economical production quantities,
and safety stocks.

Replenishment orders are automatically produced when needed.
The result has been a cut in'
inventories. And customer
service is at its best.
We can help you put your finger
on the way to move information
quickly and efficiently. Justcall your
Bell Telephone Business Office.
Ask to have our Communications
Consultant contact you.

@ Bell System
~

*Service mark of the Bell System

CIRCLE 24 ON READER CARD

American !elephOne & !elegraph
and Associated Companies

Why did the
Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
give us the
Mars job?

Over 1,000 reels - approximately
2.5 million feet - of Audio Devices
Computer Tape supported the photography and telemetry of the
Mariner IV mission.
Why did JPL use Audio?
Real-time data acquisition demanded quality computer tape. Many
brands were tested before the 7'12
month flight. Audio was chosen.
Maybe it was the tests. Maybe they
liked our references (21 out of the
top 25 U.S. industrial companies buy
computer tape from us). Maybe it's
because we're tape specialists. In any
case, isn't it time you consulted a
specialist?
.

AUDIO DEVICES
235 E.42nd

st., New York

lie.

INSTRUMENTATION TAPE. COMPUTER TAPE. AUDIOTAPE

10017. Offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.
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Get the picture? JPL did!
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THE POSTIMPLEMENTATION
FEASIBILITY STUDY
by LOUIS FRIED
As business firms continue to increase their use
of large-scale computing equipment, management is presented with the requirement for investment in analysis and programming for new
systems utilizing this equipment. This investment may
amount to 50% or more of the total operating cost of the
EDP installation.
The decision to invest in.a new system is generally based
on the findings of a preliminary analysis of the problem
area. To provide management with the information on
which to base decisions, the results of this analysis are
usually stated in terms of two or more alternative proposals (one of which may be the continuation of present
methods). Each alternative proposal is accompanied by a
description of the problems inherent in, and benefits to be
derived from, its implementation. These problems and
benefits may be presented as potential gains or losses in
operating efficiency, profit, operating costs, savings, and
intangibles (such as the increased availability of informa-tion).
Experience indicates that this preliminary analysis is
often the only survey of economic feasibility performed for
-the system. Unfortunately there is, as the Bureau of the'
Budget states, " . . . a general tendency_ among ADPS
users in both Government and industry to underestimate
the amount of operating expense associated with a large
scale, tape operated ADP system".1
When the firm's operating costs or profit statements do
not reflect the benefits anticipated for the system, management often becomes dissatisfied with the results of the entire data processing operation rather than with the specific
system at fault. This attitude _of management has become
increasingly evident in articles appearing in business and
data processing trade publications as well as in expressions .
.
of opinion within -individual firms.
It is possible that this generalized dissatisfaction is due
to the lack of follow-up surveys which might serve to pinpoint the responsibility for payoff failure to specific sys.tems.
Excluding the discomfort of the average data processing manager in having to maintain a defensive attitude

toward other members of his organization's management,
-the size of our collective national investment in data proc, essing applications emphasizes the need for serious examination of the actual results of systems implementation. All
of the 100 largest companies in the United States today,
and many smaller firms, are completely committed to the
use of computers for performing repetitive clerical functions. The ability to achieve the massive size and continuing growth of many of these firms has often been contingent on management's receipt of more accurate and
more timely information. Due to the volumes of data involved, the required speed of reporting can often only be
achieved by computer equipme~t.
The cost of maintaining and developing the ability to
provide this information is high. It has been estimated (by
Gen. David Sarnoff at the 1964 Fall Joint Computer Conference) that private computer programming cost two
billion dollars in 1964 and (by Milton E. Mengel at the
1964 BEMA show) that the cumulative value of computers and peripheral equipment installed through 1965
will be near six billion dollars. Mengel also predicted

Mr. Fried has recently joined
the Bourns Corporation as assistant for special projects to
the vice president, finance. He
was previously supervisor of
financial systems for the GuIdance and Control Systems Division, Litton Systems, Inc. He
holds a BA in public administration from Los Angeles State
College clnd an MS in _business
administration from San Fernando State College.

I

1 Bureau of the Budget, Executive Office of the President, "Automatic

Supply Office" (Harbridge House, Boston, 1964) p. VIII-31.

Data Processing Case History, Department of the Navy, Electronics
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FEASIBILITY STUDY ...

that the value of installed equipment will continue to increase by two billion dollars a year through 1970.
As these estimates represent a sizeable expected commitment on the part of business firms, a true realization of
the actual. benefits derived from each system must become
increasingly important to management.
Many publications in the field of data processing have
discussed systems follow-up, cost of information, and feaSibility studies. However, in actual practice within business
firms the post-implementation review of new systems for
economic feasibility arid performance efficiency has been
largely ignored. The failure to perform such reviews may
be . blamed on lack of· personnel, . inadequacy of present
methods for determining feasibility, or even on a subconscious desire to avoid finding that a system is not
feasible.
. It is true that most sources discuss post-implementation
~tudies in such vague generalities as, "compare the operatmg costs of the new system to those of the previous system." Other sources present brief lists of elements of cost
that should be examined; but are generaliy incomplete.
The Bureau of the Budget has pioneered in the development of post-implemenation study of economic feasibility
through actually performing such studies. While the results of these studies are available, unfortunately they relate to specific cases, and no generalized rules or guidelines
for performing these studies are reported.
.
Any comparable work which may have been performed
for a private business firm is, so far as research can find
.'
'
unpublished.
This situation lends weight to the arguments for the
inadequacy of present methods and calls for the suggested
solution that follows.
These methods have been tested su'ccessfully in a case
study performed in private industry and the resulting
suggested approaches are based on the problems encountered in that case study.
the. answers desired by management

The goal of post-implementation system study is to inform management of the results of implementing a specific
system. This information is generally expected in terms of
changes in cost of operation, changes in efficiency, and
changes in output production. This change can be measured
by comparing the new system with the previous system
and with what the new system was expected to accomplish.
To turn this generality into useful information, the criteria
for determining feasibility and the elements of information
to be compared must be examined.
The study of economic feasibility may be divided into
tw<;> major segments, the first being composed of those
elements of cost pertinent to the problem, the second being
~he natu~e of the comparisons by which economic feasibility
IS to be Judged and the standards established for its determination.
cost elements

As a practical matter, it will be found in the performance of feasibility studies that the elements 'of cost to be
considered are a function of the system under examination
and are conditioned by the data available. (More of this
later.)
The process of selecting the appropriate elements of
cost should include removing those elements in which
c.ha?ges are ei~her. insignificant or do not occur. This prelImmary exammatIOn may result in simplifying the entire
task, .as well as the final reports.
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The elements of cost to be considered are of two
types: nonrecurring costs and operating costs, Nonrecurrin~ costs .a~e those such. as the costs of analysis, programmmg, trammg of operatmg personnel, conversion from the
previous system, new equipment acquired for the system,
program and systems test expenses, parallel operation
of the new system, and the added cost of operation resulting from inexperienced operation of the new system (the
beginning of a new learning curve).
Occasionally nonrecurring costs may include the loss
incurred by disposition of equipment and stocks of operating supplies or forms not usable in the new system.
Operating costs consist of equipment rentals, wages,
operating supplies, forms, Roor space, power and light,
communications costs (such as telephone, telegraph, leased
communications lines, microwave or other transmission),
employee fringe benefit costs, normal training costs resulting from turnover or increased personnel requirements,
and amortization of the nonrecurring costs over the expected life of the system .
When data processing operating costs are examined
they may be broken down into elements such as input
(keypunching or data transmission) costs, production costs,
rerun costs, clerical costs for data proceSSIng control, and
system maintenance costs such as those for analysis, programming, and program assembly arid testing.
Operating costs may also include gains or losses in the
firm's profits resulting from the operation of the system.
For example, storage costs may change as a result of
implementing a new inventory control system or transportation costs may be saved as the result of implementing
a new traffic control or delivery routing system.
It must be emphasized that the above lists are by no
means complete and that additional elements of cost may
be found relating to the system under study.
determination of economic feasibility

It is often assumed that the objective of systems development is cost saving. If this is true for the system under
study, then the results of a comparative analysis of costs
between the new and the previous systems is sufficient to
cOl'~clude the m~tter. If, however, the system is developed
to mcrease effiCIency, enhance profit potential, or provide
information previously lacking, then other comparative
analyses must obviously also be considered.
Comparing only the costs of the new and previous systems involves being subject. to distortions from changes
in the. composition of elements of cost over the time period
elapsed and from the differences in the objectives and
'parameters of the two systems. If the cost of the original
system is analyzed at a certain point in time and then
compared to the cost of operating the new system after
implementation a year or more later, the price of labor
equipment, and supplies may have changed enough t~
make the comparison meaningless.
If the new syste,m performs functions that the old system did not, comparing the total cost directly would place
the new system at a disadvantage.
A cross-check on the above comparison may be provided
by comparing the actual cost of the new system operation
to the estimated cost prepared at the time the system was
proposed. This comparison will. aid in assuring that all elements of cost are included and that the proper functions
of the system are being examined.
Establishing a relationship only between the new system operating cost and the estimated cost would serve
only to evaluate the validity of the estimate upon which
management made the decision to implement the system and, perhaps, to indicate the reliability of the estimates
provided by systems analysts.
To overcome the apparent weaknesses of these compari-
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sons when used alone, some combination of these would
seem most practical in establishing the comparison and
criteria to be used.
Before suggesting some comparisons that may be used in
presenting a post-implementation analysis, some attention
must be given to the dollar values themselves. Care must
be taken that the values are equivalent in terms of the
operation of the system. For example, if the business is
seasonal, comparing the costs between a peak load period
and a relatively light period would be invalid. Similarly,
comparing costs between a four-week and a five-week
month would be invalid.
If sample costs are used, the sample must be large
enough to be representative, i.e.: it is generally better to
sample three or more months out of a one year period than
to assurrie that one month is representative of the entire
year's activity.
If actual costs are used for the comparison and collected
over a longer period of time, the presentation of these
costs may indicate "peaks and valleys" resulting from variations in the volume of work. This irregular curve may tend
to obscure the essential comparison being performed. In
these cases it is often better to present average costs for
the month or quarter (or for the number of transactions
proces'sed, etc.) which has the effect of smoothing the
curve.
It should be
remembered that the cost of the
new system includes amortization of the implementation
cost. The size of this amortization amount is partially dependent upon the estimated life of the system during
which the amortization must take place. For this reason
it is important to identify this cost separately in any comparisons, since this information could influence management's viewpoint on modification or future replacement
of the system.
There are four basic sets of information representing the
minimal requirements for an adequate presentation of the
analysis to management. These are:
1. New system operating costs
2. New system costs including amortization of the implementation cost
3. The projected cost of continued operation of the
original system
4. The estimated cost of the new system including
amortization of the estimated implementation cost,
The cost of the new system is not directly compared with
the cost of the original system in the above list. Such a
comparison might not take into account the differences
arising from changes in the cost of personnel or equip-:
ment or from changes in the volume of transactions processed.
In addition to the above list, if the new system performs functions that did not previously exist, the users of
the system may be asked to place some reasonable value
on these new ,functions or outputs. This value should be
added to the cost of continued operation of the original
system for another comparison.

of the system.
The cost of the employees operating the system (such
as the clerks in an accounts payable section) has been included in the cost analysis but the clerical efficiency of
the system is often overlooked. This must be considered in
any measurement of comparative efficiency. On this basis
a reduction of operating employee headcount for the same
volume of transactions provides a good measure of relative
efficiency. Equally good are measures such as the comparative backlog of transactions to be processed or the comparative averages of transactions processed per operating
employee.
Some data must be processed within a certain time or
its value changes. Some examples of this might be that a
delay in recording receipt of materials into inventory would
cause the production of an invalid purchase order in an
automated ordering system, or delay in processing an
invoice may result in the loss of a discount in an accounts
payable system. The volume of these types of transactions could provide another good measure of efficiency.
These. comparisons, just as those made for cost, should
be performed between equivalent periods of time and
volumes.
At a minimum, the comparisons should be made between the new system and the original system, but it is also
desirable to compare the new system to the efficiency
estimated at the time it was proposed. If the new system
does not compare favorably with the estimate it may
indicate that some functions are not being performed
properly.

Certain obvious comparisons may be made to determine
the relative efficiency of the original and new systems.
'Some of these might be such as the number of transactions processed during a given period of time, the average time required for processing different types of transactions, or the average eJapsed time for processing a cycle
of the system.
Other measures of efficiency which may be applicable
to certain systems are less obvious but are equally valid.
In a batch processing system the average age of the data
being processed provides a good measure of the efficiency

environment of the feasibility study
It is apparent from the foregoing sections that a considerable amount of data must be collected to perform
a post-implementation analysis. This requirement IS not
nearly so formidable as it may appear.
The prime requisite of any post-implementation analysis is pre-planning. It is this planning that determines the
environment in which the study will be performed, and
ultimately determines the success' or failure of the study.
Since the performance of the study requires the expenditure of some time and money on the part of the firm, it is
contingent upon a management decision to incur the
expense. An actual test or the methods presented here
resulted in a cost of 0.5% of the yearly operating cost of the
system. 2 This does not appear to be excessive, recognizing
the fact that it would permit timely discontinuation or
modification to the system if it were found to be unfeasible.
The decision to perform the study must be made early
enough. If this decision is made after the new system
has been installed, much of the data required for comparison of the original system may no longer be available.
A timely decision will also, help to assure that the documentation and operating data for. both the original and
new systems will be maintained and collected over a sufficient period of time to be a statistically meaningful sample.
Maintenance of such documentation and data must be performed in a formal manner independent of specific personnel. The failure to maintain formal records could result
in the loss of much necessary information from turnover
or ioss of personnel.
The information to be retained consists of three basic
types:
1. Information relating to the design and intent of both
the original and new systems for determining what
functions may be properly compared
2. Information relating to the operating costs of both
the original and new systems
3. Information relating to the cost of implementing the
new system and to changes in scope or definition

Post-implementation feasibility study of a procurement and accounts
payable system at Guidance and Control Systems Division of Litton'
Systems, Inc., April, 1965.
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mechanical tape readers
are now obsolete!
here's why:

ornni-dala

TAPE READER

I

at$540.

(Includes tape drive control & amplifiers)

The PTR-60 Photoelectric Tape Reader costs no
more than most mechanical readers .•. yet offers
incomparable advantages. All you need to do is
provide a Step-Pulse. The compact PTR-60 does
everything else. Compare these features with your
mechanical reader •.•

SPEED: 150 characters/sec - start-stop
No controls to play with - no adjustPLUS.. mentsto
make
~

~

Operation is maintenance·free
Reads opaque tape such as metallized mylar or black paper ••• also
translucents (optional)
~ High reliability through proven components and conservative design
~ 8 channels, plus sprocket
~

Get all the facts ... write now for full details.

O In n

•- d ala
-

DIVISION OF
BORG-WARNER CORP.

(FORMERLY OMNITRONICS, INC.)

511 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADElPHIA, PA. 19123 • (215) 925·4343
•

electronic
equipment

BORG

_ _ _ _ TM

WARNER

which may affect the costs of implementing or operating the new system
Information of this type provides the ability to determine not only the comparative efficiency and costs of the
two systems but also the reasons underlying any changes
or unexpected results appearing in these comparisons.
Systems design and programming specifications for both
the original and new systems will provide basic source
material for examining the design and intent of the' two
systems. If the systems are basically manual paperwork
flow charts, work flow studies and standard policies and
procedures will provide much of this data.
Operating cost and performance data may often be
derived from reports regularly produced for accounting
or management control purposes, or special reporting may
be required for the period of time covered by the study. In
this regard, two particular problem areas should be noted.
First, at the time that a proposal for replacement of
an existing system is approved by management the criteria
by which the performance and economic feasibility of the
new system may be judged should be determined and
documented. This statement would provide a basis for
the definition of the data to be collected and, being made
at the time of the proposal, insure that such data will be
collected and retained from that time forward.
Second, after definition of the data required for the
feasibility study, the current reports of the firm should be
examined to assure that the necessary data is available. If
these sources prove incomplete or inadequate suitable
means for collecting the data should be established.
Documentation such as' letters, contracts, reports and
requests for changes in the parameters of the new system
during the time of design and implementation should be
collected to provide the information necessary for the analysis of discrepancies from the expected results. (Of course,
any final report of a feasibility study to management should
contain explanations of any discrepancies indicated.)
Since one purpose of performing a post-implementation
feasibility study is the prevention of continuing loss from
an unfeasible application, this study should be performed as soon as possible after installation of the new
system to minimize the extent of the potential loss. The
data relating to the operating cost of the new system
should, however, be obtained during a period in which
the system is fully operative and functioning in the manner
'for which it was intended. This will prevent unwarranted
conclusions based on the inclusion of costs which may
actually be a part of the costs of implementation such as
inefficiency during the learning period, system or program
debugging, or excessive rerun costs.
The performance of the feasibility study by an interested party, such as one whose job security or chances
for advancement depend upon the favorable outcome of
the study, should obviously be avoided. The possibility of
introducing bias into the results of the study through selection of the elements of cost, criteria for evaluation, or the
comparisons performed will then be minimized, if not
eliminated.
Finally, the determination of economic feasibility or
relative efficiency should r'tot be made on the basis of a
single criterion since, if the post-implementation analysis
provides doubtful or marginal results, management cannot
be provided with a conclusive evaluation of the system.
The use of several, different criteria will generally provide
•
stronger support for the final conclusions.
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MR. ZIP

If you're concerned about this little character ...

RELAX!
Addressograph® has a system to help you comply
with the ZIP CODE regulations at minimum cost.
In fact it might even save you money.
The ZIP Code Program is designed to reduce the total
cost of mailing and to improve service. To take full advantage of the program you should get the complete
story and knowledgeable assistance. No matter what
mailing method you are now using and regardless of
the size of your list, it is very possible that instead of
costing you money the ZIP Code Program may actually
save you money. For small businesses or large, it is another example of problem-solving with mechanization.
Your Addressograph man is ready to tell you all about
it. Call or write Addressograph Multigraph Corporation,
1200 Babbitt Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44117.

e AJc!.!!!f Dgraph

FREE EXCLUSIVE 24 PAGE. BOOKLET
Approved bV U. S. Post Office

~_ _"";''''';'..;.;.....~::.JJ

ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH CORPORATION
1200 Bobbitt Rood

January 1966

MULT/GRAPH

Cleveland, Ohio 44117

Please send me _ _ _ _ copies of this booklet.

NAME ___________________________________________
T1TLE:_____________________________________
ADDRESS, _____________________________

CITY ______________ STATE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Addressograph offers this complete booklet on the
Zip Code regulations and how Addressograph systems can help you comply foster, easier and c·ut
your overall moiling costs.

ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ __

CORPORATION
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Complete on-line computer controlled systems

SEL MAKES IT ALL ... ................

SEl 600 BASIC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER OF CHANNELS ........................ 1
INPUT VOLTAGES FULL SCALE .............. ±
ACCURACY ..............................................to
RESOLUTION .......................................... to
SYSTEM SAMPLING RATES .................... to

SEL 600 OPTIONS

to thousands
4 MV to ± 100 volts
± 0.05% ± 1/2 bit
14 bits binary or 17 bits BCD
220,000 samples per second

WRITE FOR THESE BULLETINS: SEL
SEL
SEL
SEL
SEL

600
700
810
840
900

On-line reduction with SEL 800 computers
Computer programmable channel sampling
Computer addressable gain and offset
Quick-look displays
Auto self-test featurt;ls

Data Acquisition Systems
Data Processing Systems
General Purpose Computer
Scientific Computer
Direct Digital Control System

Immediate openings for engineers, designers and programmers at all experience levels. An equal opportunity employer

S2

DATAMATION.
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or off-line general purpose digital computers

Total systems capability plus state-of-the-art techniques and realistic pricing are reasons why an increasing number of large industrial corporations are coming to SEL with
their requirements ... and why SEL has been one of NASA's top 100 suppliers since
1962. The engineered approach to total systems design-using all compatible SEL
subsystems-eliminates the problems inherent in matching one manuacturer's equipment with that of others. Data measurement systems, real time digital computers, and
real time control systems are all proven SEL accomplishments.

••••••

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
SEL 810 COMPUTER
WORD SIZE ............. ,16 bits
STORAGE ................ ..4096 words
Hardware multiply Included

SEL 840 COMPUTER
WORD'SIZE .............. 24 bits
STORAGE .................. 4096 words
Hardware multiply and divide included

810 AND 840'OPTIONS

All silicon monolithic ·Integrated circuits
1.75 u second machine full cycle time
Fully parallel operation
Two independent I/O channels
Typewriter, tape reader and punch
Hardware index register and program counter
All software including FORTRAN IV for real
time and scientific use

LOS ANGELES: 637 N. Park Ave., Pomona, Calif. (714) 623-5235
SAN FRANCISCO: 885 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos, Calif. (415) 941-1185
WASHINGTON, D.C.: 10400 Connecticut Ave., KenSington, Md. (301) 946-7100

PHILADELPHIA:
BOSTON:
HUNTSVILLE, ALA.:
,
FLORIDA:

To 32,768 word core in main frame-all
directly addressable
External drum or disc storage
Up to 8 I/O Channels
Up to 6 direct memory access channels
Any standard peripherals
Double precision floating point hardware
for SEL 840 (operates independently
of ·main frame)

P.O. Box
P.O. Box
2109 W.
P.O. Box

205, Paoli, Pa. (215) 644-4818
672, Framingham, Mass. (617) 879-0080
Clinton Ave. (205) 539-2181
9148, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (305) 587-2900

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES. INCORPORATED
P. O. 80X 9148 / FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33310/ AREA CODE 305 / 587-2900

TWX 305-587-1079

January

1966
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How do you like your
Roytron™ paper tape punches,

plain or fancy?
Desk or rack mounted? With or without electronic logic and circuitry? Reader
incorporated? In any of 24 models? 20, 50
or 75 CPS? Roytron gives you the kind of
punch you need because it customizes for
every conceivable OEM requirement.
Roytron also gives you something
extra in operating features. Like efficient
electromagnets and off-center: springs for
smooth, trouble-free punching. And Roytron
tape punches operate on unusually low
power (24 volts, 75 rna).
N ow the Roytron ™line of tape punching equipment is even more flexible. The
new, low cost Series 200 punch is ideal
where an asynchronous speed of 20 CPS is

A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

best-suited for the job. For other applications, the Series 500 (50 CPS) and Series
700 (75 CPS) are available.
Roytron punched tape equipment comes
with a meaningful warranty backed up by
a nationwide system of service centers.
Consider the Roytron™ paper tape
punch and other Roytron paper tape equipment before you go a step further on any
punched· tape system. For detailed specifications on the Roytron tape punch that fits
your exact. requirements, write:
Roytron, Royal Typewriter Company,
Inc., Dept. 33AV, 150 New Park Avenue,
Hartford, Connecticut.

R 0 YT RON [8
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COMPUTER
CHARACTERISTICS
by DAVID E. WEISBERG
Although the pace of new announcements in 1965
slackened slightly from that of the previous year,
more than 35 general-purpose computers were'
added to the Computer Characteristics Quarterly,
ranging from the very large Burroughs B8500 to the Data
Machines 610 at the other end of the spectrum. This
was the year that IBM filled out its System/360 with the
high-performance Models 65 and 75, the Model 44 for
smaller scientific users, and charged into the time-sharing
battle with the Model 67. The other manufacturers were
also running with the throttle wide open, and the arrival
of new systems shows little sign of slowing down from the
current rate.

D

Several discernible trends became apparent as the year
drew to an end. Perhaps the most important of these is
the broad acceptance of time-sharing employing remote
consoles as a technique to be used now rather than as an
object of exploratory research. Among the computers to
enter this market were the CDC 3500, SDS 940, UNIVAC
494, Burroughs B8500, IBM 360/67, GE 645 and UNIVAC
1108 II (the last two being announced too. late for inclusion in the January 1966 issue of the Quarterly).
The use of fully integrated circuits as well as various
types of hybrid modules' is becoming more common as a
number of computers utilizing these components were announced during the year. Although "third generation" may

SECTION I

BURROUGHS

B8500

$250,000 -/67
(100-350)

16-262

.5

9.6 M 1600
20 K

48b

1400 1000 1040
300 100

_Q

~. Par~llel.execution of inst:uctions and n:emory overlap ~llows increased speed.
Multiple processor modules cap be attached.
K. Disc access time can be reduced
~ultl-umt systems by optimally schedulmg read and W:lte requ~sts.
. .Q. The laq~e number of channels in each I/O module (512) eliminates the need for off-line'
eqUipment.
S, T. Any word can ?e used as an mdex register or for mdlrect addressmg. The last 12 words used are stored in a 100 nanosecond associative memory
so that references need not be made to workmg storage each time a word is so used.
y. Extended ALGOL in addition to FORTRAN.

10

SCIENTIFIC
DATA
SDS 940

$18,000
(14-25)

4/66

3.5

1.75 32-65

24b 1.5-96
MRWC

67 MK
199

800M 300 ,1000 P 92
300
60

~. Me?!-ory mapping sequence includ.ed.
10

additIOn to FORTRAN.

K.. 8M rapid. <l;ccess disc wi~ 'f7 .or34 ms ..access time aI.so available.
M. 400 cpm reader also available.
An on-hne debugging and edltmg package IS also mcluded.
Note. This computer system IS designed for time-sharing.

-./

-./Y-./

Y.

ALGOL

CONTROL DATA $13,900
3/67'
1.3 c
.8
8-262 24bF 7 -120G -./
33 M
834M
2000
1200 1000 1000P3500Q
3500
(6-28)
MRWC
195
17
250 120 150 160A
C, P. See CDC 924/A..
!: Plus p!"-rity. .
. G. Tape units are IBM compatible.
O. Second 3500 processor may share memory and act as satellite system.
R. 64 levels.
U. 48-blt preCIsIOn floatlng-pomt available.
Note. Dynamic hardware address relocation included.
IBM 360

Model 44

RCA SPECTRA
70/35

$10.000

1.75
10/66
1.0 32-131
(5-25)
F. Each character is eight bits or two decimal digits.

$7,300
(3 -25 )

10/66

23.08 c

l.44

D

16-65

1a

F

207 MK
312
75
K,L, P, S. See IBM 360, Model 92.

30-120
-./
MRWC

C, F, K, M, S. See RCA SPECTRA 70/55. . D. Per 2 bytes.

UNIVAC 1005

Models II; III

$2 ,300
2/66
(1.6-2.9)
H, M.

UNIVAC 1005

Modell

208

6.5

_

200 1800
1l00P 360

U. Double-precision floating-point included.

1435>1 200 1250
7.25 MK 156
1 M 8.6 117
97.5
300 100 625
Q. RCA SPECTRA 70/15, 70/25.

1a 8.5-34
none R

615>1 400
200 110

600

1a

300M 400
200 110

400P

";Q

-./

43 8

-./

a

-./

-./

-./

-

-

-

..;

-

-

-

-./

-./

..;

See UNIVAC 1004, Models II, III.

$1 ,70QA
(1.4-2)

2/66

A, M;'P.

See UNIVAC 1004.

January 1966

2-4

1000
300

256

2-4

-

-

-./

-

..;
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not be a proper term when referring to these computers,
the increased use of such circuits will tend in the future
to reduce the cost of computing power and increase the
level of reliability. Unfortunately the inherently unreliable
electro-mechanical peripheral devices will have to await
some other breakthrough in technology.
In the area of file storage, small removable disc memories
are becoming more common with units announced by SDS,
GE and CDC. In fact, IBM has r~placed its large monolithic disc file units with the 2314, which consists of eight
of their previously highly successful removable-disc storage
drives integrated into one unit. Magnetic strip memory
units, for which a great future was forecast in some circles
a short while back, had' only moderate acceptance with
Honeywell being the only manufacturer bringing out new
. units during the past year.
A trend which seems to be catching on is the use of
computer:-aided display, both small alphanumeric consoles and large-screen line-drawing graphic units. Indeed,
some people feel that this may be the next major development in computer technology. For instance, we at Adams
Associates are devoting substantial effort to an in-house
study of available graphic display equipment. The two
big deterrents in this area in the past have been the lack
of software techniques and the high cost of the equipment.
Both these problems are rapidly being solved and although
the era of two displays in every office is some· time away,
the data processing industry will shortly find them a familiar sight.
•

SUBMINIATURE DISPLAY LITE
MOUNTS ON % INCH CENTERS
Just .240" in diameter •.. ideal where panel space is
limited! Also used for decimal points, for indicating
toggle switch positions, and for verifying settings of
relays, solenoids, etc. Uses the rugged 100,000 hour
T-1 incandescent lamp-13 lens colors available. Choice
of connector hook-up (SOL-A Series) or wire lead (SOL·S
Series). Terminals for SOL-A Series are two .018" dia.
gold plated pins for insertion in connector supplied.
Connector has solder cup terminals. SOL-S Series is
provided with 6" long nylon coated leads stripped 3/16".
Other special wire lead terminations can be provided.
Price: SOL·A, low as $2.10 each in 100-499 quantities
SOLoS, low as $1.74 each in 100·499 quantities

• Keep your computer running-not idle.
• Schedule in 6, 10, 15 & 30 min. cycles,
for daily, weekly or monthly periods.
• Know in advance when slack periods or
heavy work loads are coming.

INDICATING
DEVICES

~. .gD

1M U81

1113161211

INDICATORS

DATA·PANEL

READOUTS

Every hour saved saves you $20-$40-$60.

Box 6191 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 Phone (612) 941-1100
CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD

Write for FREE 28 Pg. Illustrated Catalog-DA1

TEC-SWITCH

Transistor Electronics Corporation
56

• Make changes & additions immediately.

"

METHODS RESEARCH CORP.
70 Willow Ave., Staten Island, N. Y. 10305
CIRCLE 32 ON READER CARD
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The Cellophane Tape Test. Your sample of
U. S. Tape is mounted oxide surface up.
Press a 3" or 4" length of cellophane tape
along any portion of the sample. Then,
holding the sample down, pull the sticky
tape away at a low angle. Note the tenacity
of the oxide bond.

The Solvent Test. Moisten the oxide surface
with carbon· tetrachloride, then wipe with
cotton or cloth. This, too, will not remove
the oxide.

r

r'1'1,'
'.

The Snap Test. (To accomplish this test,
remove sample.) With oxide' surface up,
grasp tape with thumbs on top and fingers
underneath. Try to pop the oxide off by.
snapping vigorously.

LJ
J-

lJ

-.--..-.---.----.--.------~--.-.--- ..-..--.,---.-----..-:...-------.".-----~--~---.-.~-~------. -----.:. --.....-...-_ .. _..__. __._.__. _-_. _.= . . _..... --------The Scratch Test (before elongation). With
tape lying on glass or metal, dig index fingernail into coated surface. U. S. Tape's
coating will resist this punishment until the
tape itself tears.

--.----

-.--...--.----.--------.-.-.--------.... ~-.;,..-,-- ..
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IT
RESULTSI Those who have tried these oxide-removal
tests on the nine leading magnetic tapes for

.....

-........:... ....

..........

.....~--------.-.---.;.-_.-
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The Scratch' Test (after elongation). (To
accomplish this test, peel pressure sensitive
mounting away from sample.) Stretch your
U. S. Tape sample and dig again. Results
will be similar to those above.

digital computers tell us: Only U. S. Tape
consistently passes them all.
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YRY U.S. TAPE ON YOUR OWN
DIGITAL COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
See for yourself how U. S. Tape delivers superb
performance pass after pass, week after week,
month after month ... on all IBM and compat"
'ble systems. 7\,

1

A born leader, this heavy-duty, long-life poly." .... ....- .. •...........".,.,- ....
_

,

~

- .. -.,._ ..

.....

ester magnetic tape is produced in the most
modern plant facility of its kind in the country.
Exclusive formulation, gravure coating, polishing, slitting, tension winding - all are precisely
controlled to provide you with the finest, most
reliable tape you can buy.
To prove it, the U. S. Magnetic Tape Company
offers the longest, strongest guarantee in the
tape industry: a unique, gO-day life guarantee
froin date of use ... plus ... a 3-year performance warranty 1

"
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See equipment listing next page.

If your computer manufacturer and tape drive
model are included here, you can enjoy the performance and reliability advantages of U. S. Tape.

Univac
UNISERVO III-C, IV-C, VI-C, VIII-C

NCR
332-204, 333-102, 334-101, 334-131

--------- ------~----- ----- ~--.- --- -, ----- - --- ---- -- -----.--------.---- -. -. --- -----.- .--- -------------.--.--------._-----.

IBM

-~-:~~:'_:.J

GE

727, 729, 7330, 2400 Series
MTH 680, 690; MT 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26
-.~-.-.--~-~,--. - .. --~~~.~---~-~.-~- -- - -- .. ~-."---------.--.... .. ------.-.---------~--~--..,.-.-...,....., ... -----.------ ....
•••.••

•

•

_

• • • • ~" ..• -

... -.~- • • • • • •

-,...

"'-"'-~'

. - . • • _., ....... _-

• • - - . , . -•• ~ •• ..j

Every reel of U. S. Tape is supplied "certified
tested" to industry-wide, error-free test standards in 7, 8 and 9 channel and full width, with
BPI of 200, 556 and 800.
Reel sizes of 8", 8-112" and 10-1/2" are standard, with a wide selection of "trailers" and
"leaders" for your specific drive system. Standard lengths are 1200 and 2400 feet per roll.

lurroughs
1421,8422,8423,8424,8425

RCA
3485,3487,70/432,70/442,70/445

A complete line of compatible accessories is
available, making U. S. M~gnetic Tape Company a complete source of supply for your data
storage needs.

U. S. MAGNETIC TAPE COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Wnbash Mngnetics, Inc.

HUNTLEY, ILLINOIS 60142

oneywell
048 Series

CDC
601, 603, 604, 606, 607, 692, 694, 696

-----------

---------

Telephone (312) 669.5181

Another industry has learned that a computer comhined with CalComp plotting equipment can speed
production and increase operating efficiency.
Catalina, Inc. has demonstrated that a sample size
swimsuit pattern can be "size graded" (modified
and produced in various sizes)' in . about 1/6th
the time required manually. One man in one
day grades a maximum of 2 swimsuit patterns.
A computer andCalComp's Curve Follower/
Plotter grades a minimum of 12 patterns in a day
-automatically and with precise accuracy.
The Curve Follower/Plotter, leased by Catalina,
Inc. at $3,000 per month, eventually will be followed
by an automatic "marker," now being perfected
hy CalComp to optimize the placement of pattern
parts on material for maximum use of cloth.
The automatic pattern is but one way the CalComp

equipment will benefit the apparel industry. "Piece
work" efficiency-relating wages to time-will be
plotted as a cost control tool. Sales charts of forecasts measured against current orders will provide
a graphic hedge against over-production.
CalComp pioneered the development of automatic
plotting of charts, graphs, maps or drawings from
computer data-providing pictorial presentations
instead of extensive, and often less meaningful,
numeric or alphabetical listings .. Among the many
applications today: traffic studies, weather maps,
brain waves, mechanical drawings, oil field contour
maps, highway profiles and jet engine performance
curves.

If you own, or have access to a computer, chances
are you need a CalComp plotter, too. Write
"Marketing" for further details.
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Yes, there is a real-time systems
computer better than the Raytheon 520.
It's the Raytheon 520 with III Sec
Memory, Keyboard CRT,
Real-Time FORTRAN IV, Disk Pack,
Direct Memory Access and Drum.

1. NEW ONE MICROSECOND MAIN

6. REAL-TIME FORTRAN IV, a one-pass processor

MEMORY improves typical execution times by 25 per

operating in 8000 words of memory - provides optimum
combination of scientific problem-oriented language with
real-time systems-related capabilities. Raytheo~ 520
FORTRAN IV features Boolean and logical operations
including logical IF, labeled COMMON, DATA initialization statement; double precision and complex arithmetic
operations; recursive subprograms~ dynamic storage allocation; and easy library· modification and expansion. Users
have direct access to 520 System interrupts and direct
communication with data system devices and hybrid systems is provided.

cent. For example, floating point add (24-bit mantissa)
18-33 p. sec; floating point multiply (39-bit mantissa)
65-67 p. sec; convert 12-bit data to engineering units,
10.5 p. sec; add register-to-register, 1 p. sec.

2. KEYBOARD-CRT DISPLAY STATION
for high-speed output of test data, system status informa~
tion, reference tables or text, program lists, register or
memory contents, etc. Up to 520 characters displayed on
6 Y2" x 8 Y2 " CRT. Instant erasure of character line, or
message. On-line program debugging is faster and easier.
Suggestion: use keyboard-display station for test direction
and quick-look or remote inquiry/display.

3. DISK PACK provides fast random access mass
storage for bulk data or program storage. Capacity
approximately 3 million charact{!rs; transfer rate 74,500
characters per second. This new drive reads and writes on
IBM-compatible disk packs.

4. DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS for direct connection of external device to main memory on time-shared
basis without interrupting central processor. DMA can
handle up to four external devices simultaneously and
provides 24-bit word transfer rates up to 1MC.

5. DRUM MEMORY transfers 50,000 words
(200,000 characters) per second with maximum access
time of 10ms. Single drum stores up to 262,656 words
(1,050,624 characters).

7. A.NALOG INTERFACE. Another exclusive
Raytheon 520 feature - real-time analog data acquisition
with Multidevice Controller-provides standard, low-cost
expandable systems interface. Analog units include the
Multiverter®; with up to 96 channels of integrated circuit
multiplexing, a sainple-and-hold amplifier and an A-D
converter in a 5~" drawer. Typical over-all accuracy of
0.02%, 50 nanosecond aperture time and conversion
rates from 30 KC (15 bits) to 50 KC (12 bits) are
standard. Digital-to-analog conversion at high precision
and speed are also available~
The Raytheon 520 is a 24-bit small/medium-scale computer now being specified for systems in the $100 000 to
$200,000 range. All the information is in Data FileC-121.
RAYTHEON COMPUTER
2700 South Fairview St.
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
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news$ briefs
UNIVAC BEATS OUT
BUNKER-RAMO FOR BIG
UNITED AIR LINES JOB
Univac has come up winners in the
long and hard-fought battle with
Bunker-Ramo for the huge United
Air Lines order. The reward, counting
programming :'lervices and maintenance contracts as well as hardware,
comes to about $39 million fo~ Univac.
From the airline's point of view, it's
a grand total of $56 million-includ-.
ing a new building and loose change
for AT&T.
.
For their share, Univac has agreed
to provide a three-cpu 1108, nearly
a billion characters of random-access
storage, some 2000 CRT displays for
agents, and 700 printers. Deliveries
start in 1967. with operation hopefully
scheduled for early the next year.
United estimates they will be using
only about 27% of system capacity
to start with, leaving growth room to
handle increa:'ling passenger volume
until 1975. The estimates rest on the
assu~ption . of traffic doubling every
five years.
Some of the 17 applications planned:
reservations; crew, aircraft, and maintenance scheduling; flight planning,
air freight loading, and meal planning.
The displays' should get a good
workout: they will handle 140K transactions an hour altogether, covering
116 cities on the airline's 18,000-mile
flight network.
A customer-service feature calls for
inquiries about seat availability to produce not only a display for the time
requested but also 10 other flights
that day between the same two cities.
The system will be put together in
St. Paul-and they are cagily including diesel-generated backup power.

'

be the responsibility of Working
Group 4, which was formed about a
year ago to study the. new language.
Editor will be Dr. Richard N. Southworth of Logic~n Corp., 205 Avenue
I, Redondo Beach, Calif.

INTERNATIONAL FIRM TO
SHARE ENGINEERING
PROGRAMS
A group effort to promote application
of computer techniques to civil engineering, traffic, and survey project~
in Europe and North America has begun with the formation of Incedata
Limited, standing for International
Civil Engineering Data Association. .
Founding members are independent
of computer manufacturers and include organizations in Canada, England, Holland, Spain, Switzerland,
West Germany, and Sweden. Purpose of the group is to coordinate
development and exchange of com~
puter programs, using jointly agreed

standards, to reduce costs. The organization is also looking forward to
later use of data transmission facilities
for sharing of computer centers. Headquarters for the flrst two years will
be in Stockholm, with Goeran Waerner of Nordisk ADa
as managing di! \
'
rector.

TELECREDIT /LiBRASCOPE
CREDIT-CHECKING SYSTEM
A small and inexpensive credit-checking system has been introduced by
Telecredit and the Librascope Group
of General Precision, Inc., aimed
mainly at markets and banks. Built
by Librascope, it was designed and
will be marketed by Telecredit, the
Los Angeles firm that has successfully
linked California's ·permanent driver's
license numbers to a telephone creditverification system.
.
The new unit comes in two models,
the Telecredit 100 or 200. Each uses
a 10-inch disc file with minor logic
built in. The 100 has a capacity of
10,000 records and can handle up to
16 inquiry units; the 200 holds 100,000 records and will take 32 inquiry
. units. The disc unit comes with recorded addresses; other brief information can be entered through a lockable programming unit, like the booksized inquiry stations but with an extra row of buttons.
When a customer applies for a card
permitting him to cash checks he is

KEYDATA OPENS CAMBRIDGE TIME.. SHARED FACILITY
With full fanfare, Keydata Corporation has opened its Cambridge,
Mass., information utility for general business use. The official opening was signaled by a programloading command, keyed in by Dr.
M. V. Wilkes from his laboratory
in Cambridge, England, that prepared the Univac 491 central computer for action.
Ceremonies included addresses
by Governor Volpe of Massachusetts and MIT professor Martin

Greenberger, who compared op~n
ing of the center to the first local
electrical utilities. Other guest
speakers were Dr. James R. Killian,
Jr., of MIT, Gordon N. Thayer
from AT&T, Frederick R. Raach of
Univac, and Vico E. Henriques
from BEMA.
In addition to the 491, the facility uses a DDP-116, Univac
1004, drum and Fastrand mass
storage.

LOS ·ANGELES ACM GROUP
TO PUBLISH PL/I PERIODICAL
The Special Interest Group on Programming Languages of the Los
Angeles ACM chapter plans to start
publication of a bulletin on PL/I to
appear at about two-month intervals
beginning early in 1966.
The publication will resemble' the
ALGOL Bulletin, produced under the
auspices of IFIP WG 2.1, and will
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IBM's new
Basic Operating System
is not really
basic.
IBM'S new Basic Operating System is a unique programming
support package designed for the
small and intermediate size
SYSTEM/360.
It contains a full range of processing programs and control programs that enable you to get big
system capabilities from your
moderate sized installation.
BOS is similar to other larger
IBM Operating Systems that have
been in use for some time.
Improved job throughput
BOS provides job stacking for
rapid job-to-job transition.
It allows you to overlap input/
output operations with processing tasks.
And you can perform peripheral operations or special data

communications concurrently
with a stacked job.
Reduced job turn around
BOS enables all language compilers, service programs, control
programs, even your own applications programs, to reside on-line.
To achieve efficient communications between operator and
system, BOS provides implicit instructions regarding all input/·
output devices, job continuation
and similar processing activities.
Five languages
By providing a powerful and
extensive group of high-level languages, PL/I, COBOL, FORTRAN,
RPG, and Assembler, BOS enables
you to use the language that best
suits your particular needs ..

BOS affords you the ability to
segment your application programs in order that each segment
can be written in the most appropriate language. All segments can
then be combined by the BOS linkage editor into a single programmore flexible, more powerful.
And if you and your people are
less familiar with· operating systems in general, IBM's new BOS,
with its ease of implementation, is
. the logical place to start getting
more productive work from your
computer installation.
Your IBM representative will be
glad to show you how BOS is a lot
of operating system-much more
than basic.

SYSTEM/360-The Computer
with a Future.
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given a number, after credit verification. When he presents the card, the
number is keyed in and the disc
·checked. If all is well a green light
goes on and the check is accepted. If,
however, he has caused trouble before, a red light warns the operator.
Only automatic part of the operation is that· the disc accumulates the
number of checks cashed by each
customer and warns, with a yellow
light, of unusual activity. Information
on bouncing checks is inserted manually.
Prices start at $55/month for the
disc plus $2.50/month per inquiry
unit.
CIRCLE 149 ON READER CARD

LONGSHOREMEN WILL GET
PAY AND ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGH COMPUTER SYSTEM

t •• '

A small example of how employment
services could make use of computer
techniques is shown by the dual IBM
360 system to be installed at the Port
of New York by the New York Shipping Association, Inc. Developed for
the main purpose of keeping accurate
records to ensure that longshoremen
who qualify get their guaranteed annual wage, the system-using two
Model 40's-also provides an unusual
job availability information network.
Some 24,000 longshoremen are employed at the port, working varied
hours and often for more than one
employer. Thirteen hiring halls, in
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island,
and New Jersey, will be equipped
with a total of 56 terminals. Each
dockworker will have a plastic, walletsized card. When he checks in at a
hiring hall, he inserts the card in a
terminal, notifying the computer that
he is available for work-and thus
qualifying for the guaranteed wage.
If there is no work available for him
from that center, the computer will
poll the other hiring halls and print
out a list of job openings at the other
centers.

MORE COMPUTER JOBS
IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The recent Congressional discovery of
the importance of' improved management within the government also
loosened the federal purse strings
somewhat, with the result that senior,
intermediate and even some junior
computer people are being ardently
sought by the government's housekeeping agencies.
Among those actively soliciting new
hired hands are GSA's Data Processing Coordination Office, which recently received a supplemental appro·

priation of $200,000, and the Bureau
of Standards' Center for Computer
Sciences and Technology, which has
a half-million-dollar mandate to build
up a' staff. The Budget Bureau has
also received authorization, and the
money, to double its small staff of dp
experts. And with the passage of the
Brooks Bill, it's expected GSA will be
in the market for the tip-top dp help
needed. to cope with the multitude of
procurement-related problems likely to
be confronted by that agency.
.

DUN & BRADSTREET GETS
FIRST WESTERN UNION SYSTEM
The first installation by Western
Union's new Management Information
Systems division has been completed
for Dun & Bradstreet-a computerbased, 15,300-mile' communications
system.
U sing a CDC 8090, the network is
serving 93 stations in 77 cities. It has
facilities for handling 4 million characters per day and can be expanded
to 72 million characters/day.
Primary application is for orders and
inquiries related to D & B's credit investigation and rating services. The
computer will be able to control delivery times of messages to correspond
with different time zones, storing information for later delivery when a
given office is open. It will also handle
multiple-address messages and diagnose format errors for retransmission
by the sending station.

FCC STRIKES FOR
SHARED MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
The Federal Communications Commission recently gave notice of a proposed change in its regulations to permit two or more non-regulated com·
panies-e.g.; steel producers, oil distributors, etc.-to construct and operate, on a non-profit, cost-sharing basis,
private microwave' systems. The only
criterion to be observed is that they.
be eligible for licenses in the same
radio services.
Presently, such cooperative ventures are confined to companies
whose rates and services are publicly
regulated-airlines, railroads, etc. Under the proposed change, these regulated companies would be able to
offer" cross services" to each other on a
similar cooperative basis as, for instance, a gas company and a trucking
firm. The commission, now soliciting
comments on the proposed rule
change, could make the modification
official early in '66 if no hitches develop.
If approved, the rule change would
give extra impetus to implementation
of computer "netting," load transfers,

Able-Stik offers the largest line
of blank, stock and imprinted
labels for data processing.
Immediate delivery from nationwide warehouses. Representatives
In every major U. S. city.

PRESSURE·SENSITIVE PINFEED
LABELS FOR DATA PROCESSING

ALLEN HOLLANDER CO., INC. Dept. D·1

385 Gerard Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Please rush FREE Tested Ideas booklet.

o Have representative call.

o Send FREE Able·Stik label samples.
Name
Title
company
Address
City
State/Zip,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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New fromCEC ... ·
the first truly universal
digital magnetic tape system
pact system made, it will mount 2 or 3
to a rack - even fit through a submarine
hatch. It is available in horizontal or
vertical cabinets. Ruggedized for semimobile or extreme environments, it provides a complete selection of input/output logic levels. It is the ideal unit for
most commercial or laboratory data processing systems.

3

Operator convenience. The

DR-3000 is the easiest of all to
load due to a straight tape loading path
which requires no threading. The entire
operation takes less than 10 seconds.
Front access only is required for all normal maintenance. In addition, a complete selection of IBM-compatible accessories is available.

4 Formats.

7 channel 729 series or
9 channel 360 series formats are
standard, reading and writing at 200,
556, or 800 bpi - plus 1600 bpi phaseencoded format available on special
order.

The new DR-3000 offers unequalled versatility and performance - at the lowest cost of any
comparable digital tape system
available today.
Check the following advantages, and
you will see why the DR-3000 is the obvious answer for so many digital data
processing requirements.

1 Compatibility.

The DR-3000
will guarantee complete machineto-machine compatibility with any other
DR-3000, or with any IBM-compatible
tape system operating within IBM specifications.

2

Versatility. Both high or low
speed applications .. The most com-

5 Reliability.

Only field-proven design concepts are used. Dual capstans with rugged drive actuators provide positive drive. There are no belts
or mechanical linkages to cause tape slippage or creep. Air bearings virtually
eliminate tape friction. CEC-built allmetal-front-surface read/write heads
have achieved over 12,000 hours operationallife in field environments. All electronics are modular and solid-state.

6 Performance.

The DR-3000 as. sures the most performance per
dollar available today. Fast start/stop
characteristics provide complete unrestrictive programming up to 200 commands per second. There are 84 inches
of tape buffering. Tape speed variation
is less than ±0.5%.

Transport Specifications:
Standard ~" tape, 7 or 9 channels • Tape
speeds - 37~ or 75 ips standard IBM
formats • Operates at 200, 556, 800 bpi
NRZ or 1600 bpi phase-encoded • Start
time - less than 4 msec • Stop time - less
than 3 msec • Rewind - 2400 feet in 2~
minutes • Bit dropout rate less than 1 in
107 • Maximum total skew - within full
IBM machine-to-machine compatibility at
all speeds • Average tape speed accuracy
- within ±0.5% of absolute' Cycling rate
- 200 commands-per-second without programming restrictions • Power - 1 kva •
Size - 19" x 24~" x 13~" • Weight ....:.
135 lbs.
For all the rewarding facts about the
DR-3000. call CEC or write for Bulletin
3000-X3.

CEC

Data Recorders Division

CONSOLI DATED
ELECTRODYNAMICS
A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL/PASADENA, CALIF. 91109
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: WOKING, SURREY, ENGLAND
AND FRIEDBERG (HESSEN), W. GERMANY
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even time-sharing, presently hung up
on high data transmission tariHs. The
communications common carriers are,
however, expected to cry foul.
• Two reports are now available
from the Clearinghouse, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, describing GE's work on
DEACON (Direct English Access
and Control), an experimental computer developed for the· Air Force.
According to GE, the model establishes the feasibility of using conventional English for input and control; it is able to make decisions about
both the meaning of words individually and about the semantic implications of the sentence structure. A
report describing the breadboard
model is available as AD-612 165 and
another, AD-612 171, covers the language characteristics. They can be ordered from Clearinghouse, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce, Springfield, Va. 22151.

I

•

• Universities composed of a scattering of small colleges linked to a
computer-based central facility were
proposed at a week-long conference
held at the Irvine campus of the University of California. These central
facilities could then serve as part of
national information networks available to universities throughout the
country. Workshop sessions at the
conference considered the computer
as an aid to instruction, research, information storage and administration.
The conference was supported by the
U. S. Office of Education and cosponsored by the University of Michigan; proceedings are to be published.
• A preliminary inventory of information services in linguistics and related fields has been undertaken by
the Center for Applied Linguistics,
1755 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Those engaged
in such services are requested. to contact the center.
• A state-wide communications system, designed to handle data processing for up to 225 savings and loan
associations, will begin operation under the Savings and Loan Bank of the
State of N ew York in mid-1966.
Thirty savings and loan members are
planning to go on-line to the system,
which initially will include two IBM
360/30's, five disc storage units, and
100 model 1062 terminals. The biggest use will be on-line savings accounting, although the system will also handl~ mortgage accounting, money

THROUGH

@
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The unprecedented growth of C-E-I-R, INC. through the
franchise system of distribution is creating a national marketing opportunity unequaled in the EDP industry. Through
its new affiliations, C-E-I-R, the oldest, largest and most
respected company in EDP services, is now represented in
more than 50 prime markets across the country.
Before long, there will be 100 or more C-E-I-R outlets in
this national network ... C-E-I-R Certified Service Bureaus,
C-E-I-R technical schools, and C-E-I-R service centers ...
each with a firm local footing. Each C-E-I-R associated location will be a.strong area base for mutually profitable marketing representation backed by ...

. . . the new C-E-I-R PRODUCTS DIVISION
If you make automation related products, or products and
supplies that fit in the field of automation education, the new
C-E-I-R Products Division embodies the capability (people
and know-how) and is building even more comprehensive penetration to represent you in markets you may be missing.
Formation of the C-E-I-R Products Division comes in the
company's most successful year ... highest sales, greatest
profits, significant announcements. (Besides forming this new
division and launching its franchise program for data processing service bureaus, the company acquired the nation's technical training leader, Automation Institute of America.)
To learn more about this opportunity to increase your penetration in the nation's top market areas through a C-E-I -R associated operation, please write stating details about your product
to: Mr. Gregg Walden, General Manager, Products Division.

1200 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, Virginia

22202
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You can save
$50,000 on your

next CRT display
system.
How? Simple. Buy Conrac CRT displays. In system quantities they cost about $1,000
each. That's $4,000 to $5,000 less than the displays you were going to make yourself.
If your system uses 10 units,cyou've saved about $40,000 to $50,000. On more units
you save more.
Specs? We prefer to let you write them. Just contact Bob Parks, our display products manager, care of Conrac, Glendora, California. Or' call him at (213) 335-0541.
Conrac alphanumeric CRT display monitors are built to your specs. Here's one
such system: CRT: 23" (long axis, rectangular) D Phosphor: P4 D Input: differential
D Deflection Amplifier: 2J,tsec. small signal rise time D Amplifier Settling Time: 80J,tsec.
D Sensitivity: 2V P-P D Video: digital D Included: regulated high voltage and beamblanking protection. (CONRAC) GLENDORA. CALlF./ A DIVISION OF
~.~___~~~..".

GIANNINI CONTROLS CORPORA TION
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Books for your personal
programming . ..
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TOOLS.
By HAROLD CHESTNUT. Emphasizes the import of energy, materials and information in
production of high grade systems, modeling
and simulation, analog and digital computing, controls, probability and statistics their effect on systems evaluation and design,
signal and noise, optimization, tolerances,
practical and approximate methods, time,
cost and reliability. 1965. 646 pages. $12.95
PROGRAMMING THE IBM SYSTEM/360.
By THE STAFF OF COMPUTER USAGE
COMPANY. Edited by ASCHER OPLER. A
single volume containing all the techniques
used. Includes fifty coded examples, gives
many useful tables and diagrams, details
table loop-up, scaling, editing, converting,
linking, logical and arithmetic commands,
gives basic material for construction of monitor and input/output systems, lists useful
data in six appendices. 1966. Approx. 320
pages. Prob. $7.95.
A GUIDE TO FORTRAN IV PROGRAM.MING.
By DANIEL D. MCCRACKEN. Features 15
case studies and 200 exercises. The exercises
range from simple manipulations to problems for solution by the computer. One extensive case study presents results by computer-produced graphical output. 1965. 151
pages. $3.95.
ERROR IN DIGITAL COMPUTATION:
Proceedings of an advanced Seminar conducted by the Mathematics Research Center,
U. S. :Army, at the University of Wisconsin.
Volume 1 - October 5·7, 1964. Volume II April 26-28, 1965.

Edited by 1. B. RALL. Volume II contains
eleven articles, ranging from experimental
investigation of un normalized arithmetic to
error in solution of linear programming
problems. Vol. 1: 1965. 324 pages. $6.75.
Vol. II: 1965. 288 pages. $6.75.
PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER SOLUTION.
By FRED GRUENBERGER and GEORGE JAF~
FRAY. Meets the needs of the instructor who
must provide suitable problems for each
member of his class. Presents approximately
92 problems covering those the student will
encounter in engineering, business and social
science. 1965. 401 pages. $4.50.
SWITCHING THEORY
Vol.

2:

Sequential

Circuits

and

Machines.

By RAYMOND E. MILLER. A unified development of the theory and techniques for design
and analysis of switching circuits, with emphasis on circuits involving gate-type elements such as those used in modern digital
computers. Volume 1 treats combinational
circuits, including multi-output and multilevel. circuits; volume 2 deals with models
for synchronous and asynchronous sequential
circuits. Vol. 2: 1965. 250 pages. $11.50.
NUMERICAL METHODS.
By BEN NOBLE. Vol. I: Iteration, Programming, and Algebraic Equations. 1965. 156
pages. $2.75. Vol. 2: Differences, Integration, and Differential Equations. 1965. 372
pages. $3.00. An Interscience Publication.
Available from your bookseller, or

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
605 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
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NEW PROGRAMMING AND
DESIGN TECHNIQUES

order reconciliation, general ledger,
and other jobs.

o
• The National Science Foundation
has awarded a grant of $61,350 to
the ACM for development of an undergraduate curriculum designed to
train computer scientists. Dr. William
F. Atchison, chairman of the ACM's
Curriculum Committee on Computer
Science, notes that the committee has
identified 15 existing undergraduate
programs and many more in preparation; the committee intends to develop
a program leading to a standard.
Scientists and educators are invited
to direct their comments to Dr. Atchison at the association's national headquarters, 211 E. 43rd St., New York,
N.Y. 10017.
• Philippine Air Lines will install
an NCR 315 system next fall to handle inventory control, aircraft maintenance scheduling, and passenger-load
analysis. In providing management information, the system, operating on a
"condition alert" basis, will produce
only exceptions to operational plans
and, if action is not taken, will print
out a more emphatic alert. Other
equipment included are a high-speed
printer, card reader, paper tape reader
and punch, and four CRAM units.
Since telephone communications are
limited in the Philippines, NCR and
PAL are now studying other means of
using the 315 for on.;.line reservation
handling-possibly by radio.
• Four grants have been awarded
to Lehigh University by the National
Science Foundation and the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, amounting to $189,000. They will support
research projects already under way
at the university's Center for the Information Sciences. These programs
involve the development of graduate
courses for training in information
science and studies of the application
of computer methods to storing and
using information.
0

• Opening of a graphic data processing center has been announced by
IBM. Set up at western region headquarters on Wilshire Blvd. in Los
Angeles, it will be used as a demonstration and customer service facility.
Controlled by a 360, the system includes a film recorder and scanner,
'plus a 2250 display with light pen.
The operator can add or delete lines,
modify a curve, change a physical
dimension, or identify information
shown on the screen.

ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE THEORY
OF SEQUENTIAL MACHINES
.

by J. Hartmanis and R. E. Stearns. A
self-contained treatment of classical
machine decomposition, state splitting,
and semi-group decomposition, this
new book equips you with techniques
for handling many machine problems
and specialized design difficulties. It
deals with such intuitive concepts as
information flow in a machine, and
there is direct application of all theorems and constructions to sequential
circuit design. A unified mathematical
approach makes for readily understandable results. Approx. 224 pp.,
illus., 6" X 9" (March 1966),$12.00
0

o

FORTRAN IV: PROGRAMMING
AND COMPUTING
by James T. Golden. Up-date yourself

0

on the latest features of FORTRAN
IV, including logical and complex
operations, labeled COMMON, the
N AM ELIST feature, and direct
access statements. With the help of
fully-worked examples, you easily
learn to generate algorithms and create
strategies for computer problem sol\.'ing. FORTRAN IV guides you through
an extensive treatment of programming
with magnetic tapes, magnetic disks,
and drums. It stresses program testing
and presents a method of using
FORTRAN to generate new problemoriented languages. 270 pp., illllS., 7" X
10" (1965), paperbound $6.00

o PROGRAMMING REAL-TIME
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

by James T. Martin. Here's a valuable
handbook of new ideas, illustrations,
check-lists, and recommendations for
designing and programming, testing
and implementing real-time computer
systems. It guides you to complete
mastery of real-time programming
techniques - control, application, and
support programs. Deals with both
commercial and technical systems. 386
pp., illus., 6" X 9" (1965). $11.75
0

0 COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS

by Ivan Flores. In this first major book
on software, you gain thorough understanding of the various kinds of software, the general uses of each, and can
observe the design principles employed
in current and future systems. Almost
all programming systems are covered
except compilers. 464 pp., illus., 6" X
9" (1965), $16.00
FREE ten-day examination. Simply check
those titles you wish to see, clip the entire ad,
and mail to: Prentice-Hall, Englewood CliDs,
New Jersey 07632. After ten days either send
payment as indicated, plus a few cents for
postage, or return the books and owe nothing.

Name__________________________
Addres,,-s_________________
City____ State_ _ Zip _ __
SAVE! Send payment with order and save
shippi.ng costs. Same return privilege.
D Please send me your 1966 Professional
Reference Book Catalog.
Dept. 1
0-0000-P J
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If you're renting more computer than you need,
it's like burning money_

NCR's new 500 Series costs less
than other low-cost computer systems. Its unique building-block design enables you to start smallthen grow as your needs expand.
You never pay for more than you
need or more than you can use.
.
A basic NCR magnetic ledger sys-

tem rents for $765 a month. A card
system for $1195.
In addition to being lower priced,
a "500" is faster, too. As a total system, from preparation of input data
through final reports for management, nothing in its price range can
touch it for speed of processing.

THE NATIONALCASH REGISTER co.

And it's more flexible. Only the "500"
in the low-price field offers you
your choice of all the computer languages - punched card and tape,
magnetic ledger, optical print tape.
We could go on and on like this
about the new "500" Series. A call
your local NCR office and we will.

to

DAYTON,OHI045409
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The coming spring will see the opening shots in a
battle for the East European market. For the first
time, many of the world's major main frame makers
will congregate in Prague to peddle their wares to
purchasing agents from most communist countries.
Run by the Czech State Commission for Technology,
the event is a combined exhibition and applicationsoriented conference from May 12 to June 8. Rules for
participation are being released this month, together
with lists of charges. Already approaches have been
-made by IBM, GE-Bull, and the West-German firm,
Eurocomp, for permission to show. Iron curtain
countries, such as East Germany, Russia,
Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary, are expected to
produce orders worth more than $100 million in the
next 12 fuonths.
~
Till now British companies such as ICT, English
Electric-Leo-Marconi, and Elliott Automation have
been doing steadily increasing business with little
compet'ition from Americans. Marketing direct from
the U.S. brings machine makers in coriflict with the
government. A little more leeway is achieved with
overseas -subsidiaries who can sell from a West
European base, although a strategic embargo list
maintained by COCOM ---an organisation of NATO
countries -- follows a close parallel with that
maintained in the States. Anomalies in the COCOM
list ~nable European-made computers to be sold to
communists even though many contain technology
licensed from the U.S.
2,000-BPI TAPES FROM
CERAMIC RECORDING HEADS?

NEWS NOTES
FROM DOWN_UNDER

U.K. TO SET UP

RESEARCH CENTRE

Expected to help accelerate general use of magnetic
tapes with packing densities in excess of 2000 bits/
inch is a magnetic recording head produced entirely
from ceramic material. -Manufacturer is Philips,
Eindehoven.

An Australian Computer Society was formed Jan. 1
by the five state computer societies. The Canberra
and South Australian groups have ratified the
constitution, and approval is expected from the
New South Wales, Victorian and Queensland bodies •••
Five keynote speakers and more than 80 papers are
expected for some 800 registrants at the third
Australian computer conference in Canberra, May
16-20. Speakers are G. Kendall, CEIR-UK; F.P.
Brooks, U. of North Carolina; K.E. Grainger, Commonwealth Public Service Board; J.E. Thornton, Control
Data, and R.M~ Gordon, Raytheon Computer ••• April
delivery is expected for the U. of Adelaide'S CDC
6400, most powerful unit to be imported.
Britain's Ministry of Technology has revealed plans
for a National Computing Centre costing $1.5 million,
t6 be headed by Professtir Gordon Black, a technical
manager to the Atomic Energy Authority and part-time
professor of adp, Manchester Univ. Black's brief is
(Continued on page 109)
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datamart
Address all replies to box number advertise·
ments as follows:
Box .••.••••••••••
DATAMATION
F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc.
141 East 44th St.
New York, N. Y. 10017
Classified Advertising

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

ROBERT,1. PATRICK
COMPUTER SPECIAUST

9935 DONNA

213-349-2225

NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA

·USED EQUIPMENT
Before Selling or Returning IBM EAM or EDP
Equipment, Contact us For Premium Prices. GMA
LEASING 138 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS, NEW
YORK 10701. Phone 914 - YO 9·0807.
WANTED: 1401's, 1620's, 7074's, D.E.C., 3C, and
SDS computers. Best price for your equipment. Fast
action. Phone (213) 454-7244 LAMELLAR CORP.,
Pacific Palisades, Calif.

USED EQUIPMENT

((Special" Puls,e Generators are made
to order at TI. .Modular cOnstruction
allows assembly of the right building
blocks to meet your requiremen ts.
Now, "specials" cost· you no more,
frequently cost less than conventional pulse generators.
For example, the 6613 is an economical general-purpose unit with
PRF from 15 cps to 15 mc, priced
at only $950. Another model, the
6325, is a ten-channel, word-bit programmable unit operating up to 25
mc. The single unit does the job of
ten discrete generators, at half the
cost, and fits in a cabinet 23 in.
wide, 38 in. high, 18 in. deep.

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS
GROUP

TI 'Pulse Generators give you outstanding performance: PRF's to 100
mc, fast rise and fall times, variable
pulse width ~nd delay, variable rise
and fall times, plus and minus outputs, pulse mixing, programmed and
random word generation. You have
your choice of portable or rackmounting cases.
'Vhen you need special pulse generator performance, choose one of
the thousands of standard pulse generator combinations from Texas Instruments. For more information,
contact your nearest TI Authorized
Representative or write to the Industrial Products Group in Houston.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
o.

P.
BOX 66027 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006
119 RUE du RHONE GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

KEYPUNCH PERFORMANCE AI DS Increase production,
reduce errors, and bring sub-standard operators up
to par. Five easy-to-follow flow charts guide .novice
or experienced operators through preparation of
the program planning card, and alpha-numeric keypunching and error correction with program control. Durable plastic sheets, 10 x 12 inches, fit
workspace. Set of 5 charts: $15. Set of 5 35mm.
training slides: $15. Quantity discounts. ENTELEK
Inc., Dept. KP-1, Newburyport, Mass. 01950.
HELP WANTED-educational institutions
SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST Cornell University L1,
braries. Develop systems, procedures, and computer
programs for various library processes. Abi Iity is
needed to carry applications from initial study
through final programming.
Minimum qualificatons: BS degree and knowledge
of computer equipment and programming. Excellent
fringe benefits.
_
Send resumes to Employment Manager, Personnel
Department, CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, N. Y.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DATAMATIDN
Classified Advertising
The classified section Is open for the following
advertising categories: Used equipment; positions wanted; help wanted, educational institutions; maintenance services; professional cards;
hobby products; business opportunities and educational courses. Rates are based on total
number of insertions used within each contract
year.
For further Information please contact: DATAMATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept.,
141 East 44th Street New York, N. Y. 10017212-MU 7-5180.
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TAPE SELECT

1. COM PUT E R S
AND THE WORLD OF
THE FUTURE. Edited
by Martin Greenberger. Computer specialists and scientists
speak out eloqu·ently
on a wide variety of
computer topics. List
Price $10.00.

2. IN FORMATION
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL. Becker &
Hayes. Outstandi ng
introduction to this
growing, vitally important field. Discusses
tools, techniques,
theories, applications.
List Price $11.95.

4. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONICS.
Edited by Charles Susskind. Complete, authoritative survey of all
areas of electronic science. Written by 405
specialists. 420 illustrations. List Price $12.95.

3.THE LANGUAGE
OF COMPUTERS. Bernard A. Galler. Clear,
thoughtful overview of
the character; design,
operation and problem-solving utility of a
computer language.
List Price $8.95.

6. A P P LIE D D Y NAMIC PROGRAMMIN G. Bellman &
Dreyfus. Thorou gh
guide to solving
mathematical problems posed by multistage decision
processes. List Price
$8.50

5. COMPUTERS AND
THOUGHT. Edited by
Feigenbaum & Feldman. Comprehensive
and cogent overview
of machines that think
and their unlimited
potential for science
and industry. List Price

$7.95.

8.

7. CHAMBERS' TECHNICAL DICTIONARY.
Edited by Tweney &
Hughes. Comprehensive 102B-page vol.ume
defining over 60,000
terms in 120 branches
of science and technology. List Price $7.95.

MAS E R SAN D
LASERS. M. Brotherton.
Analyzes principles
and applications of
masers and lasers-and
their vast impact on
the sciences. List Price
$8.50.

9.

REAL-TIME BUSINESS SYSTEMS. Robert
V. Head. Brilliant appraisal of the principles and methods of
real-time systems.
Many charts, figures,
and a glossary. List
Price $9.00.

10.

INTRODUCTION
TO ANALOG COMPUTATION. J. Robert
Ashley. Complete coverage of the analog
computer: its uses, its
problem-solving capability. List Price $8.75.

11. MANAGEMENT
STANDARDS FOR
DATA PROCESSING.
Dick H. Brandon.
Covers methods standards for data processing: the functions of
systems analysis and
programming, etc. List
Price $12.00.

12. PROGRAMMING
AND CODING DIGITAL COMPUTERS.
Philip M. Sherman.
Lucid guide to all aspects of computer programming-with many
examples. List Price
$11.00.
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13. SYMBOLS, SI GNALS, AND NOISE.
John R. Pierce. Lu'cid
explanation of com~
munication theory, information theory and
cybernetics: concepts
and applications, etc.
List Price. $6.50.

16. HUMAN BEHAV- 17. INTRODUCTION
lOR. By Berelson & TO ALGOL. Bauman &
Steiner. Extraordinary others. Up-to-date exand comprehensive planation of the most
"inventory" recording widely-used comput~r
1,045 essential and language with steps
substantiated facts for constructing
about the human ani- ALGOL programs. List
mal. LiSt Price $11.00. Price $9.00.

14. BIOGRAPHICAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY. Isaac Asimov.
Unique history of
science told through
biographies of leading
scientists. List Price

$8.95.

15. COM PUT E R
SOFTWARE: PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS. Ivan Flores.
Practical handbook on
techniques and applications. List Price
$16.00.

18. MATHEMATICAL
METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS. Edited by Ralston & Wilf.
Study of techniques of
numerical analysis for
solving problems on
the digital computer.
List Price $9.00.

Members Enjoy These 4 Advantages:
• A choice of the most authoritative/most significant books covering new frontiers and
developments in the computer and information sciences: books on data processing, operations
research, information retrieval, COBOL programming, systems design, and many other areas
• a savings of up to 40 0/0 on all books (the most economical way to build a basic computer
library) • a FREE Bonus BOQk of
WHICH 3 OF THESE FINE BOOKS MAY WE SEND YOU?
your choice after every fourth
The Library of Computer &Information Sciences
Selection. no pressure to buy.
59 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10003
Please enroll me as a
Members pay no fees or dues. And you
member and send the
1
.2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
3 books circled -1))+ 10 11
12
13 14 15 16 17 18
need accept as few as three more
for which you will bill
me only $5.95 plus postSelections during
Name _ _ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
age. As a member, I
agree to buy as few as
the next twelve
3 more Selections durmonths~

ing the next 12 months,
and I will receive a
FREE Bonus Book of my
choice after every
fourth Selection.

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip Code _ __
DT-1
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John McNamara's thumb
is tougher on forms than
your high speed printer is.
Any high speed printer is tough on
forms. But not as tough as John McNamara's thumb.
His job is to make sure our Machine Mated forms are made
right. And if they fail to meet specifications?
It's thumbs down and throw them out.
The specifications are tough and precise. They're
based on getting the most out of your printer.
We work with the people who make the printer. And with you.
So we can develop accurate, exacting standards for a whole
range of forms to meet your needs. Standards for
papers, sizes, plies, carbons, punching,
alignment, copy, feeding, handling, and fastenings.
High standards and a tough taskmaster like John produce a better form. i
And that means uninterrupted runs. With no downtime.
Why not see our representative? Or write us at
Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
Now you know about McNamara's thumb. And where to
put your finger on Machine Mated forms.
MACHINE MATEDMFORMS BY STANDARD REGISTER

I.
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neVI products

originate internally. or externally.
Patchpanel programming permits selection of binary or BCD formats, any
of several acquisition rates, and allows
high- and low-level inputs to be intermixed in the program sampling sequence. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
. LABORATORIES INC., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. For information:
CIRCLE 133 ON READER CARD

microfilm plotter
A digital, CRT/microfilm plotting system, the model 835 is designed for
off-line operation with the firm's tape
drives. In the search mode, plotting
is at a tape speed of 60 ips. The CRT
display, is recorded on 35mm microfilm at up to five frames/second; an
optional desk-top film viewer is of-

record digitally in either field or lab
permaapplications. They feature
nently-aligned" tape tracks, singlecapstan drive without pinch rollers,
and transport . speed that can be
changed manually or by program. The
unit weighs 40 pounds. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Houston, Texas.
For information:
CIRCLE 132 ON READER CARD

data gatherer
The Mobidac is a mobile data acquisition system. designed to produce
computer-comp'atible tapes at remote
sites. It accepts 50 low-level analog
inputs, seven high-level analog inputs,
and two digital inputs which may

gp computer
U sing monolithic integrated circuits,
the DDP-124 has a memory cycle
time of 1.75 usec, access time of 0.8
usec, and multiplies in 14 usec. It
has 4-32K words of core, and has
applications in the control and simulation market. Compatible with the
DDP-24 and 224, the $65K machine
also joins the firm's DDP-116. COMPUTER CONTROL CO. INC., Framingham, Mass. For information:·
CIRCLE 134 ON READER CARD

-logic trainer
The LK 253 performs 20 experiments
in combinational logic, and· may be

PRODUCT OF THE M O N T H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

fered. Producing an 11 x 17-inch
plot with 15X magnification, accuracy
is 1% of full scale, and stability is
± 0.5% drift in eight hours. CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS
INC., Anaheim, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD

arbitrary functions
The model 701 generates digitally,
from its own core memory, essentially
any desired waveform, which can be
constructed point by point internally
or recorded from external sources.
Voltage and time are segmented to
provide resolution of .better than
± 0.2% of full scale, or full cycle.
Cycling-continuously, or cycle by
cycle, or segment by segment-is at
clock rates from 0.2 to 2 x 10 5 segments/second. EVANS ASSOCIATES,
Berkeley, Calif. For information:

Gun-shy installation managers are
directed to a "no-fail" power system
that takes over the moment commercial power begins to go-without the loss, reportedly, of even a
millisecond. The unit is available in
sizes ranging from 10 to 250 kilowatts.
Under normal operating conditions, closely-regulated electrical
energy is supplied by the unit's alternator, which is coupled to a synchronous motor driven by commercial power. (Frequency is maintained to a tolerance of ±0.25
cycle) .

Line deviation is sensed at the alternator output, starting a hydraulic motor to maintain the alternator
at synchronous speed. Simultaneously, a diesel engine is started to
take over the supplying of rotating
power for the alternator
long as
the power failure lasts. Shutdown of
the diesel engine is also automatic,
after commercial power resumes
and is found to be stable over an adjustable period of time (15 to 60·
minutes). FERMONT DIV., DYNAMICS CORP. OF AMERICA,
Bridgeport, Conn. For information:

as
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portable tape drives
Operating from 12-volt DC supplies
and using less than 100 watts, these
units use one- and half-inch tapes to
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ROBINS® REELS
FOR PAPER TAPES
NEW 101/2" DIA. N.A.B. HUB PAPER TAPE REELS WITH
B"REAKAWAV FLANGE FOR 11/ 16" AND 1" TAPES!

Designed for long tape runs and storage
on one reel. Has breakaway flange and
removeable stainless steel ring. Styrene,
strong, light for mailing •••

#DTR-l005 for 1" tapes •..•...........• $11.00
#DTR-l015 for 11/16" tapes .....••••••. 16.00
HARD TO GET PAPER TAPE REELS NOW IN STOCK
FOR OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY •••
,Reel #
Tape Reel Hub Type Material Price
Width 0.0. (Hole dia.)
ONE FLANGE - REMOVEABLE RING
DTR-115S
1" 10112"
N.A.B. Styrene $3.50
REMOVEABLE FLANGE
DTR-750L
1"
71/2"
1/2" Lexan
3.75
DTR-750S
71/2"
1"
1/2" Styrene 1.75
DTR-SOO 11/16" 8"
N.A.B. Lustran 9.50
DTR-SOl
8"
N.A.B. Lustran 9.75
1"
DTR-S50L
1"
81/2"
1/2" Lustran 2.25
DTR-S50S
1"
81/2"
1/2" Styrene 2.00
DTCR-l
Reel Case for #OTR-801. Reel 10.50
DTCR-2
Reel Case for #DTR-800 Reel lO.OO

• up to 100 channel capacity
• noise less than 2J,1v
• virtually infinite
interchannel isolation

HOT models:

any reference temperature from
25°F above ambient to 250°F.

ICE POINT models: ~f:;e6::~n;:J~~re~ijture

~e OHMIC DEVICES, INC.

SEND US VOUR PROBLEMS!
Our Special Services Department can· modify. any of our products or
design special devices to meet your EDP requirements. Write for complete catalog on EDP Accessories and Supplies: Dept. DR

ROBINS DATA DEVICES, INC.
Subsidiary of Robins Industries Corp.

900 Third Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y., tel. (516) 488-1606

15·58 127th STREET, FLUSHING, N. V., 11355
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Now there are two ways
to be a data-comBlunications expert.
You can pore over reams of sales literature, product specifications, and magazine articles.
Study. Analyze. Interpret. Work hard. And use up a lot of expensive time.
Or, subscribe to Auerbach Data Communications Reports.
• This service gives you a single, self-sufficient source for all the information you want about datacommunications equipment. Initiaily the service will report on 29 major equipment lines. Both processing and terminal. • Equipment reports include characteristics, features, limitations, and prices. In
detail. • New systems and equipment changes are covered by quarterly supplements. • You might
be able to do all this yourself. But why bother? Auerbach Data Communications Reports is easier and
quicker. It costs only $325.00 a year. And you would probably need a full-time staff of three to do
nearly as well . • Fill out the coupon to get a free sample report and see for yourself.
~--------------------------------Fill in and mail to address at left for your
Free Sample Report.

NAME________

AUERBACH@

_________________

ADDRESS, _____________________

AUERBACH INFO, INC.
55 N. Seventeenth St.
Phila., Penna. 19103

I
I
I

Another analytical
reference service from
the publisher of
AUERBACH Standard
EDP Reports

~

I

CITY
STATE
ZIP__ JI
_________________________________
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new products
extended to the LK 250, which includes the course on combinational,
sequential, synchronous and asynchronous applications. Units feature
plug-in, multi-function modules that
line up with the logic circuit and are
interconnected with jumper leads.
Functions include and/nand, or/nor,
not/buffer, bistable, monostable, transfer, manual input, manual sequence,
pulse former, delay, 10 Kc/s, clock
generator, and decade input. Made by
Feedback Ltd. ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL, San
Francisco, Calif. For information:

What in heaven's name mak.es
.Computer Products think
it's going to get anywhere in the
tough analog computer business?

CIRCLE 136 ON R'EADER CARD

on-site tape drive
The ATM-13 is designed for airborne,
shipboard, and land-mobile use, recording blocks of data with ~4-inch
record gap. Maximum tape speed is
75 ips, 100 ips in gap less mode. Packing density is up to 800 bpi on seven

or nine tracks. The ruggedized unit
is available as a basic transport or
with full electronics; the latter weighs
150 pounds. AMPEX CORP., Redwood City, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 137 ON READER CARD

upgraded computer
Changes and additions to the 520
computer announced last year include
a l·usec main memory expandable to
32K (24-bit) words (the 2-usec unit
is still available), keyboard/ display
station for editing and on-line debugging, and a disc pack with a capacity
of 2.9-million (7-bit) characters. Maximum access time of the latter is 145
usec: There's also a one-pass FORTRAN
IV that takes up 8K words of memory,
allows interrupts to be armed/ disarmed, enabled/disabled, or released.
In addition to this real-time provision,
the F-IV also includes capabilities for
communication with hybrid systems.
RAYTIIEON COMPUTER OPERATION, Santa Ana, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD
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.Just this ... the new Ten-Fifty
let's be candid. When you look Into analog computers, there's a lot of
"specmanship" which usually confuses the issue and bears no relation to functional requirements.
But, when you break through the fog, the real problem most often Is
budgetary, and when you get to that point, nothing can touch our Ten·Fifty for
computational· capability per dollar invested.
Judge for yourself.
You get an operator-engineered 10 volt computer completely pre-wired for
up to 50 amplifiers. No need to change the patch panel or any components for
plug-in expansion, and the full complement can be operated at one time.
The Ten-Fifty solves independent problems in real time or fast time simultaneously. Single input integrator speeds to 100,000 volt/second/volt are standard. The unique shielded patch panel is rugged, reliable, solid aluminum; patch
cords are coaxial; no leakage; no cross-talk; cannot short. Repetitive operation
for complex solutions can be carried out directly with any combination of 3
optional timing systems including high speed, 3·mode electronic switching with
a patented field effect transistor circuit and individual mode time adjustments.
Compatibility with hybrid operation is built-in. The Ten-Fifty mounts on any desk
or bench.
Want to know more? Send for free Buyers Comparison Chart that
shows you paint by point where the value is in analog computers.

•

COMPUTER

PRODUCTS, INC.

55 Chapel Street, Newton. Mass. 02158 Tel. (617)·244-7575
CIRCLE 48 ON READER CARD
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new products
multiprocessor
The 1108 II large-scale computer is
an upgraded 1108. Using integratedcircuit control registers with a cycle
time of 125 nanoseconds, the processor is said to be capable of executing
1.5-million instructions/second. Core
storage is expandable from 65-262K
( 36-bit) words of core. Cycle time is
750 nsec, effectively reducible by half
through memory overlap. Redundant
storage features allow two or more
processors to reference the same program or data simultaneously. Deliveries begin the second quarter of '66.
UNIVAC DIV., SPERRY RAND
CORP., New York, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 139 ON READER CARD

remote graphic i/o
The Teleputer system consists of a
display/keyboard console which can
be linked by phone and telegraph
lines to a computer. Both alphanumeric
and graphic information-lines, drawings, functions and arbitrary formscan be communicated simultaneously
in two directions between user and
computer. Bandwidth compression enables a controller to handle 16 consoles operating simultaneously. The
system was developed by the Drs.
Culler and Fried and the BunkerRamo Corp. BOLT BERANEK AND
NEWMAN INC., Van Nuys, Calif.
For information:
CIRCLE 140 ON READER CARD

When YOU need a'conversation piece'
lor last·talk with buSY computers ...
Consider an "interpreter"
from Tasker. Like this versatile, modular input/out
console-one of the vital units
used in programming, checking out, and monitoring such
delicate unmanned space
, flights as the Mariner mission
: to Mars.
Human-engineered for fast,
fatigue-free operation, this
mUltiple-input console works

through a data communications channel to four main
computers. Its operator can
alter programs, call out
subroutines, make preflight
checks, run tests and observe
the status of all computers
and peripheral equipment.
Among the principal features:
a single-line, 72-character CRT
readout that lets the operator
verify entire alphanumeric
messages before transmission.

The modular, easily modified console and its proven,
long~life circuitry (estimated:
above 82,000 consecutive
hours) typify a Tasker talent:
"quick reaction" ability to
solve special problems and
customize as needed. If you
have problems in display,
computer control, or radar
and tracking ... try Tasker
for good solutions.

lOOk to Tasker

Tasker Instruments Corp.! 7838 Orion Ave.! Van Nuys, Calif. 91409/ (213) 781-3150

tape drive
The DR-3000 series is IBM-compatible, and operates at from 200 to 1600
bpi. Obviating tape threading, it features straight-line loading, vertical and
horizontal mountings of the transport,
dual capstans, all-metal-surface heads.
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP., Pasadena, Calif. For
information:
CIRCLE 141 ON READER CARD

line printer
. The HSP 3502 is a chain printer with
only 200 electrical and mechanical
parts. It runs at 600 lpin and has up
to 192 characters in the set, up to 128
columns. Interfaces allow on- and offline operation, as well as use with
DataPhone. POTTER INSTRUMENT
CO. INC., Plainview, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 142 ON READER CARD
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THERE ARE FEW times in any career when an opportunity for substantial advancement presents itself
-'-a so-called tlground floor tl opportunity. NOW
comes one such occasion for those growth-minded
Systems Analysts and Programmers who would shcire
the challenge and profit which accrues to a dynamic
and successful young company.

~.

,~

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED has
a limited number of positions available for professionals with experience in Compilers, Assemblers,
Operating Systems, Real-Time Systems, Management
Systems, Military Systems, and Scientific Programming and Mathematical Analysis.

If your experience encompasses any of these areas,
and such an opportunity appeals to you, considered
attention will be given your resume, sent to

S. R. BuHon

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 803

Tuxedo, N. Y.

an equal opportunity e·mployer

"SHE LOVES ME-SHE LOVES ME NOT"
CIRCLE 121 ON READER CARD

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
COMPUTING CENTER
Expansion of Computing Center Services has
created permanent positions for senior
programmers with 7094 experience in:

•

SCIENTIFIC
PROGRAMMERS

STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE •••
engaged in a variety of fundamental and applied research programs for Industry and the Government ...

• real time applications

has IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

• multiprogramming
• multivariate statistical analysis
• numerical analysis
Opportunity to plan and execute major new
systems and applications.

for qualified applicants to provide technical assistance in the areas of programming, data analysis and
processing systems.
These techniques will be applied to real and synthetic models. Heavy computer experience in FORTRAN and ALGOL initially emphasized.

MATHEMATICIANS, ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS
with BS or MS degree and 2 years experience in computer programming, systems analysis or data processing, are invited to submit resumes to:
A. R. Cantu

Resumes acknowledged and handled in confidence.
Mail to: Dr. Norman Zachary, Director
Harvard Computing Center
Harvard University
33 Oxford Street
)
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

STANFORD
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
333 Ravenswood
Menlo Park, California
-an equal opportunity employer-

.• An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 90 ON READER CARD
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More to it than meets the eye
because it meets all your requirements!
The Sanders 720 COMMUNICATOR was\
designed by our engineers with primary
emphasis on the users' needs. That's why
the 720 COMMUNICATOR offers, at low
cost, more standard working features
than any comparable equipment.
Format, for example ... with Sanders
uniqu~ page concept, 30% more usable
Information is presented on the screen.
You can position 1000 different characters
anywhere on the exclusive 2000 space
screen. When you call out reports, records
or any data at all, you read the informationjust like typewritten copy on a page.
Versatility, for another ... the 720 pro-

vides, as standard, full editing capabilities.
You can add, delete, correct information
anywhere on the screen - insert new
letters, words, even sentences in the
middle of a line or paragraph. The data
alreadyon the screen simply moves over
making room for additions or closing
the gap caused by deletions. There is no
special training or programming required.
Superior techniques in microcircuitry
make the Sanders 720 COMMUNICATOR
Information Display a compact video/keyboard system that fits perfectly on a
desk, table or counter-top. Clear, bright,
solid letters, numerals and symbols,

properly spaced, make every message
easy to read under any lighting conditions.
The Sanders 720 COMMUNICATOR
works directly with all modern high speed
computers. You can install it in your
present system or plan it into a future
set-up and never worry about
obsolescence.
There's more to it than meets the eye. For
detailed information on Sanders 720
COMMUNICATOR and discussion of your
requirements, call or write Sanders
Associates, Inc., Commercial Display
Marketing, Nashua, New Hampshire 03060,
Area Code 603 883-3321, Extension 1545.

Sanders Associates, Inc.
WT. M., Sanders Associates, Ino.

CREATING NEW "DIRECTIONS IN ELECTRONICS

ff:j
~~
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Here, described for the first
time, are the combined

ADP

capabilities of
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Planning Research Corporation

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

and its subsidiary,

Information Flow (INFLO) Concepts
System Design

Mesa Scientific Corporation.

Market Analysis

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Compilers
Master Control Systems
Information Processing
Utility Programs

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING
Scientific Programming
Bio-Medical Data Processing
Cartographic Data Processing

.

Simulation and Gaming
,

Command and Control
Intelligence
Logistics
Management Information Systems
Numerical Control
Storage and Retrieval

REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Automatic Checkout
Data Acquisition and Telemetry
Space .and Tracking Systems
Process Control Systems

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

To obtain a complimentary copy,
address: ViCe President, Computer
Systems Division, Planning Research Corporation, 1100 Glendon
Ave., Los Angeles, California 90024.

Circuit Design
Hardware Logic Design

APPLIED RESEARCH
Inventory Theory
Modified Bayes Theorem
Syntactic Compilers

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION
MESA SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
A Subsidiary
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Customer: Control Data Corporation

Customer: Honeywell

128 x 64 x 12 capacity, temperature con-

64 x 64 x 9 stack for H-200 computer

Customer: General Electric Company
2048 x 74 stack for 635 computer

Customer: Dynatronics
2048 x 19 stack for simulator system

128 x 128 x 9 stack for H-2200 computer

trolled stack for Polaris program

Customer: Bunker-Ramo Corporation

16,384 x 16 stack for BR 133 computer

Customer: Honeywell

Whatever you need in a core memory
stack ... FABRI-TEK can build it!
These stacks are typical of the diverse
req uireIllen ts our custoIllers ask us to
Illeet. Their probleIlls range frOIll speed
to packaging, froIll teIllperature to size ..
The solution to a stack probleIll can take
Illany forIlls. We work with all core sizes
and types.to suit your systeIll needs. We'll
give you any word selection scheIlle, any
type terIllination, any capacity. Packaging
can include heaters, ground planes, rug-

gedized circuitry or your own hardware,
if you desire.
.
Your stack design Illay not look like any
of these, but it's a good bet we've built its
cousin.
Pu t Fabri-Tek lDelDory technology to
work on your stack problelDs. Write FabriTek Incorporated, AlDery, Wisconsin.
Phone: 715-268-7155. TWX: 510-376-1710.

FABRI-TEK LEADS IN MEMORY TECHNOLOGY
Check with Fabri- Tek for rewarding engineering opportunities!
CIRCLE 51 ON READER CARD
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See how much more
your data display dollar
will buy ...
Compare Milgo's new 30"x 30"
Vertical - plotting X-V Recorder
feature for feature.

Compare it for speed. Repeatability. Accuracy.
Reliability. Plot visibility. Add-on flexibility. Versatility.
Quality. Floor space. Delivery time.
The Milgo solid-state 4021 D X-V Recorder accepts
on-line digital inputs from any digital computer;
off-line inputs from magnetic tape, punched paper
tape, punched cards, a manual keyboard or an analog
source. The pen/printer draws lines, curves and
point-plots; it symbol prints with a 50 character
symbol printer. Pen and symbol printer interchange
electronically in milliseconds. The pen/printer has
a slew of 30 ips, with a continuous writing speed
of 20 ips. The pen/printer point-plots in either pen or
symbol mode at 500 ppm. It prints a random selection
alpha-numeric character at 300 per minute. The
plotting surface is evenly back-lighted by a variable
powerstat control. Plots are clearly visible for
10 feet or more. The complete unit only occupies a
50 by 18 inch floor space.
The 4021 D was developed and is produced to military
standards of quality and reliability. It is rugged
and of modular construction. Installed and operating,
it has the lowest feature-for-feature price tag
of any 30 by 30 inch plotter available to industrial
and commercial users.
Take a cold, hard look, for instance, at the symbol
printer and its integral pen and inking system. *
The complete unit is V3 to V4 smaller than competitive
units. It has no dangling umbilical cord. Pens are
low-mass, solenoid actuated. Capillary action
prevents spilling at any slew speed or acceleration,
and the ink reserve can be filled without disassembly.
Ink supply is indicated visually. The arm, only 1 V4
inches wide, is servo-motor driven at both top and
bottom. It is ball-bearing mounted on stainless steel
rails, precision ground to within 0.004 inch. It allows
accelerations of 400 ips" in both X and Y; provides
static accuracy within ±0.05% of full scale,
and repeatability of ±0.02%.
Milgo offers analog and/or digital recorders in vertical
or horizontal models with plotting surfaces up to
45 x 60 inches. If you need to know what your
"data-display dollar" can buy, call Tom Thorsen,
Marketing Department.
·U.S. Patent No. 3,120,214.

Milgo Electronic Corporation
7620 N.W. 36th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33147.
Phone: 305 691-1220. TWX: 305 696-4489.
Professional Personnel Applications Now Being Accepted. ,
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also are factors governing select'ion
of a data modem. RIXON ELECTRONICS INC., Silver Spring, Md.
For copy:
CIRCLE 150 ON READER CARD

INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Bibliography
compiled by Carnegie Institute lists
73 references to systems employing
mathematical models, contains more
than 10,000 secondary references.
Cost: $1. U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Clearinghouse, Springfield, Va. 22151.

DATA SYSTEMS: Research report gives'
information on experimental system
designed to test and demonstrate online storage and retrieval of formatted
data based on complete internal descriptions of the file. System is implemented by remote use of the timesharing facilities of MIT's Project

MAC. Cost: $2. Clearinghouse, U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, Springfield, Va.
22151.
COURSE OUTLINES: Study outlines for

home study or review for dp certificate cover mathematics for data
processing, statistics, systems analysis
and design, and introduction to
scientific computing. Cost:
$25.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSN., Park Ridge, Ill.
DATA MODEMS: Short form catalog lists
specifications for 3600, 4800, 2400
and 1200-bps data terminals. Included

INCREMENTAL RECORDING:' 4-page
leaflet describes differences between
conventional digital tape recording and
incremental recording, and advantages
of incremental recorders in preparing
IBM-compatible mag tapes from random or asynchronous data sources.
KENNEDY CO., Pasadena, Calif.
For copy:
CIRCLE 151 ON READER CARD

COMPUTERS

IN

OCEANOGRAPHY:

Eight-page pamphlet discusses role of
the computer in studies of the ocean,
describes specific applications, and
lists some of the programming aids
available. to the oceanographer.
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.,
Maynard, Mass. For copy:
CIRC~E

152 ON READER CARD

DIGITAL PRINTERS: Brochure gives ,mechanical and electrical specifications,
and pricing schedules for solid-state
digital recorders capable of printing
1040 or 1380 lpm. MONROE DATALOG, San Francisco, Calif. For copy:
CIRCLE 153 ON READER CARD

with NETIC CONTAINERS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS: '20-page brochure
describes how SDS 900 series computers are used for real-time data acquisition, data processing and control
applications. Booklet includes description of the SDS modular approach to
system design, analyzes benefits of
general-purpose computers, digital and
analog instruments, modules and
peripherals.
SCIENTIFIC DAT A
SYSTEMS, Santa Monica, Calif. For
copy:
CIRCLE 154 ON READER CARD

Widely adopted for military and industrial use since 1956, Netic Containers
protect your valuable tapes from unpredictable, distortion-producing mag·
netic environments. Long life rugged containers withstand the rigors of
repeated shipment. Available in a variety of shapes and sizes to solve your
shipping or storage problems ... they're non-retentive, impervious to shock
or vibration, and require no periodic annealing.
A low cost form of insurance ... the loss and inconvenience avoided are
incalculable. Request Manual 106.

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION
Perfection Mica Company

1322 N. ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60622
OWG/NArON!:) Of PERMANENTLY EFFECTIVE NETIC CO·NETIC MAGNETIC SHIELDING

COMPUTER PERIODICALS: Directory includes over 70 listings, more than 40
are nO,n-"U.S. magazines. Each entry
lists title and subtitle, date of origin,
frequency of publication, price, circulation figures and item characteristics. Cost: $15. R., R.. Bowker Co.,
New York, N.Y.
...

TAPE TRANSPORT: Booklet describes
single-capstan digital tape transport
which operates at bidirectional speeds
to 150 ips without program restrictions. Tape life and data reliability

CIRCLE 53 ON READER CARD
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new literature
are increased by newly-designed tape
drive in which oxide side of tape
touches
only
read/write
head.
POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Plainview, N.Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 155 ON READER CARD

CIRCUIT MODULES: Data sheet details

modules designed to be compatible
with electromagnetic characteristics of
fixed or flying head magnetic drums
and disc files. BRYANT COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, Walled Lake, Mich. For
copy:
CIRCLE 156 ON READER CARD

error sensor operates on null balance
principle; feedback circuit provides a
signal for maintaining the systems in
continuous balance. Signals are transmitted on two-wire circuits. ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS CO., Anaheim,
Calif. For copy:
CIRCLE 161 ON READER CARD

DIGITAL COMPUTER: Two bulletins detail operation and programming of
EAI 8400. l6-page brochure includes

a summary of computer characteristics
and explanation of system hardware,
operation, programming and instruction repertoire. l4-page bulletin describes 8400 programming system.
Special attention is given to real-time
features which include standard and
simulation monitors, two-pass symbolic assembler, and a device to handle off and on-line checking. ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES INC., West
Long Branch, N.J. For copy:
CIRCLE 162 ON READER CARD

COSTELLO
OPENS HEW TErtrtlTO!tlES OUT WEST!

MEASUREMENT RECORDER: Five-page
bulletin describes electromechanical
device that measures and converts
analog data to visual display form, or
drives adding machine, typewriter,
tape punch or card punch. GIANNINI
SCIENTIFIC CORP., Richmond, Va.
For copy:
CIRCLE 157 ON READER CARD

TnAINING CLASSES: Catalog announces
classes in computer programming,
languages and operating systems,
available only under contract to industry and· government. COMPUTER
USAGE EDUCATION INC., New
York, N.Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 158 ON READER CARD

MEMORY SYSTEM: 10-page brochure
tabulates 10 systems in a fold-out
chart designed to let users compare
access speeds, word and bit capacities,
logic levels, power requirements, operating parameters, accessory equipment
and physical dimensions. F ABRITEK, INC. Amery, Wisc. For copy:
CIRCLE 159 ON READER CARD

DA TA PRINTERS: Six-p~ge brochure
gives mechanical and component description; specifications for basic control, count modules, and frames; information on circuits, time and date;
print samples for Moduprint Data
Printer. PRES IN COMPANY INC.,
Bridgeport, Conn. For copy:
CIRCLE 160 ON READER CARD

PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM: 40-page
booklet describes system that measures, transmits, indicates, records
and controls pressure, temperature,
differential pressure, flow, level pH
and other process variables. Electronic

Manifest Destiny: The computer industry is Rewinningthe West! A scant hundred years ago wagon trains
passed this way on their westward trek. Today, the computer industry is staking claims all over the West
and new facilities for the development and manufacture of computer systems and components are springing up. Costello & Company is the pioneer technical
sales organization devoted exclusively to s,erving the
computer industry in the West. We will continue to be.

COSTELLO, & COMPANY the computer reps of the West
Offices:

5795 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, California 90230/ Phone: (213) 937-2980
535 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto, California 94301/ Phone: (415) 321-3745
3922 N. 30th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85017/ Phone: (602) 266-4448
5635 Yale Boulevard, Dallas, Texas 75206/ Phone: (214) 363-9031

Representing: ACME / ACL / BRYANT / COLLECTRON / CORNING ELECTRONICS / DATA·
MARK / DIGITAL DEVICES / FABRI-TEK / MAC PANEL / RIXON / ROYAL / UPTIME

WATCH FOrt NEW OFFICES OUT WEST
CIRCLE 54 ON READER CARD
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EAr software
is the difference

The development of a software system for
simulation is among the most challenging
tasks presented to the. computer industry.
Not only must it include conventional
scientific software, but it mustbe capable of
performing under on-line, real-time
constraints. With a heritage of over 15 years
as both a supplier and user of scientific
computi.ng systems, EAI has produced the
EAI 8400 operating system-the first
software system to meet the demands of
today's simulation laboratories.

EAI

The EAI 8400 operating system delivers a new
high level of man/machine communication
.throughout all phases of program preparation,
debug and program execution. Its timesharing mode offers efficient throughput, by
permitting a background of batchprocessing to continue during man/machine
communication or on-line dead-time.
Error-free recovery from real-time, multi-level
interrupts is provided during any phase
of system operation-and the entire operating
system-from monitor, through language
processors, debug, and run time controllers~
is operational over the spectrum of EAI 8400
expansion and peripher~1 configurations
starting with the basic system.
EAI is setting the software standard in the
field of simulation. How about your field •.•
does a real-time, on-line system with
batch processing capability sound interesting?
If so, write for details.

:LECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., West Long Bmnch, New '..-sey
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bulletin
A complete and comprehensive listing of
outstanding positions at salaries from
$6,000 to $30,000 with National Companies. '
Our professional staff combines customized service with technical know-how
to insure for you maximum career development in the following areas:

•

• Software Development
For large systems, data communications
and display, multi-programming, total
information handling, real-time management information, mass random
access systems in the development of
Compilers; Utility Systems; Real Time
Systems; Assemblers; Random Access
Systems; Emulators; Operating Systems.
Immediate openings now exist at al\
levels. '

•

Increased capability ... at considerably less cost
Designed to meet demanding commercial standards, this new, bi-directional
Tape Reader/Spooler combination has free run speeds of 1000 c'haracters
per second and stop/start speeds of up to 500 characters per second. Tape
capacity is 1000 feet on 10% inch NAB hubs.
'
The quoted price is for the combination unit. The Reader and Spooler are also
available as separate units. For complete specifications contact ...

• Technical Representatives
Systems 'or Programming Support to
Sales. Creative and interesting assignments in third generation technology,
numerous avenues for advancement.
Openings throughout the U. S.

• Marketing/Sales
e

Computers or Systems involving Total
Systems Concepts, including Real-Time
and 'Advanced Communications. Advancement Opportunities. Openings
throughout the U.S.

FERRANTI-PACKARD ELECTRIC LIMITED
w
•
•
:

• MANAGE'R •

1

•
Other Needs In:

_ ,.-. 2136 Locust Street

T

Philadelphia Penna. 19103

GERMANY

I

to $20,000

La Salle Associates

It

ONTARIO

II
I

CANADA

412L System --:- .various. locations throughou~ West
Germany provIdmg mamtenance programmmg onl
command and control systems.
'
1

I

I-----------------~.---------------------------------~---I

II of
Suburban location. Willow Grove, Pa. Deve~opment !
overseas AUTODIN programs. Later aSSIgnment I
I available throughout Europe,
etc.
1
' I
1---------------:---1------------------------------------:---'1
I BOSTON
I1 grammmg
Severa.l positions. Lexington, 1'4ass . in scientific pro-I
1
and systems analysIs for command and 1
II PHILADELPHIA
'
I
1

I

I

control air defense, missile re-entry, etc.

1

1------------------1·-------------------------------------.\
I
'
1
1
1 OKLAHOMA CITY I Development and maintenance of programs involv- I
I
I ing communications' switching for air weather in- I
I
I formation.
I

•

I------------------L-------------------------------------,
In gen:eral, we are seeking persons with 2-3 years' applicable experience.
Degree is desirable and in several instances, mandatory. Some qualifying
experience areas are:
'
REAL TIME / COMMAND & CONTROL / COMMUNICATIONS
SWITCHING / OPTICAL~RADAR DATA REDUCTION / SAGE /
BUIC / SPADATS / AUTODIN / PLAN 55 / DCA / DECCa, Etc.
Excellent Benefits Prog~am. - Send Resume to Dept: 801-TH

PHILeo

TECHREP
DIVISION

ASUBSIDIARYOf~~Y?~

For your free bulletin without obligation,
Circle subscriber card. Please use home
address only.

•

I------------------I--------------------------------~----I

I

Major East Coast Company

No charge to you for our custom service.
Employers pay our fee. ,Expedite your development by' sending resume in confidence
with present salary & geographic preference to:

TORONTO 15

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

DISC OPERATING
SYSTEM

• LOGIC DESIGN
• CIRCUIT DESIGN
• SYSTEMS DESIGN
• • COMMUNICATIONS
- HARDWARE, DEVELOPMENT
-MANUFACTURING
- PROCESS CONTROL

w

CIRCLE 57 ON READER CARD

PROGRAMMERS &SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

Urgent Requirement

•

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

P.O. BOX 10

•

FT~ WASHINGTON, PA. 19034
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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PROGRAMMED· FOR TIME SHARING?
How's the new time sharing computer? You say the central system's on the air and all the
remotes are on line, but the queue is beginning to back up? Your programs are running
sluggish? The time sharing executive's a bit sticky, the real-time compiler's even worse, and
you've got no hardware validation monitor at all? Yesterday your system Hbrary was used as
the scratchpad and some clown with a light pen wiped out your priority structure? Now a sore
loser is running amok with a degausser, erasing everything in storage? Be calm! IDC is here.
Whether it's a problem involving displays, mass storage, real time executive routines, real time compilers,
dynamic storage allocation, remote hookups, communications systems, message switching or systems
design, let IDC help you find the right solution. IDe has a complete range
of systems programming experience and an unbeaten track record for
bringing the iob in on time. At a fixed price that's right. For an improved
perspective on your software management problem, contact IDC now!
1621 East 17th Street, Santa Ana, California. Phone: (714) 547-8861

I N FOR M AT ION
D EV E LOP MEN T
COMPANY

SOFTWARE

PERSPECTIVES
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Understanding Automation, by Enoch Haga,
The Business Press, 1965.

"LOOK AT LOCKHEED
IN COMPUTERS AND
PROGRAMMING •••"
ANALOG
BUSINESS
SCIENTIFIC
DIGITAL

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company operates the largest single
industrial digital computer facility in
the United States. It provides exceptionally versatile and advanced computation and data reduction services
to all parts of the Company.
Degree and appropriate experience
are required for the following assignments:
DESIGN computer systems and
evaluate equipment for information
retrieval, graphic processing and
real-time missile component testing.
DEVELOP advanced software operating' and programming systems on
IBM 1410/7094 computers and Univac 1107/1108 computers.
OPTIMIZE commercial programs for
efficiency and cost reduction and
adapt programs to new equipment,
certifying for conformance.
DEVELOP real·time data systems for
commercial applications such as
source data acquisition, updating,
'retrieval and administrative control
systems.
ANALYZE and program new bu'siness
applications on medium a,nd large
scale computers. Develop financial,
engineering, manufacturing and procure.ment integrated systems for real·
time and off-line functions.
PROGRAM and operate analog or
hybrid computers and differential
analyzers. Define models for simulation 'of aerospace guidance and control problems and analyze results.
Please write Mr. K. R. Kiddoo, Professional Placement Manager, Lockheed
Missiles & Space Company, 443
Industrial Relations Building, P. O.
Box 504, Sunnyvale, California

LOCKI-IEEI3
MISSILES & SPAC;.i!f COMPANY
A

GROUP DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRA~T CORPORATION

An equal opportunity employer
CIRCI.E 93 ON READER CARD
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The purpose of this book, according
to its author, is to help'teachers learn
about computers and automation, and
then to plein and prepare courses in
them. To achieve this purpose, the
author has written chapters labeled
Historical Perspective, Principles of
Digital Computation, Principles of
Analog Computation, The Business of
Data Processing, in addition to chapters devoted to describing curricula
for "automation" in the high school,
junior college and private business
schools, and curricula for junior college data processing courses. Two,
chapters are titled, Automation in,
Higher Education - The Integrative
Approach and Automation in Higher
Education - Certificate, Degree Approaches. To complete this potpourri,
the author has mixed in chapters and
appendices on planning an automation
day or workshop, playing business
games in the classroom, automation on
the screen, educational computers and
devices, and automation associations.
The title of the book and many of
its chapters are misleading, to say the
least. This book will not enable its
reader to understand automation. The
chapter Principles of Digital Computation is nothing more than a modified
reprint of several pamphlets on logic
(Boolean and Symbolic) and design of
digital systems put out by Computer
Control Co., Inc. Similarly, the chapter Principles of Analog Computation
is a conglomeration of the analog-device descriptions borrowed from such
companies as General Electric and
Heath Company. The procedure for
doing particular analog computer applications is given in this chapter but
no explanation is provided to show
the principles involved in processing
such applications.
The chapter The Business of Data
Processing is a treatise on service bureaus, contributed by the executive
vice-president of the Association of
Data Processing Service Organizations, Inc. While it is true that information about service bureaus may.
contribute to the reader's understanding of automation, it would have been
more useful for the readers to be referred to the association for appropriate pamphlets if they were sufficiently
interested. In fact, this book could
have easily been condensed to a few

[AT ONE TIME]
~

with HURON

CARjBq!R®
Eliminate costly extra runs
or secondary duplicating
operations . • • HU RON
CAR/BOND® Paper will deliver up to 15 clear copies
from one print-out operation.
The proof is in the printing,
so try HU RON CAR/BON 0
Paper as our guest. We'll
send yo~ a sample set run
on an IBM 1403 and a
supply of blank sets to run
on your own equipment.
Once you're convinced,
contact your business forms
manufacturer and specify
HURON CAR/BOND Paper
by name. The're is no
substitute!

PoRlnURoN
PAPER COMPANY

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN 48061
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books.

SCIENTIFIC
PROGRAMMERS

dozen pages listing the companies, associations and schools to contact for
literature on selected subjects.
The need exists for teachers to know
about computers and automation. It
is unfortunate that this book fails to
satisfy that need.
';""SOLOMON L. POLLACK

These openings are for real-time, data reduction
applications associated with range operations in
support of the Gemini and Apollo space programs
at the John F. Kennedy Space Center in Florida.

Programming Real-Time Computer Systems, by
James Martin, Prontice-Hall, 1965.

Requirements include a degree in Mathematics
arid! or related fields with a minimum of 2 years
of programming experience on large-scale
computer systems. Experience in symbolic
and FORTRAN languages required.
To arrange a convenient interview, please
forward your resume, in confidence
to Mr. H. B. Arnold, Federal Electric
Corporation, 8660 Astronaut Blvd.,
Cape Canaveral, Florida.

FEDERAL ELECT RIC CORPORATION
An E qual Opportunity Employer (M &F)

CIRClE 95 ON READER CARD

INSTRUCTORS
Look at these ca.reer
positions open to you
at the exciting new

CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE
You are invited to explore the opportunities for professional advancement with Control Data Institute,
the nation's first school .offering a
complete computer training course.
Those selected will be responsible for
classroom and lab instruction in
basic electronics, computer programming and computer systems maintenance.

Electronic Fundamentals
Instructors

Computer Instructors

Requires 2 to 4 yrs. experience in
the instruction of electronics fundamentals, solid state electronics and/
or digital circuitry. Degree preferred
but not mandatory.

Requires 2 to 4 yrs. experience iIi
the areaS of computer checkout,
training .or computer field' maintenance. Degree or satisfactory completion of 2 yrs. of electronics train~
ing at a recognized vocational school
Or military training program is
necessary.

Computer Programming
Ins(ructors
Requires 1 to 4 yrs; medium and
large scale computer programming
experience plus instructor's experience. Degree preferred but. not
mandatory.

Send resume to:

CONTROL DATA
I

J. F. STON HOUSE
CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE
Department D • 3255 Hennepin Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55408

CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer
(M &F)

"A real-time computer system may be
defined as one which controls an environment by receiving data, processing them, and returning the results
sufficiently quickly to affect the func:..
tioning of the environment at that
time," according to the author. He
then goes on to qualify this definition by requiring that the response
time-i.e., the interval between the
occurrence of an event and the system's response to the occurrenceshall be "short." If the response time
is greater than "half an hour or more
. . . it becomes arguable whether the
system should still be described as
'real time'." Despite this handicapthe inability to provide a precise verbal, operational definition of real
time-Mr. Martin has written a book
that can be of inestimable value to
anyone who is about to be associated
for the first time with areal-time
computer application.
In fewer than 400 pages with approximately 100 diagrams, How charts
and pictures, the author provides a
comprehensive survey of the world
of real.;.time applications. What he
has to say is of interest to designers
of hardware and software, to applications programmers, and to the technical and administrative manageinent
of both groups. The book is replete
with the eVIdence of act~al experience, so that anyone who is to be involved with a real-time activity can
have the luxury of stariding on the
shoulders of many persons who have
trod laboriously and (perhaps) painfully up that same real-time road.
The book is marred by few typographical errors. With one exception,.
the careful reader will be able to correct them. The exception occurs on
page 261 in text that is concerned
with the Test Supervisor Program,
one of the programming aids required to facilitate program testing.
At least one line of the author's text
is missing so that the printed text is
quite meaningless.
In sum, "Programming Real-Time
Computer Systems" is a welcorrie
addition to the literature, and to the
Prentice-Hall Series in Automatic
Computation.
-ROBERT M. GORDON
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Whatever your ferrite memory requirements,
.RCA has the right cores ... conventional,
wide-temperature-range or special-purpose type~

I
1

I
I
I

Two new cores, RCA types llOOMS and llOlMS, are specially designed and characterized
for the new "21hD" and "3D" schemes for memory system operation. Check the table below
for the basic characteristics of these new cores which also feature extra·square hysteresis loops.

_I

RCA WIDE· TEMPERATURE· RANGE CORES

YOUR
SYSTEM C,YCLE·
TIME

RECOMMENDED
RCA CORE TYPE

~~ftmJ!,)

m~~)

0

<1 p.sec

1 to 2 p.sec

rTImt'fl

•

~

(J

C!

Ipv, in Ma tr in flsec td inflsec

dV, in mv dVz in mv tp in flsec t. in flsec (in mils)

35

5

0.10

O.lS

20/12

S75

437.5

0.05

0.2

40

5

0.10

O.lS

23/15

01S3M5

550

275

0.1

0.5

55

7

0.21,

0.41

30/1S

0172M5

700

350

O.l

0.4

60

5

O.lS

0.36

30/1S

0.3

40

5

0.13

0.25

23/15

700

350

0.05

270M1

800

400

0.1

0.5

65

6

0.21

0:41

30/18

0187M5

820

410

0.05

0.25

35

5

0.11

0.22

20/12

850'

425

0.05

0.25

38

4

0.12

0.24

23/15

450

225

0.2

O.S

50*

4

0.36

0.60

30/1S

625

312.5

0.2

0.8

50

4

0.36

0.58

30/18

480

240

0.2

1.5

80*

10

0.45

0.95

50/30

630

315

0.2

1.5

SO'"

12

0.45

0.90

50/30

400

200

0.5

1.5

SO*

7

0.70

1.25

50/30

4S0

240

0.5

1.75

55

7

O.SO

1.50

50/30

250

125

0.5

3.0

35*

3

1.15

2.40

50/30

400

200

0.5

3.0

75*

10

1.15

2.30

80/50

4S0

240

0.5

1.75

55

7

O.SO

1.50

50/30

0173M5

232M1

226M1

225M1
222M2

0

<!l!rn:t!J;
0 ®

(!J=~(:im;"-"r:®

0.2

269M1
over 8 p.sec

lin in Ma

ihT;l@m

11ffil'AE @ffiIDr~[ffi~

0.05·

264Ml
6 to S p.sec

®rmr~r;

437.5

0167M5
4 to 6 p.sec

m::@!t'im:~J!OO) @!]fmm13~r,

S75

01SlM5

0175M5

2 to 4 p.sec

For custom·formulated
cores designed to meet your
special or unusual require·
ments, ask for a quotation.

r;:m.!~-r: (!m':.f;li.~f-fl[!§ ,e ~

£limfiEI! r'lilc

FOR MORE INFORMATION and extra copies of our
Quick Reference Guide. write. wire or phone
your local RCA Sales Office. or: RCA Electronic
Components and Devices, Memory Products
Operation. 64 "A" Street, Needham Heights.
Mass. Telephone: (617) 444-7200.

CORES FOR
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Operate over any 100 0 C range between the
limits of -55 0 C and + 125 0 C without tem'
perature compensation, air conditioning, or
special cooling.

I
11
1
1
1

269Ml

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES

* &lV,

-~fU @The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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in data communications
you want this ....

not this ....

TALLY~
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washingt*n report
COMPUTERS FOR CONGRESS:
DON'T HOLD YOURBREATH

Publicity drums have lately been a-thumping over the
possibility of an electronified Corigress using
computers on a routine basis. Object: to lighten
oft-staggering workloads and to pierce the
inscrutable expertise with which many Executive
agencies now cloak their activities. An exciting
prospect but one not likely to be soon realized. A
major obstacle is the Congressional hierarchy,
composed of many independent satraps who are
unsympathetic, if'not downright hostile, to changes
that might be entailed in a computerization program.
Nonetheless, the Joint Committee on Congressional
Reorganization is investigating a few preliminary
actions that might be taken. Under consideration is
the scheduling by computer of committee assignments,
committee meeting dates and other Congressional
obligations to optimize work time. Other postulated
uses are for qata banks on bills passed or under
consideration, and for analysis of budgetappropriation requests. A faint possibility for the future:
establishment of a Congressional Computer Center with
a full-time professional staff available to
Congressmen and committees. And a danger: "There'S
always the chance a Congressman might use a computer
facility as a tool for his re-election rather than
for improved federal management," noted an aide.
(For a look at how it might happen, see p. 33.)

GAO NIXES
UNIVAC COMPLAIN!

The Univac complaint over the Marine Corps' selection
of IBM to provide five large-scale systems fo~ its
logistics operation (Oct., p. 21) was rejected by
the General Accounting Office. Univac contended
that IBM had given the benchmark demonstration on a
machine configuration other than that specified in
its proposal, and that IBM had not provided all the
"operational software" by the demo date fixed by the
Corps. Bo'th contentions- were shot down by GAO, the
first as largely irrelevant, the second on the ground.
that "operational software" referred only to the
software needed to power the benchmark demonstration.
Disagreeing with the reasoning, one computer
sales executive noted: "If the purpose of a
benchmark demonstration is to provide a valid test
of the machine being considered, it's reasonable to
presume this will involve all system compilers and
executive routines. Otherwise, there's not much to
the demo."

AIR FORCE STRIVES
FOR STANDARD JOVIA~

January 1966

In a major standardization breakthrough, the Air Force
is planning shortly to adopt comprehensive Jovial
language and compiler specifications for all its
C&C computers. The specs, developed by SDC and
believed to be a software first, were writ down after
a study of the pertinent characteristics of nine
different large-scale machines, including the
granddaddy Librascope 3055. The AF is hopeful
that other big Jovial users, the Army, Navy and the
FAA, will also take the new specs for their own.
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INlclRi
TOTAL
EDP SYSTEMS
Continued expansion of the EDP
effort of the National Cash Register
Company in the United States has created
outstanding opportunities for individuals
with professional experience in commercial
EDP systems. Due to the nature of
the EDP industry, there is a
strong requirement for people with
flexibility in their planning, but firmness
in their objectives. Key positions for your
consideration are listed below.
'
PROGRAMMING RESEARCH The desired
background would be a college education
plus two years or more of programming
experience with magnetic tape and
random-access systems. Challenging
opportunities exist in new and diverse
problem areas in commercial applications.
Primary assignments would be in
Dayton, Ohio; however, willingness to
travel and relocate is necessary.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CUSTOMER
REPRESENTATIVE Gen_eral requirements

are two years or more experience in
programming with related systems
analysis in commercial applications
involving medium-to-Iarge scale magnetic
tape and random-access systems.
Openings are in various parts of the
United States. After an initial period of
orientation, every attempt will be made to
assign individuals to the
general region of their preference.
This is the time to investigate
these opportunities. Each reply will be
promply acknowledged.
Please address inquiries to:

Mr. Thomas F. Wade
Ex,ecutive and Professional Placement
The National Cash Register Company
Main & K Streets
Dayton, Ohio 45409

MANAGER
SCIENTIFIC DATA PROCESSING
Challenging assignment at the National Reactor Testing Station near Idaho Falls, Idaho,
for a man with 5 to 10 years of experience in
managing a scientific computing installation.
This position entails supervision of a well
established group of analysts and programmers who handle computer applications in
the areas of reactor analysis, reduction of
experimental data from reactor tests, statistical analysis, nuclear safety tests, and a variety
of commercial data processing problems. presently installed equipment includes an 7040/
1401 system, with a CDC-3100 on order. The
computing load is 80% scientific, 200/0 commercial.
Candidates should have a PhD degree or
equivalent outstanding experience. Salary
commensurate with qualifications.

Contact

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
Atomic Energy Division
P. O. Box 2067 -KT
Idaho Falls, Idaho
An equal opportunity
employer.

U. S. citizenship
required.

CIRCLE 97 ON READER CARD
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ENGINEERS
and

PROGRAMM·ERS
Grow With Lockheed In Houston
Immediate opportunities for personal and career
growth are now available with our expanding
organization in Houston, Texas. New long-term
programs at the NASA/Manned Spacecraft Center require individuals with experience in the
following specialties:
• Scientific Programming
• Business Programming
• Programming Analysts
• Hybrid Specialists
• Solid State Circuitry
• Instrumentation
• Telemetry
• R. F. Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance and Control
Simulation
Analog Programming
Optics
Radar Systems
Antenna Design
Flight Test
Data Analysis

You are invited to submit your resume in strict confidence
to the Employment Manager.

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
16811 EI Camino Real
Houston, Texas

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~
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The Popularity of our new
600 Series Carries a Price ...
High-Level Staff Additions
at General Electric's Computer
Department in Phoenix

Call it the price of success. Of course, we're
happy with the number of orders coming in for
our new GE complex of computers ... and what
really pleases us is that orders are coming from
some of the most knowledgeable, technically
sophisticated users in. the world. Does anything
confirm the superiority of the line better than
winning out in today's hard, nose-to-nose
competition?
But this means heavy demands are being made 6n our senior group
of computer systems development engineers to extend the capability
of the 600 series beyond the fringes of present knowledge ... in the
fields of business, scientific, real time, and time-sharing applications.
And, in addition, we are right now starting on a whole new "line,"
and numerous company-funded develooment programs are under
way. All this means that a wide number of openings are now available
in many areas. The men we're looking for must be equal in stature to
the calibre of the present staff. Preferably they should have a strong
academic background in Math, ME, EE or Physics. This group is part
of the headquarters complex in Phoenix, Arizona.

PROGRAMMING - BS or MS degree with 3·5 years experience pre·
ferred .• Business Systems Applications. Scientific Programming.
Software Package Development. Systems Programming. Data Center
Services (customer·oriented programming in time-sharing applications. BS/MS Math is highly desirable.)

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - BS or MS required with extensive
experience in packaging or high-speed small, mechanisms design.

SYSTEMS ENG~NEERING - BSEE or MSEE required with 5 or more
years in large scale digital computer or related systems.

LOGIC DESIGN & CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEERING - BSEE or
MSEE with 3-5 years circuit and/or logic design experience with computers or related digital hardware.

CUSTOM ENGINEERING, MAINTAINABILITY & CONTINUATION
ENGINEERING - A number of key spots for engineers with interest
in these, areas and a background in basic computer hardware design.
Engineering degree required.

MARKETING - Specialist, Customer Training - with 2 years experience in the computer industry in customer training. College degree
required.
Computer Sales - with 3 to 5 years experience with medium to large
scale computing systems.
If you want a chance to better your own past performance, and have
experience in any of the areas mentioned above,
we invite your further inquiry. There are many
other openings, too, in the G.E. Computer effort
in Phoenix and other major cities throughout the
U.S. If you have a solid academic background
and computer-related experience in design, applications, sales, service or administration, you are
invited to explore these opportunities;

Please write to STEPHEN K. STEWART AdministratorProfessional Placement, Room 42-A, General Electric Co., Computer Department
A-12, P.O. Box 270, Phoenix, Arizona '

COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

GENE RAL•

ELECTRIC

An equal opportunity employer M/F

January 1966
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conference report

FJCC-65

D

When a Las Vegas hotel-guest/conference registrant asked the operator to awaken him at 7
" a.m., she responded: "SEVEN ayem?" Much to
.' " . the consternation of casino operators there, the
AFIPS crowd showed a disconcerting loyalty to the Fall
Joint Computer Conference that drew them there; some
1,350 showed up at the remote convention center to register on Monday, the eve of opening day. In fact, rumor
has it that the Vegas hotel people are not at all pleased
with the quality of people who attend the FJcc-though
exhibitors are.
This is not to imply that DATAMATION'S guide to gambling ("Casinos, Cards & Computers," by Dr. Allan N.
Wilson, Nov., p. 62) was so effective. Fact is, we watched
one man, blithely unaware of Wilson, double down on a
12, and pick up a 9 to win. He ended up, after five hours,
$460 ahead, after paying off the $10 loan that got him
into the game. (As for Wilson, see this issue's Letters to
the Editor) .
As noted earlier, however, the casinos received little
play. The 4,000-plus registrants, instead, exposed themselves to an inordinately large number of technical papers
and a commendable experiment in technical communication (discuss-only sessions, an entire day devoted to the
impact of computers on government, industry, and education, and an epi,logue session). Not all of these came off
well, but they indicate a decreasing parochialism of computer professionals; and discuss-only sessions, which work
well at smaller meetings, may yet prove effective at a joint
conference.
As at many conferences this past year, time-sharing continues on its crest of (or quest for) popularity. Also gaining in attention-value, however, are social implications and
memory systems. Hardware people working with storage
media in many forms were well catered to; the number of
papers on this topic couldn't be counted on four hands.
But generalists, too, gained some appreciation for the
value placed on computers by users in various fields.
Its effects on education, for instance, may include the
disappearance of the physical campus (use remote terminals) as well as the semester system (progress at your
own rate), according to Dr. Ralph W. Gerard of the Univ.
of California at Irvine. Speaking at an all-day session, "How
Will We Affect the World Around Us?" Dr. Gerard said:
"It is high ti~e that we stopped batch-processing of
students." How? By allowing each pupil to proceed at his
own pace, using a machine that facilitates computer-aided
instruction. The development of' the computer, he noted,
is probably more important than printing, and equal to
the development of language. Thus he is not alarmed by
the effort to have "artificial intelligence replace natural,
stupidity." The most immediate benefit in formal education, he continued, is in allowing educators to prove or
disprove theories about how people learn; it should change
the art of education into a science.
The computer's contributions to medicine have been
minimal to date, but the possibilities are many and the rewards great, according to James V. Maloney Jr., M.D.,
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of the UCLA Medical Center. The removal of an appendix,
untouched by human hands, is not exciting, he continued,
but one area is: helping physical scientists to solve problems. Physicians, he noted, have available many facts; the
problem is to help him derive meaning from these bcts
so that he can apply this to the treatment of his patients.
One other area: diagnosis, a very unscientific process.
Not all diagnosticians use the same logic; indeed, doctors
use "clinical intuition." Now, how do you develop software
for this?
Ingenious software developers appear to have a casinofull of lucre awaiting them. In urban transportation, too,
the need is for mathematical models for land area and
transportation design, for forecasting and distribution of
traffic. Kenneth Schlager of the Southeastern Wisconsin
Regional Planning Commission points out, however, that
the best-laid traffic patterns won't eliminate air pollution
and crowding. Perhaps electric cars that carry you from
, your home to a group vehicle (also electric) are an answer,
he suggested ..
Software thus continues to be a problem area, sharing
this distinction with I/O gear. In an experimental epilogue
session, the RAND Corp.'s Willis Ware also saw weaknesses
in the management of computer centers. There isn't enough
data about the population of problems, we don't understand the configuration and we're not instrumented to get
the data we need. Says he: we're still in the learning stage;
Education, both about and with computers, attained an
enhanced position of prominence at this conference. It
was considered the most exciting topic there by RAND'S
Paul Armer, chairman of the epilogue session. Armer called
for more resources to go into education, which was referred to as the energy source of all progress by Dr.
Laurence Heilprin of the American Documentation Institute. Another long-time conference-goer found consultant
Robert Albrecht's demonstration of the teaching of com-'
puting to grade-school kids to be the outstanding feature
of' the week. As usual, local students and teachers were
given orientation courses, then set free in the exhibits
area.
Being exhibited was little that was new, some exciting
and some not. More impressive were the number of new
exhibitors (as many as a dozen, mostly new companies)
and the trend toward more diversified products by old exhibitors. Those who attended the IFIP or BEMA shows in
New York this year didn't miss much. This convention
reversed the usual show-biz pattern; they had the try-outs
in New York City.
Both the technical sessions and exhibition floor were well
'attended. Indeed, many of the sessions overflowed, people
lining the walls to hear panel discussions and watch' slides.
The discuss-only sessions, for many reasons, were generally
a flop, but we understand steps are being taken to correct
the faults and continue the idea in San Francisco-next
stop for the Fall Joint. Before then, on April 26-28, there's
the Spring Joint meeting in Boston, testing ground for
II!I
voice-input systems.
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. . .GLOSSARY. . .
DATAMATION is offering a 62 page glossary of
data processing terms. The booklet is compiled in

PROBLEM SOLVERS
Our Refinery Technology Activity has several immediate openings for problem solvers with three to six
years of experience. This technical-service group, headquartered in suburban Detroit, works closely with customer companies in the petroleum refining industry.
We need people who are ready to assume project responsibility in a. wide variety of studies that may
involve:
Statistically designirig experiments.
Analyzing data using multiple regression, discriminant
analysis, factor analysis or analysis of variance
techniques.
Research into techniques of analysis.
Linear programming, non-linear programming or other
optimization techniques.
Digital simulation.
Custom computer programming and numerical
analysis.
Preparation of project proposals and formal reports.
Presentations to customer management.
Applicants should have some general background in
petroleum refinery operations or a closely related field.
They should also be familiar with computers and their
applications.
Send resume to Dr. Harold Soroos -

easy to read alphabetical listings with cross referETHYL CORPORATION

ences. This glossary can be of great value in your
daily work in the data processing field where termi-

1600 West Eight Mile Road
Ferndale, Michigan 48220

nology is so very important. The listings were com-

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"

piled in 1963, thus making this an up to date refer-

'I·
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FREE

ence guide for you.

Basic Research
Command and Control
Communications
operations Research
War Gaming
Transportation
Software Development
Diagnostic Programming
Ballistics
Logistics
Simulation
Information Storage
and Retrieval
Character Recognition

00

each

75e

50e

in lots of ten
to 49 copies

in lots of 50
or more copies

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DATAMATION

-a comprehensive digest of scientific and
engineering DATA PROCESSING opport\unities
for our client organizations from coast to
coast. These opportunities include such
areas as:
As specialists in the scientific and engineering field, EDP is able to provide the widest
possible selection of career positions. Each
allows the individual to make significant
contributions to applications that will challenge his best efforts in a scientific atmosphere, at a salary in keeping with technical
competence.
Please write for FREE Digest of
Scientific openings.

NAME
HOME ADDRESS

141 East 44th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

'CITY, STATE

Enclosed is $,_______covering my order for

Please check field of interest:

_____ copies._ _ _ _ _ _ of the adp glossary

SCIENTIFIC &
COMMERCIA.LI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ENGINEERING,------

NAME.______________________________

For immediate consideration,
write in confidence outlining your experience, education,
career objectives, and compensation requirements to:

COMPANY
ADDRESS,__________________________
CITY_________________ ZIP_____
STATE,______________________________

•
•••
•••
••
••

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Add 4% sales tax on N.Y. City orders

.
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p~V;SNO~i~~I, .inc.

. "exclusively data processin~"

100 S. Wacker Drive
Chicago, III. 60606

SUite 212
Ph. (312) 782-0857

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES_
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career II
: opportunities :
II unlimited II
II
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cJ COMPUTER

Q

SPECIALISTS:

BELLCOMM has immediate
openings for work on
Computer Systems and
Data Processing in
Advanced Manned Missions
Bellcomm is interviewing now for imaginative computer
specialists who can define the functional requirements,
equipment configuration, software concepts and reliability
objectives of advanced spaceborne computers for Manned
Space Flight missions.
The work involves study of the on board and ground
data processing needs associated with the preparation for
and conduct of advanced fTlanned missions. It includes
analysis of data to be transmitted between space vehicle
and. ground-based computer systems, and investigation of
data compression and encoding techniques to insure reliable data communications under power and bandwidth
constraints.
We need people who will perform systems engineering
studies and establish performance characteristics of computer systems to meet these requirements.
If you are qualified, and interested in Bellcomm's worksystems engineering for the Office of Manned Space Flight,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-you are
invitedto send your resume to Mr. N. W. Smusyn, Personnel
Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1400-E, 1100 17th Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036. Bellcomm is an equal
opportunity employer.

@ Bellcomm. Inc.
....,.-

A Bell System Company

II Why not utilize a unique personal II
service which has access to a wide II
II variety
of America's fine growth
II situations.
II

II y~uHp?e~~~ 1!~~dAw~~~n II
II FROM C'OAST TO COAST II
II
II
II
Experience or interest in any' of
II
,
the following may qualify you for
selected positions in the $9II 25,000 range.
II
II
0 Software Development_ languages; Compilers; Assemblers; II'
I/O and Display Generators
II
0 Scientific ComputationII Analog or Digital; Math Analysis II
Synthesis; Data Reduction;
II orModeling
II
and Simulation
II 0 'Systems Development/Design- II
Real Time; Message; On-Line or
II Handling
Process ControJ; Massive Data
II
or I. R. Systems
.
'II
0 Technical RepresentativesII
_ Systems or Programming Support
II
- to Sales
II 0 Logical/Digital Design
II
• . 0 Fortran or Cobol Programming
II
.0 Management Sciences
II 0 Marketing/SalesII
II Computers or Systems
II
II
II
urgent require~ents in II
II
II
SOFTWARE
II
II DEVELOPMENT II
II
II
II Our clients assume all expenses. II·
seek professional growth write II
II· inorIf you
full confidence to Joseph Albert, .
phone 212/0R 9-7314. Give salary, _
_
II personal requirements.
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
ALBERT ASSOCIATES
II 103 PARK,AVENUE
II
(Suite 919)
II
II
NEW YORK, N. Y.l0017
"State of the Art"

$9 - 20,000

•

Career Consultants
in the Data Processing Field
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HERE ARE THE 8TOP REASONS

----------------------E0P MEN CHANGE JOBS
1.
2.
3.
4.

For professional advancement
To broaden experience
Increase earnings
Geographic advantages

5.
6.
7.
8.

Eliminate personality conflicts
Educational opportunities
More challenging responsibilities
Professional recognition

If any of these reasons "hits home l l with you, and if you are experienced in
one of the following disciplines, we will help you to realize your professional
goals ... (in confidence), at no cost to you. Important positions in the following
disciplines are currently available with our clients in New England, New York,
New Jersey, Philadelphia, Florida, Midwest, Southwest and West Coast.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific P·rogramming
Real Time Systems
Software Development
Operations Research
Applied Systems
Systems Design

•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital or Logic Design
Circuit Design
Commercial. Programming
Mathematics
Development Engineering
Communications

Starting salaries range to $25,000, according to your level of experience. All
fees, including interviewing and relocation paid by our client companies. To
get a head start on your career goals in 1966, rush your resume, including
salary requirements and geographic preferences, directly to Mr. R. L. Keilholtz
or Mr. Donald Wayne.

EVERETT KELLEY ASSOCIATES
Consultants to the Computer Industry

.2. So. Broad Street (Suite. 3 00) Philadelphia, Pa .• g .O?
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Check these positions at the Douglas
Missile & Space Systems Division

Why do Programmers and
Data Processing Professionals select
FOX-MORRIS PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS?
1. FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENT - Our £elect group of
blue chip clients offer unexcelled starting salaries
in the $10-30,000 range. (All fees & employment
costs paid by client companies).
2. CHALLENGING PROJECTS - Assignments in such
areas as Software Development, Management Information Systems, Operations Research, Scientific &
Commercial Programming Management.
3. PERSONALIZED CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE - Our National Data Processing Division is professionally reconized as the most complete, effective, & confidential service in the placement industry. (Affiliate offices coast to coast).
For full details, reply in strictest confidence by letter or
resume, or call collect, W. B. McNichols, Manager-Data
Processing Division, 215 - LO 3-7922.

rEI .FOX-MORRIS ASSOCIATES

I~l

Digital System Designers - Participate in the design
and evaluation of real time computer controlled
systems. Must be experienced in computer design and
familiar with signal conversion I/O control, displays,
digital transmission and programming techniques.
BS/MS/PhD EE or Physics, and 5 to 10 years
experience.
Software System Design - Determine the programming
requirements and specify the software system
required for an airborne real time control system and
multi-programming techniques and the development
of compilers, assemblers, simulators and executive
control programs. BS/MS/PhD EE, Math or Physics,
and 5 to 10 years experience required.
Digital Circuit Designers - Develop and analyze signal
conversion and memory system design of A/D and
D/A converters or DRO and NDRO memory systems.
Familiarity with digital transmission techniques
and digital display systems desirable. BS/MS/PhD EE
or Physics with 5 to 10 years experience.
'
Programming Engineers - Develop operational and
support programs for a real time computer controlled
system. Experience in both machine language and
problem oriented language is necessary. BS/MS in
EE, Math or Physics with 5 to 10 years minimum
experience.
Many other openings exist right now. Please send your
resume, including salary history, to Mr. C. A.
MacDonald, DOUGLAS Missile and Space Systems
Division, 2730 Ocean Park Boulevard,
Santa Monica, California.

DOUGLAS

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
An equal opportunity employer
CIRCLE 106 ON READER CARD
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-PersonneL Con.s~

1500 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Penna. 19102
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH?

FREE

Data Processing
Opportunities Bulletin

Every month, in the privacy of your own home, you
can evaluate the nation's finest openings in the data
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest executive and professional placement service, represents the
majority of the nation s top companies. Their best jobs
at salaries from $6,000 to $75,000 appear in our
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin.
Our placements show that the average data processing man is worth 10% to 20% more than his present
income. The Bulletin helps you evaluate yourself in
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential
placement service are free. Client companies pay all
costs.
For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle
Subscriber Service Card No. 113. Please use home
address only.

La N D. BARTO N,

Presiclent

C.adillac Associates, Inc.*
29 E. Madison Bldg.
Chicago, III. 60602
Financial 6·9400
o "Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Any-

where Else in the World;"

In Los Angeles-Lon Barton Associates, 3275 Wilshire Blvd.
In San Francisco-Lon Barton Associates, 120 Montgomery St.
CIRCLE 113 ON READER CARD
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BUSINESS WEEK

M'NNEAPO~'S STAR
ELECTRONIC NEWS

Control Data Has
Expansion Pattern

Control Data Buying Howard
MINNEAPOLIS.-Control Data
Corp. here has reached an agreement to acquire assets and bus;:

NEW pLANT EVERY YEAR

ness of Howard Research Corp.,
Arlington, Va., electronic systems
engineering company.

By DlC!,- CA~~~:~iler

Minnea pob.5la

.
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mIssIle systems and information

. WALL STREET JOURNAL

o1 Data Unveils
Cont:
er' Computers
Two Sup
d Service
For High-Spee
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division, headquartered in Min-

neapolis. Howard will remain in
Arlington.
William C. Norris, president of

Control Data, said his firm's ac-

quisition of Howard will further
expand Control Data's total systems capabiJitie. in electronic
military and weapons systems
programs.
Howard Research will continue
to be operated under that name as
a part of the Control
Gov-

ernment

s division .

systems; will become a part of Control Data's Government Systems

of

FORBES

Control Data: Big Success
Brilliant engineering and managerial boldn
Control Data t~ the third spot in
second spot in profits. But Bill Norris

- -ecute 1 Million
One Model Will.EXa Second, and
lnstruct ·Ions mMillion a Secon d
The Other, l-=-I Street Journal Sta!:e~~~~~r haS
BY a ~~rOLlS-contro~dDof its compute;,
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of super comnoUnced 66 ost extensive .Im~~ electronicS
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e
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.
I Business M;aindustry.
st Internatto na odel 92 to Its

The acquisition, subject to approval of Howard's stockholders,
will be in exchange for shares of
Control Data common stock the
amount was not disclosed. t
Howard Research, which specializ.es. in underwater systems,

Computers
speed up
Control Data's 6800
.
model
the largest,

IS

sWiftest electronic b .
ram yet
living up to
Data Corp. h::~~ctations, Control
International B ~ested hack from
Corp. the title fo~s:::ess. Machines
est, most powerful e bIggest, fastThis week th computer.
companYannd
e ~Inneapolis
the 6800 m d ~nced It has added
line. The 68~Oe to the top of its
four times thoseo~:rates at speeds
6600, which hel
the. Company's
d the title for size
before IBM
360 line with"fh nded its System
August. Control Da~odel 92 last
out.With a model 6400ta also came
benng Suggests
.. As the numthan the 6600. ' thIS is smaller

YEARS ago the
was only four years old, and in name-i:la~te~r~:;;;;-;;rtiifUiiiVi:;::-~""-'_
were awash with hardly
distinguishable from scores
names of brand- other new
science companies.
m their late
and early forties
httle companies. In most cases . Control Data, however, was the one this t~am is among the most experi:
consisted of little more than a m a thousand that had what it takes
enced In th~ y?ung computer field.
Ph.D.s working in rented loft It was founded in 1957 by Chainna~
But NorriS IS oversimplifying When
on a bit of a Pentagon subcon- and President William C. Norris, who he attributes CD's success entirely
It didn't matter. Investors bid h d
I
to "brains." Control's technical
a recent y quit as general manager people produce fine equipment. But
prices. But since the collapse
of Sperry Rand's Univac division
d h
new-issue boom in early 1962 Norris'
Whole staff consisted of ~ so 0 t . e top technical people of rival
have gone out of business and half-dozen fellow Univar. r"fna""Q 'Tk :~~P~!:~~ W!,a!.~~ made.a good deal

0; .
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Good nevvs travels fast ...
J:t ind out hovv you can join the Control Data
Success TeaDl that's Dlaking the nevvs
1

There's a lot of good news going around about Control
Data - new products and systems making headlines, sales
increasing year after year, and GROWTH born of bold
·management, frequent technological advances, and effective
selling. Along with .this growth we've created excellent
opportunities for the kind of people that have made Control
Data the most dynamic force in the computer field.
If you'd like to be a member of one of industry's fastest
growing teams and have a share in its success, get the
details on positions that are now available. Check the
opportunities listed here, then contact us for more information on these and other positions.
ADVANCED DESIGN: Electrical Engineers with 2-3 years of
experience in the development of high speed digital circuits
or high performance core memories are needed to work
with state-of-the-art techniques. This position in advanced
design requires exceptional degree of creativity and engineering competence along with desire to play a significant
role in development of future generation computers. Minnesota location.
SYSTEMS INSTALLATION: Represent Control Data technically at various nationwide customer sites. Responsibilities
will include orientation, training, programmer consultation,
and software systems installation for customers. Math
degree preferred. California and Minnesota locations.
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION: Assist in the development of
reference manuals, sales aids and other forms of documentation on programming systems. Should have three years'
·programming experience and working knowledge of timesharing systems, monitors, assemblers, PLI, FORTRAN,

Rush resume now and indicate which positions interest you.
J.S. FETTIG
Dept.2G
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

8100 34th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn. 55440

COBOL and/or ALGOL. Must have a strong interest in
writing and editing. Minneapolis, Los Angeles locations.
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: New application areas
for high-speed digital computers and .programming systems. Positions require varied backgrounds in command
and control, real time, monitor systems and knowledge of
scientific programming languages. A degree in math, physics or engineering and a minimum of three years' experience are required. Los Angeles location.
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS - INDUSTRIAL: Responsibilities
include analysis, synthesis, and implementation of real-time
communications systems. Experience is desired in assembly
language· programming, software development, real-time
applications, and systems programming in the communications area. Other positions. exist in on-line data collection,
terminal recordings, and message and data switching. Minneapolis location.
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: Analyze Data Center Customer
problems for customer's computer applications. Responsibilities also entail work in sales support and the preparation of· programming proposals. Experience on large-scale
machines in either commercial or scientific programming is
necessary. Commercial applications background should include payroll, AIR, AlP, inventory control, school scheduling, etc. Los Angeles, Palo Alto, Washington, D. C.,
Minneapolis, Houston, Long Island locations.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES I DATA CENTERS: Individuals
should have experience in selling computer hardware and/ or
services and desire to join a dynamic sales group which
offers outstanding financial rewards through a salary base
plus an excellent commission plan. Nationwide locations.

Where success
creates
opportuni ties

CONTROL DATA

An equal opportunity
employer (M & F)

CORPORATION
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careers in

miCroeIeClro niCSI
compuler
leChnology
Why base your career on just one
interview?

computer
careers
Should you base your career on
just one interview? Make your
choice from among several career
positions!

people

EUROPEAN and

NATIONWIDE CHOICE
N. Y., N. J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, TEXAS,
HUNTSVillE, FLA., ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS

• David Forst has been appointed
director, S/360 real-time systems, Automation Sciences, Inc., New York
City. He will also serve on the ASI
Series/360 consultant panel.

Contact us if you have some experience
or interest in any of the following:

• Dr. R. G. Selfridge is the new director, Univ; of Florida Computing
Center, Gainesville, Fla.

o

Newest Memory Dvmt.--.:Cryogenics, Thin Films! Magnetics, Multiaperature Cores, Delay Lines, Disk
Files

o

Micro-Electronics Design/
Dvmt.-Devices, Circuitry, Compo·
nents, Systems

o

Solid State Circuitry-State of
the Art Technique Dvmt., New Uses
for Available Modules

o
o
o

Logic and Digita'i Design
Semi-Conductor Engineering
Solid State Materials
Technology

Unusually interesting Senior Staff
and Managerial Positions Available
to $22,000

. ' Jules I. Schwartz has been appointed director of technology, System
Development Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif.
• Appointments at Sperry Rand
Univac: Harry A. Steinberg is now
controller and treasurer, Data Processing Div., replacing Donald A. Graham
who has been named vp and con,troller; Adrian Boss will be national
sales manag~r, large systems.
• Daniel A. Goldstein has been
chosen director, special projects,
Honeywell EDP Div., Los Angeles,
Calif.
• Will A. Cummins has been appointed director, computer technology,
Information Systems Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.
'
• Robert A. Leonard has been
elected executive vp and general manager of the new ITT Data Services
Div., Paramus, N.J.

All expenses are assumed by our client
companies

Write in confidence, including'
present salary, acceptable locations or call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen. (Area Code 212) Plaza 9-1720

a n

aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc.
leading Consultants to Management
in the Computer Field

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y.• N.Y. 10022
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• Robert S. Taylor, director of Lehigh Univ.'s Center for Information
Sciences, has been chosen consultant
in information sciences to the Div. of
Graduate Education in Science, National Science Foundation.
• Richard P. Irelan has been named
director, systems and data processing,
Phoenix Steel Corp., Claymont, Delaware.
• Joseph J. Malin has been appointed manager, banking and special
systems applications, Bunker-Ramo,
Stamford, Conn.

EUROPEAN and

NATIONWIDE CHOICE
N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHING·
TON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA,
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI·
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS

Contact us if you have some experience
or interest in any of the following:
o Scientific Computation - Data
Reduction or Numerical AnalysisUnusual Outerspace/ Lunar and Ad·
vanced Programs
o Software Development - lan·
guages, Compilers, Assemblers,
Monitors or Sub·Routines
o Real Time Systems-Message,
On Line, Process Control
o Systems-Planning, Design,
Analysis of State of the Art Massive
Data Handling of I.R. Systems
o Technical RepresentativesProgramming and Systems support
to Sales
o Digital or Logical Design

o

Management Sciences

o Sales and Marketing
Unique opportunities exist in the
$9000-25,000 class for Managers &
Seniors and Men who can accept
management responsibility and professional growth
Unusual Opportunities

TECHNICAL
WRITERS/EDITORS
Automated Documentation
Programming/Systems
,
$9,000 to $18,000

Write in confidence, including pres·
ent salary, acceptable locations or

call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen (Area
Code 212) PLaza 9·1720

a n

aLBeRT, neLLIssen, Inc.
leading Consultants to Management
in the Data Processing Field .

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y.. N.Y. 10022
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PROGRAMMERS

I

•

We can't
promise you the starsbut how about
the moon?
If you're looking for a position
that will challenge you, teach
you, keep you at the top of your
profession-we h.ave a good
thing for you at Link.
For number ofvears we have
been producing high-fidelity
simulators for the training of
crew members of military and
commercial aircraft. Now we're
simulating the complete Apollo/
LEM space missions from launching, to moon landing, and back
to earth.
.
For these missions we're using
several microsecond computers
in the multiprocessing and multiprogramming modes. Realtime, of course. Up-to-the-minute softwa're-and software de..:
velopment, too.
Here is a programmer's delight. And it's only one of the
stimulating projects you can
work on at Link.
Show us a degree plus appropriate experience for programming positions up to senior
level. Location is in White Plains,
a suburb about 25 miles north of
Times Square.
Forward your resume in confidence, including salary history,
to Mr. William A. Schel1, Link
Computation Center, 7-11 South
Broadway, White Plains, New
York.

a

Almost any other programming job is pedestrian compared
to this opportunity. Don't overlook it.

Digital Computer Systems Designers, Analysts, Programmers:

Apply your experience
to complex problems in the
Navy's worldwide, multi-computer
command and control network

OPERATING DIRECTLY under the Chief of
Nav~1 Operations (and in support of ~he Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and other Major Commands),
NAVCOSSACT-the Naval Command Systems
Support Activity-has one of the most impor~
tant and far-ranging missions ever assigned to
any technological organization: to design,· develop and implement data processing systems for
the Navy's worldwide multi·computer command
and control network.·
.
WITH SEVERAL MAJOR ADP systems operating in Hawaii, Norfolk, and Washington, D. C.,
(and others underway or planned for San
Francisco and london), the Depart!11ent of
Defense Computer Institute (DODCI) and the
Navy Information Center (NAVIC)-both in
different locations in the Nation's Capital-·
NAVCOSSACT applies systems analysis and
advanced ADP technology to the solution of
complex command and control problems.
NAVCOSSACT is now seeking experienced people
for all its offices who can contribute to command
and control progress in System Integration.,'.
Source Data Automation ... ADP Standards
Development .. , Operating Systems, Monitors,
Executive & Utility Programs ... Logistics •. ,

Operations, , , Intelligence ••• Simulation •••
Communications .•• Sea ·Surveillance ••• Data

Diisa Oovclcpmcnt.
CURRENT STARTING SALARIES are in the
$10,000 to $13,000 range, with regular increases, and all the benefits ,of Career Civil
Servic~. This is an excellent time to join
NAVCOSS·ACT. Although a young (since 1961)
organization, it has established its pre-emin~nce
in' the worldwide implementation Of command'
and control systems. With the shakedown phase
behind it,· NAVCOSSACT knows where it is
going in the years ahead ... with the right
kind of talent.
I nterested candidates should forward resumes
to: Technical Director (Code 44A), Naval Com-.
mand Systems Support Activity, Washington
Navy Yard, Washington, D. C., 20390 ... an
Equal Opportunity Employer. You must be
U. S. citizen. '

a

@>@ENEIRAL
PRECISI@Nrn£
LINK GROUP

NAVCOSSACT

An Equal Opportunity Employer
A Plans For Progress Company

Naval Command Systems Support Activity
Navy Yard Annex
Washington, D. C., 20390
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Would you have in vested yotir talents
and energy and resources in his epic voyage?
A small band did. And when Columbus
returned triumphant, each knew he had had
a hand in the greatest adventure of that
time and age.
Another great adventure beckons today.
The manned exploration of the moon. And,
as in Columbus' time, a relatively small band
is privileged to share in it. IBM programers
are in the forefront of that band.
At NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center
in Houston, IBM programers help steer men
through space. They chart the course of each
Gemini/Apollo flight-in real~time. They sit at
the consoles in the Real~Time Computer
Complex and monitor the computer perform~
ance of hundreds of thousands of pro~
gramed instructions. They do every kind of
programing job there IS to do. They often
work in real~time themselves, since their
knowledge of programing detail may be
called upon to support the system during
its period of critical operation.
Tomorrow, programers will write control
programs for post~lunar launches. They'll
develop time~shared systems for overlapping
missions. They'll work on.multiprocessors,
dynamic storage allocation, and adaptive,
self~organizing systems. The manuals they
write will be the textbooks for real~time
systems of the future. Think what you would .
learn working with them! You would gain
experience that cannot be equalled anywhere.
And this experience will be even more
useful to you in fulfilling the programing
needs in the decade to come.
So why not join us? We'll teach you real,time
applications of the fundamentals you now
know. To start, you need at least one year's
experiehce, preferably two or three, in pro . .
graming large,scale computers. Experience
iri simulation, operations research, linear
programing or systems analysis is also
desirable. Relocation expenses and personal
benefit programs are all company~paid.

Programers:
,would you
have sailed with
Columbus?
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Write u~ a short letter, in longhand if you
like. Tell us briefly about your education and
experience. We'll get back to you fast-hope . .
fully with an invitation to visit us in Houston,
Write to Mr. W. J. Baier, 'Dept. 701N, IBM
Corporation, 16915 EI Camino Real,
Houston, Texas 77058. IBM is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

VG

, b£
W.

b~

IBM.
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world report
(Continued from page 71)

to initially build a team of 50 top men capable of
establishing research into operating standards,
applications packages, and high-level languages.
Formed as anon-profit company, the centre will be
governed by a council comprising users, manufacturers,
and government. Subsidiaries of foreign companies
have been invited to participate, and discussion
has'already taken place with IBM. .
.

d

EUROPEAN USERS THINK
SMALL, STUDY SHOW~

European users tend to work from small dp systems to
small computers before graduating to large computers.
Ambitious large projects are a rarity. These were
the main themes of a review of dp activity made by
Dr. Roland Oberle, Ideal Standard Gmbh, Germany, at a
conference, International Computer Usage, organised
by the part-owned GE concern, De la Rue Bull Machines.
Part of his survey showed that Britain lagged behind
Continental countries, particularly Germany and
Scandinavia, in the application of computers to
manufacturing industry.
From a study of 86 manufacturing concerns in
Germany, Dr. Oberle indicated the disparity in
management's policy in dp equipment. On~y one firm
spent more than $lO/month on dp for each employee;
14 spent between $5-10; 21 between $3-5; 25 between
$2-3; 19 between $1-2; and six less than $1.

BRITONS SUSPEND
PL/I EvALUATIONS S:rUDY .

Aware of a slow acceptance of Cobol in Europe, it
was proposed to the Ministry of Technology to start
work immediately on a PL/I~and-subsets evaluation for
the U.K. At advanced stages· of negotiation, however,
local manufacturers stepped in and blocked the
project. Apart from fear of any advantages that may
accrue to IBM, machine makers are suffering acutely
from over-committed software manpower resources.

INFORMATION UTILITY
GAINS FAVO~ IN U.K.

I,

BITS ! PIECES
:s

e

January 1966

The main focus of Britain's electronics effort should
be in process control and automation. This is the
main conclusion of a comprehensive and statisticallysupported survey conducted by the National Institute
for~Economic and Social Research, London.
It
suggests that there is a good case for establishing
a computer grid as an information utility in Britain.
The third combined university/IBM research centre to
be established in Europe has opened at Pisa. Similar
to a Scandinaviari and British scheme, it involves a
7090 plus a scholarship fund extended to prospective
post-grads from other institutions. IBM has 35
installations in the science and education field in
Italy, Olivetti 24, 'Univac four. Forecast for the
total market by 1970 is 1,000 computers ••• Siemens of
W. Germany is plowing $120 million into a dp expansion
program. The firm makes Spectra 70's under license,
holds about 7% of the German market ••• Results from
ICT lived up (or down) to earlier gloomy forecasts.
A pre~tax loss for the year ending Sept. 29 was
$1.5 million, down from a$6.5-million profit the
year before. Losses are attributed to the marketing
of .the 1900 series, orders for which now total
$120 million ••• The sale of used computers in Switzerland is the goal of a joint venture by the U.K.'s
Computer Resale Brokers Ltd. and the Swiss Intronic
S.A ••• On a cash-raising exercise in Europe,· IBM World
Trade will sell debenture stock worth ab~ut
$30 million •••
109
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At the NCR Electronics Division,
you build your career on hardware
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RMC Rod Memory Computer-the
first. commercially available com·
pliter with an all·thin·fiIm main
memory - are a marketplace real·
ity. (And bear in mind that the NCR
marketplace consists of more than
120 countries!) If you want to com·
bine career stability with go·
ahead, on·line opportunity ... if you
want to earn a good living while
enjoying the good Southern Cali·
fornialife ... Iookinto the oppor·
tunities on the page at the right.
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JULY 1965
Automated Banking
A variety of discussions on banking edp
begins with a critical review and appraisal
of developments, by Robert V. Head,
showing banks now moving toward realtime and no-check operation. In a fictitious report, Dale L. Reistad states the
problems facing computerized banks. Advances in checking account operations
include a study of a commercial bank
handling its own accounts on-line by
J. T. Berryman, and a report by John R.
Roche and Earl S. Rogers on an experiment in voice-answerback systems. The
bank of the future is described by Arthur
S. Kranzley. In the final article, Merle
D. Courson explains one bank's shift to
integrated account numbering.
The Used Computer Market
p. 48
by George H. Heilbom
The sale and purchase of computer equipment is broadening the data processing
field. A broker in dp systems discusses
the effect of new equipment on the market, the types of available equipment,
advantages of purchasing used systems.

AUGUST i965
The RAND Symposium
p. 24
The first of two articles defines probl~ms facing the profession, and outlines
the knowledge necessary for military
leaders, college graduates, etc., who
confront computerized operations. Discussion also includes implications of current trends toward remote console timeshared systems and interactive languages.
Telephone Switching
by Computer
p. 31
by Dr. Ema S. Hoover
Supervisor of systems planning group describes the new electronic switching
system (No. 1 ESS) in use by Bell
Telephone Labs. A specially-developed
stored program technique facilitates addition of normal and special services for
phone subscribers.
Choosing a Set of Computers
p. 37
by Alan C. Bromley
Article describes studies that led to recommendation for next step in computers
for a large corporation. Study group
utilized a scoring method that itemized
the goals of management and characteristics of company's data processing in
order to determine needs.
Programmers and
Cheap Computing
p. 58
by T. B. Steel, Jr.
Article describes the effects on programming of a 'batch-fabrication technology
leading toward increased speed, capacity,
reliability and complexity of digital computers-and a large reduction in cost/
performance ratio.

SEPTEMBER 1965
Data Acquisition
pp. 24-52
Although the new generation of hardware and software features designed to
enhance on-line operation encourage centralization, Justin A. Perlman suggestsin the lead article-that key factors to
consider should be company's operation,
history and character. Data transmission/acquisition charts list major manufacturers according to input-output,
speed, transmission medium, special capabilities, and pricing. In the third article,
James D. Edwards discusses the operation
of Lockheed's Automatic Data Acquisition
application. R. W. Parker concludes the
section with a description of American
Airlines' SABRE.
Patients On-Line
p. 57
by Robert L. Patrick and
Marshall A. Rockwell, Jr.
The Shock Research Unit of the USC
School of Medicine has an on-line system in the most critical of environments.
Article studies computer-assisted medical treatment, discusses input-output problems and future system requirements.

OCTOBER 1965
Hybrid Computers
pp. 24-37
Three articles include a tutorial that fits
hybrid developments into historic perspective and classifies systems into four
types (Hybrid Computation, by Thomas
C. Hagan); a description of one company's software package for real-time
simulation, applicable to both all-digital
and hybrid simulation (Simulation Software, by Ralph T. Dames); and a look
at the latest hybrid computer (The EAI
680, by Paul Landauer).
How to Tell if It's FORTRAN IV p. 38
by Daniel D. McCracken
More than two dozen languages are called
FORTRAN IV, but they differ widely in
source language features. Article includes two tests to determine which is
the real F-IV. Comparison charts list
some of the more important features
offered in compilers of leading manufacturers.
Programming Documentation
p. 44
by Robert G. Snyder
Although documentation is a byproduct
of a good systems job, this laborious task
becomes even more important during
computer system conversion. Systems analyst describes what goes into an effective
job manual.
Operating Systems:
One Installation's Experience
p. 54
by Robert F. Brockish
Covering both business data processing
and scientific computing, the author considers the advantages and disadvantages
of operating systems in discussing job
throughput and programmer productivity.
Computer Science Education
in Europe
.
p. 77
by Peter C. Patton
Author describes variety of approachcs to
the teaching of this subject by European

~~~m~~ ~~~T~~~
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AT NCR, LOS ANGELES

ADVANCED COMPUTER DEVElOPMENT
SYSTEMS DESIGN! Senior-level positions in
advanced development and preliminary
design of beyond-the-state-of-the-art data
processing equipment. Considerable experience required in the over-all system design
and integration of commercial computing
equipment. BSEE required with advanced
degree highly desirable.
MEMORY DEVELOPMENT! Positions will entail analysis and design of advanced thin·
film memory systems, both linear select
and coincident current. Also advanced ran·
dom-access development on magnetic·card
and disk-file systems. Requires BSEE, with
advanced degree desired.
LOGIC AND CIRCUIT DESIGN! Openings are
available for design of advanced integrated·
circuit computers, buffering systems, on·
line computing and transmission systems,
and computer peripheral equipment. BSEE
and good knowledge of state·of·the·art
required.
MECHANISMS DESIGN! Senior·level posi·
tions available which entail working with
new techniques for development of ad·
vanced high-speed random·access memo·
ries. Work requires five years' experience
in servomechanisms and BSEE or BS in
physics; or considerable experience in
high·speed mechanisms and BSME and MSEE
or BSEE and MSME.

PRODUCT ENGINEERING
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ENGINEERS! These
pOSitions require a BSEE degree with expe·
rience in designing digital computer equip·
ment and in maintaining liaison with man·
ufacturing.
PACKAGING! These positions entail layout
and design of packaging for computer sys·
tems. Applicants must have previous expe·
rience with electronic computers or
electromechanical devices. Background in
miniaturization utilizing thin films and
integrated circuits is desirable. BSEE
requ ired.

SYSTEMS FORMULATION
Positions available at all levels to study
and formulate systems for commercial and
industrial on-line computer applications,
with emphasis on communications inter·
face. Requires a minimum of two years'
experience in specifying or programming
real-time systems for banks, airlines or
industry. A degree in engineering, busi·
ness administration or related field is
required.

PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT
SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS
DESIGN AUTOMATION PROGRAMMERS
ARRANGE NOW FOR AN
INTERVIEW IN YOUR AREA
Confidential interviews will be held soon
in various parts of the country. To arrange
an appointment, please send a resume
immediately, including training, experience, and salary history to Bill Holloway,
Technical Placement.
Tho National Cash Register Company

iNiciRi
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
,2837 W, EI Segundo Blvd" Hawthorne, Calif,
Telephone: Area Code 213·757·5111

An equal~opportunfty employer
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Aorospoco I(I Sogundo, Colifornio noods Progrommors

Sciontific Applicotiono
Progrommor5

The full range of research and engineering
problems in missile and space applications is encountered by Aerospace
scientific programmers. Opportunities for
creativity and responsibility are unlimited. The imagination and abilities of
these programmers continually press forward the state of computing technology. Experienced programmers with B.S. degrees in math or engineering are
needed now to accept the challenge of maximizing the impact of computation
on the effectiveness of space science.

SY5tom5
Progrommor5

Maintaining superior computational
resources in this environment is vital.
Early replacement of Aerospace's 7040/7094 directly coupled systems by large
scale 360 systems opens new positions in development and support of programming and operating systems, hardware/software planning, training, and
documentation. Experienced systems programmers with a B.S. in math or
engineering will find challenge and responsibility in these positions.

Unu5uol
Opportunity

The mission of Aerospace/EI Segundo is working with the Air Force to PLAN the general
nature of future military space systems, GUIDE
industry in fulfilling these plans, and PROBE
experimentally and analytically certain aspects of state-of-the-art problems
and operations. Support of this mission creates an unusual opportunity for
members of the Computation Center in the breadth of application of their
abilities.

10 Apply
@ AEROS~ACE CORPORATION
Please write to C. D. Crabdree, Box 95081, Los
Angeles, California, 90045 or phone 648-5803. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.

universities. While still behind some U.S.
schools, increasing attention is being devoted to the need for qualified computer
scientists.

An On-Line Savings &
Loan System
p. 81
by Neal J. McDonald
System organization, hardware and software are covered in this description of an
installation with 21 on-line terminals.

NOVEMBER 1965
Automated Secondary
Storage Management
p. 24
by F. B. MacKenzie
Author explains the operation 'of the
basic control mechanism employed in the
B 5500 computing system to invoke the
store management process, often called
"single-level store," and offers evidence
to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Integrated Circuits for
Commercial Computers
p. 29
by William H. Richmond
Tracing the development of integrated
circuits, author contrasts the monolithic
and hybrid varieties, covers factors affecting their costs, delves into their use as
memory elements, and describes circuits
for "fourth-generation" computers.
The Two Sides of Time-Sharing p. 33
by Martin Greenberger
Author discusses the system (hardware)
and user aspects of this subject, in terms
of both present and future capabilities,
based on the facilities at MIT's Project
MAC.
Data Transmission Systems
p. 51
A supplement to the information appearing in the September 1965 issue, the
charts include features of selected input
and transmission-oriented devices.

DECEMBER 1965
The Computer in Medicine pp. 24-49
The introductory article, by Evon C.
Greanias, surveys current applications
in biomedical dp and areas that have
attracted researchers' attentions. It is followed by a discussion of the main features of an experimental information
system at the Massachusetts General Hospital. In the third feature, Dr. Cesar
A. Caceres gives a progress report on
computer analysis of electro- and phonocardiograms, of brain wave recordings,
respiratory waveforms from the lungs,
and dye dilution curve from a heart's
output. Benjamin Kleinmuntz concludes
the section with a description of his efforts to simulate the clinical judgment·
process of a human diagnostician.
Comparing the Compacts
p. 61
by Edward O. Boutwell
Author examines short-word-length computers, considers the programming characteristics imposed by the short words
and their effect on use, and identifies
newer features appearing in machines
of this class.
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Computer Systems Engineering Openings

The Boeing Company's deep involvement in the nation's most
important missile and space programs is providing challenging
openings for qualified graduate computer systems engineers.
Requirements are a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in engineering, physics
or mathematics, preferably with experience in computer
applications, computer systems analysis or related fields.
These assignments are at the Boeing Computer Center in
Seattle, one of the largest and most complete industry computer facilities in the free world. Additional positions are
available at Huntsville, Ala. and New Orleans, La.
Computer Applications-Develop digital computer systems
for calculating trajectories and trajectory optimization, guidance
and control, loads and stresses, and temperature distributions.
Design and implement real time and near real time spacecraft
performance computer programs. Assignment will involve
coordination with other contractors and participation in space
flight control.
Analyze and design computer programs and information processing systems to be used in support of operational command
and control systems. Experience in the fields of information
retrieval or query languages is desirable.
Computer Systems Analysis-Evaluate, develop and implement programming languages and compiler systems for scientific computing systems. Experience in large scale systems,
design and development of compilers or major applications
programs is desirable.
Develop and- implement software systems for small and
medium size computers used for on-line data acquisition and
processing, military and space systems simulation and crew
training simulators.
Analyze and define the requirements for digital hardware systems, specify the computer configuration required and evaluate
present and proposed systems in a continuing program to
advance the Group's computing facilities.
Salaries are competitively commensurate with your experience
and educational background. Travel and moving allowances
are paid to newly hired personnel. Boeing is an equal
opportunity employer.
Send your resume, today, to Mr. Lawrence W. Blakeley, The
Boeing Company, Aerospace Group, P.O. Box 3822-DAE,
Seattle, Washington 98124.

BIIEING
AEROSPACE

GROUP

Missile & Information Systems Division· Space Division
Computer Center, Seattle
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DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEMS ANALYST
We need to fill a key position on the corporate
systems staff of our fast-growing, diversified Los
Angeles-based company, involving a wide range of
EDP disciplines applied to improvement of our
present data information flow .
RESPONSIBILITIES: Reporting to Assistant Man.ager Systems Staff, you'll perform electronic data
processing feasibility studies for existing corporate, administrative, manufacturing, engineenng
and rese'arch manual data methods. You'll assist
in IBM 1401 computer analyses and programming, together with preparation of standard practice manuals, operating manuals, data processing
manuals, flow-charts, report! card layouts, organization analysis charts, and forms design and
control.
QUALIFICATIONS: B.A., B.S. or equivalent degree, minimum 3-5 years experience in corporate
or manufacturing systems analyses, including
1401 programming. Travel approx. 50% of time.
Salary open. (M.&F.)
CONTACTJ.J.KELLY

American Potash &fhemical Corporation
3000 West 6th St. '
Los Angeles, Calif. 90054

An equal opportunity employer
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COMPUTER TALK
For Seniors &Managers
Frank Jones at Brentwood is an EDP placement specialist. He speaks your language. The logical circuitry of his
data-filled mind quickly analyzes your problems. And
he's programmed to compute the right new job for you.
Jobs available now with our blue-chip client companies
across the nation for qualified men with experience in:
• Scientific computation and analysis
• Real 'time-operational
• Operations research-linear programming
plus computer applications .
• Systems planning
• Command and control systems
• Business and commercial applications
• Software development, language development
and new compilers
• Systems design and analysis
• Programming-large-scale computers
• Digital and logical circuitry
These coveted positions offer salary ranges from $12,000
to $25,000. Companies pay all fees and expenses. All inquiries are handled discreetly. Send resume, salary requirements and geographical preference to:
Mr. Frank X. Jones, EDP National Search Division

[Dffi[]~l]W.@@@)
PERSON NEL S7 ASSOCIATES
formerly Brenten Employment Agency
786 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (201) MArket 2-0915
Our clients are equal opportunity employers
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the surprising
role of programming
atXerox

or

(how to quietly put your skills to work
on the mainstream of some very unusual corporate and scientific problemsolving ••• decidedly .upstream~). "

The first surprise generally comes with the comment that throughout the corporation's many operating divisions, as well as within the more centralized
business and scientific computing groups, Xerox
already employs a healthy numher of programmers
(upwards of 100). Not neophytes. And we have ample
room for more. Also not neophytes.
The second surprise surrounds the kind of work
we'll invite you to do, and the way we encourage you
to do it.
To begin with, we've toppled the concept that a lot
of people have-that computers are merely data processing machines, no matter how wondrous. We've had
the good fortune to participate in (maybe precipitate)
a thorough organizational awakening to the fact that
a computer in a scientific environment should he used
to enhance the insights of scientists and engineers-not
just be used to process a problem they may have. And
the same goes for non-technical, decision-making management.
If these be platitudes, they're platitudes in action.
And so you'll find man)' of our "programmers" act-

ing as consultants to managers of fundamental and applied research, advertising, marketing, manufacturing,
finance, etc.
This is not routine programming. And a routine programmer wouldn't be up to it.
In addition, there's some interesting work in progress on time-sharing systems. The software aspect is a
challenge all its own.
You'll find enough rilOdern EDP equipment here so
that your creativity isn't likely to be inhibited by a
iack of hardware. To give you a few examples, we've
"recently installed a 7044 at our Scientific Computing
Center. Then there are two 7010s sharing almost a bil·
lion characters of random access storage, supported by
1460s and 1401s, all in one of our inst<illations.
Onelast possible surprise. If you thought Xerox was
in the office copier business, you were not entirely cor'
recto This will be more apparent when you visit us and
we discuss your approach to prohlem~recognition in"
fields like optical technology, laser studies, behavioral
science, remote imaging, and a few additional subjects
that are peculiarly relevant to "the real husiness of
Xerox-graphic communications.
.
. Most, but not all, of these positions are in Rochester,
New York. Send your resume,in confidence to Mr. David
E. Chambers, Dept. DA-I, Xerox Corporation, P.O.
Box 1540, Rochester, New York 14603.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F)

XEROX
XEROX IS A TRADEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION
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ADVANCED PROGRAMMING AND THE
AIMS OF STANDARDIZATION
Some of the most advanced programming techniques have emerged either
because of the complete lack of coordinated standards, or because there
was too rigid standardization and too
soon, whether it was planned that way
or not. The standardization that was
lacking, or too rigid, was in programming techniques, languages, and terminology, equipment techniques, available equipment, and specification and
documentation methods for equipment,
programs, languages, and problems to
be solved.
For example, common programming languages developed because of
the lack of standardized equipment or
languages for their use. We are fortunate that the standardization was
lacking, because otherwise we would
have both equipment and language
only for the type of scientific problem
which can be solved by numerical approximation, and both equipment and
language would in all probability have
been too clumsy for symbol manipulation, for automatic coding, compiling,
translating, for simulation, or for proc~
ess control, or business data processing;
they are still too clumsy for natural
langu~9~ processing and for the general.ly flexfblr. requirements for mass information storage and retrieval.
It was originally thought that competition among manufacturers a'nd
users would inhibit the development
of common programming languages;
those who thought so had to face the
apparent paradox that· competition
was the major force causing, rather
than inhibit!ng, such development.
The available tools were so clumsy
that reprogramming costs actually
equalled the original equipment costs;
the only recourse was to provide the
customer one wanted to entice away
from the competitor with a readymade translator, to be delivered with
the new equipment or programs; companies even had to do this for their
own customers to keep the old facilities they offered from competing
with their new products. This was the
story of FORTRAN.
Thus, here, lack of standards automatically produced standards; no
116

formal standardization activity was
even needed to produce the effect.
An example where too rigid a
. standard produced an advanced technique was in the development of listprocessing techniques by chaining data
together in a way in which only programs had been chained. It seems that,
without our being aware of it, all
storage was considered to be purely
sequential, whether specifically addressed or not ...
But most information that people
want to use is not produced by any
single line of development, like one
enormous piece of spaghetti, and
furthermore, even if some information is produced that way, one doesn't
want to use it that way. Is a linear
file in an office ever" used in the
chronological order of appearance?
The association of information, both
in the way it is produced and in the
way it is used, is not sequential but
in ramified and intricate network
structures which are never alike in
two productions or uses. We are almost. certain not to want to use the
information in the same order that
we produced it, and absolutely certain that neither the production nor
the use will be sequentially fixed . . .
Here is an example where the lack
of standardization in our programming for simultaneous actions is calling forth all our ingenuity in developing programming techniques for executive systems, real-time systems, timesharing and multi-programming. If we
had had a standard computer and program~ing system for one of these
tasks, might this not have had the
effect of blinding us on how to attack
the others?
These examples of how either lack
of standardization or of too rigid a
standardization produce advanced programming techniques, and advanced
equipment, teach us the following
things.
A. Lack of standardization can be
a nuisance.
B. Standardization can be a nuisance.
C. Standardization can be auto-

matic, without any organization responsible for it.
So why try? Why should we even
lift a finger to either advance or retard it?
The answer is that we can't even
prevent ourselves from trying. We are
caught in a treadmill of communication traffic; the very process of trying
to communicate is one of building up
or breaking down standards. Learning to communicate is itself a standardization of people-a process called
education .
And there is something very important that this standardization of
people, languages, and things teaches
us. Standardization must not be too
rigid; those who agree to such standardization are only signing a delayed
suicide pact because the equipment,
the languages, or the people they do
this to will surely become obsolete.
Any processor or language system
must be able to grow or it will surely
die. If we permit unique standards at
all, it must be only of the control
that
permits
continued
structure
growth. Until we have enough theory
developed to understand that we' are
not standardizing ourselves into a
blind alley, we must permit a carefully
selected variety of standards; but
surely we must give immediate attention to a carefully selected and controlled variety of standard ways to'
specify these standards.
'
The development' of the necessary
theories, standard terminology, and
specification methods is best done,
however, by supporting a ·healthy
percentage-say, 10 to 15%-of purely
academic types who are willing to
spend up to 20% of their time in
contact with the industrial and commercial community . . . To them,
knowledge is to be broadcast, where
in highly competitive industry knowledge is to be kept secret because of
its power . . .
So our final philosophic lesson is
that formal standardization must continue, in spite of the dilemmas it presents. But to be a healthy activity, a
decent fraction of its personnel must
be pure academic theorists to counterbalance the industrial and commercial
manufacturers and users.
-SAUL GORN
This paper was presented in a panel discussion
at the Institute on Advanced Computer Programming, American Univ., Washington, D. c., and
was used at the ACM Working Conference on
Programming Languages and Pragmatics, San
Dimas, Calif., Aug. 1965. Papers from the latter
will appear in the March issue of ACM Communications.
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Here is a new tape storage case that saves important space, protects important data,
and can be effectively used by real people working with real computers. Consider this:
You get 50% more storage because cases are thinner, it's even possible to use existing
racks and cabinets. Case is always a circle, quick, easy to use. Place the reel against
the shelf-back of the case, flip the lock. That's all. Reel is self registering to inner and
outer rim. A stacking feature permits orderly storage on the desk, whether reel is in or out
of case. Stacks on the arm, too, for quick computer changes. They're rugged.
Cases are rigid, unbreakable when dropped, made of polycarbonate, hinged at lock with
metal pins. Dual rubber seals mean best protection against tape contamination,
better by far than any other space-saving case.
This new case is available from most every computer and tape manufacturer with their
reels of tape. A ring of color around the hub of the reel identifies it as a quality reel
with an aluminum winding surface from

DATA PACKAGING CORPORATION
205 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Case patent number 3209904.
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You iust may
lose your head over
this ad.

Why? Because Ferroxcube high
density ferrite (99.95%)
recording heads are better.
Gaps and assemblies are
completely glass bonded. It's a
patented process. Only we
can do that
This permits such a high
recording density and ultra
stable mass that our Illulti-track
assemblies can hold a long term
'tla tness of 12-24 microinches.
Thec~result: A truly l?w-flying

head (with extremely short
ideal surface capable of
thousands of hours of
gaps of 20-30 microinches).
continuous use. Since there's no
Only we can do that.
epoxy on the head, there's no .
Our fine surface finish lets you
chance of oxid~ gunking. Only
get in closer and increase
we can do that.
packing densities better than
ever before. Makes life happier Technical bulletins 1004 and
if you're involved with discs or
1006 are available on request.
drums. Or cost ... which is less , W~'re willing to have our heads
per bit of storage. Only we
examined, too. Then we'll see
can do that.
how long it takes you to lose
yours. Only you can do that.
And for contact applications,
FERROXCUBE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
glass bonded heads present the
Saugerties, New York ~
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